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Abstract   Rpb1 is the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) and it contains a long C-terminal domain (CTD) which is post-translationally modified at different stages of the transcription cycle. Coordinated phosphorylation of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) CTD is essential for efficient coupling of nascent RNA synthesis with co-transcriptional RNA processing events. Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are a novel class of RNAs which are most abundant in neuronal cells. Their biogenesis remains ill understood, namely why the intron upstream to the circRNA is retained during transcription of circRNA exon(s) to enable back-splicing. Evidence suggests that deficient spliceosome recruitment can lead to circRNA formation.  To investigate the mechanisms that may be involved in deficient recognition and splicing of introns upstream of exons included in circRNAs, I mapped the chromatin occupancy of RNAPII phosphorylated forms, splicing factors and transcription regulators by ChIP-seq during mouse ESC differentiation to dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons. CircRNAs were detected throughout differentiation, peaking in differentiated neurons, as expected. I found that circRNAs are detected when their genes express the highest mRNA levels, and confirmed that circRNAs are most often produced from exon 2. Detailed investigation of RNAPII occupancy in mESCs showed that circRNA production is associated with lower abundance of promoter-proximal RNAPII-S7p and lower recruitment of the splicing machinery at the first exon-intron splice junction of circRNA-producing genes. Although RNAPII is recruited and initiates transcription with similar efficiency, the recruitment of promoter-proximal factors NELF and CDK9, and U1 snRNP is diminished at the promoters of circRNA-producing genes. Similar observations were found in both dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons, suggesting a common mechanism underlying circRNA formation. To mechanistically interfere with pausing mechanisms, I used siRNA-
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mediated RNA interference to deplete NELF-A, a subunit of NELF complex, and discovered that NELF depletion was sufficient to increase the formation of circRNAs in mESCs. Our results implicate RNAPII regulation mechanisms in the formation of circRNAs. Finally, I propose a model for circRNA formation where RNAPII fast release from the promoter, possibly without sufficient phosphorylation of the S7p isoform, leads to altered spliceosome recruitment, ultimately favouring circRNA production over canonical splicing.    
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Zusammenfassung   Rpb1 ist die größte Untereinheit von RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) und sie enthält eine lange C-terminale Domäne (CTD), welche an unterschiedlichen Zeitpunkten im Transkriptionszyklus post-translational modifiziert wird. Koordinierte Phosphorylierung der CTD von RNAPII ist essentiell für eine effiziente Kupplung von naszierender RNA Synthese und co-transkriptionalem RNA Prozessierens. Zirkuläre RNAs (circRNAs) sind eine neue Klasse von RNA Molekülen mit hoher Prävalenz in neuronalen Zelltypen. Die Biogenese von circRNAs ist noch ungeklärt, insbesondere die Frage warum das Intron upstream der circRNA während der Transkription des circRNA Exons zurückbehalten wird um Rück-Spleißen zu ermöglichen. Verschiede Belege suggerieren, dass unzulängliche Rekrutierung des Spleiceosoms zur circRNA Formation führen kann. In dieser Arbeit untersuche ich die Mechanismen die zu Defekten in der Erkennung und des Spleißens des Introns upstream der circRNA führen. Mit diesem Ziel erfasste ich die genomweite Verteilung von chromatinassoziierter RNAPII mit verschiedenen Phosphorylierungen, sowie Spleißfaktoren und Transkriptionsreglern mittels ChIP-seq in neuronaler Differenzierung von murinen embryonalen Stammzellen zu dopaminergen und Motoneuronen. Während der gesamten Differenzierung, aber insbesondere in den differenzieren Neuronen, konnten circRNAs detektiert werden. Dabei werden circRNAs in Genen detektiert, wenn diese ihre höchsten Level an mRNA exprimieren, und die circRNAs entstehen in den meisten Fällen vom zweiten Exon des Gens. Eine detaillierte Untersuchung der RNAPII Verteilung im Stammzellgenom zeigt, dass die Produktion von circRNAs mit einer niedrigen Menge an Promoter-proximaler RNAPII-S7p und einer verminderten Rekrutierung des Spleiceosoms zur ersten Exon-Intron Spleißverbindung des circRNA-produzierenden Gens verbunden ist. Obwohl RNAPII mit ähnlicher Effizienz rekrutiert wird und Transkription initiiert, ist die Rekrutierung der Promoter-proximalen Faktoren NELF und CDK9, 
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sowie U1 snRNP, an den Promotern von circRNA-produzierenden Genen reduziert. Ähnliche Beobachtungen konnten in dopaminergen, sowie in Motoneuronen gefunden werden, was einen gemeinsamen Mechanismus hinter deren circRNA Formation suggeriert. Ich nutzte siRNA-mediierte RNA Interferenz um NELF-A auszuschalten, eine Untereinheit des NELF Komplexes, um mechanistisch in Promoter-Pausing Mechanismen einzugreifen. Hierbei entdeckte ich, dass das Entfernen von NELF ausreichte um die Formation von circRNAs in murinen embryonalen Stammzellen zu erhöhen. Unsere Ergebnisse implizieren, dass RNAPII Regulation eine Rolle spielt in der Formation von circRNAs. Schlussendlich formuliere ich ein Model zur Bildung von circRNAs, in dem die schnelle Freisetzung von RNAPII vom Promoter, potenziell ohne ausreichende Phosphorylierung der S7p Isoform, zu einer veränderten Rekrutierung des Spliceosoms führt, und damit zur bevorteilten Produktion von circRNAs gegenüber kanonischem Spleißen.       
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1 Introduction  Higher organisms have evolved numerous strategies to cope with developmental and environmental challenges in a balanced manner. To respond to both internal and external stimuli, organisms must activate complex networks to tightly regulate transcriptional output and ultimately cellular function. This is achieved through precise modulation of transcription and RNA processing.  Gene expression is a complex process, shaped by the relationship between the transcription machinery, the chromatin environment, and RNA maturation. A key player in integrating different levels of gene expression is RNA polymerase II (RNAPII). Its largest subunit, RPB1, contains a long, highly repetitive C-terminal domain (CTD) that is heavily post-translationally modified. CTD modifications change dynamically through the transcription cycle and promote the recruitment of different machineries, such as chromatin modifiers and RNA processing factors, which facilitates co-transcriptional RNA maturation.  This thesis aims to investigate the interplay between the CTD modifications of RNAPII and differential RNA output, focusing on the role of RNAPII modifications in circular RNA (circRNA) formation during neuronal maturation. In this introduction, I summarise transcription, splicing, and how the modifications of RNAPII’s CTD mediate both processes. I also describe the function and biogenesis of circular RNAs.  
1.1 Transcription and RNAPII regulation Gene expression starts when DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RNAPs) read genetic information encoded in the DNA sequence and transform it into RNA. In eukaryotes, RNAPs evolved into three distinct complexes that transcribe specific gene groups: RNAPI, RNAPII and RNAPIII. RNAPI transcribes ribosomal RNA genes in the nucleolus, which can comprise up to 80% of the cellular RNA. 
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RNAPIII transcribes mainly transfer RNAs, as well as other small RNAs, such as 7SK RNA and 5S rRNA. In this thesis, I focus on RNAPII, which transcribes all protein-coding genes and many structural and non-coding RNAs (Khatter, Vorländer, and Müller 2017).  
1.1.1 RNAPII features and the transcription cycle RNAPII is a multimeric protein complex composed of 12 subunits. Its catalytic subunit, RPB1, contains a long CTD, which is highly conserved, structurally disordered and composed of multiple repeats with the canonical sequence Y1-S2-P3-T4-S5-P6-S7. The number of repeats ranges from 26 in yeast to 52 in mammals and correlates with organism complexity (Eick and Geyer 2013). Although the CTD is not necessary for RNAPII catalytic activity, its deletion or extensive truncation is lethal, showing that the CTD is essential for cell survival (Bartolomei et al. 1988; Thompson et al. 1993). In mammals, the proximal part of the CTD is highly conserved; however, the distal part of the CTD shows significant changes from the consensus sequence most often at position 7 (Eick and Geyer 2013). All heptapeptide residues can be post-translationally modified, which alter the functionality and structure of the CTD and in turn influence its interaction partners. The CTD can be subjected to different modifications, such as phosphorylation, methylation, acetylation, glycosylation and isomerization. The best studied modifications are phosphorylation of Ser2, Ser5 and Ser7 (S2p, S5p, S7p, respectively, Fig. 1.1A). Mapping these modifications by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by high throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) shows that both S5p and S7p peak at the transcription start site (TSS), whereas S2p gradually increases until it peaks at the transcription end site (TES) (Brookes and Pombo 2009; Zaborowska, Egloff, and Murphy 2016). The extent to which the CTD is modified and which combinations are present is still under investigation. Two recent studies combined genetic manipulation and mass spectrometry to explore the relative amounts and spatial distribution of the different CTD modifications in yeast and mammals (Schuller et al. 2016; Suh et al. 2016). The CTD tends to be uniformly modified and most often once per repeat, although 
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double modifications per repeat were also found. About 75% of the repeats were phosphorylated on S5p and S2p, with tyrosine 1 phosphorylation (T1p), threonine 4 phosphorylation (T4p), and S7p accounting for the remaining 15%. Importantly, different modifications have been linked to different stages of the transcription cycle (Brookes and Pombo 2009; Zaborowska, Egloff, and Murphy 2016), where RNAPII CTD acts as a docking platform for different factors essential for nascent RNA processing and shaping the chromatin environment (Fig. 1.1B) (David et al. 2011; McCracken, Fong, Rosonina, et al. 1997; McCracken, Fong, Yankulov, et al. 1997; Morris and Greenleaf 2000; Ryan et al. 2002; Rosonina and Blencowe 2004). For example, depleting CTD phosphorylation by mutating all Ser2, Ser5 or Ser7 residues to alanine or glutamate is lethal in yeast and mammalian cells, showing that mutations in these residues are not tolerated (West and Corden 1995; Zhang et al. 2012). The CTD modifications are placed by kinases and removed by phosphatases and their combined and timely action during the transcription cycle are essential for proper CTD function. The transcription cycle of protein-coding genes is composed of the following stages: initiation, promoter-proximal pausing, elongation and termination. For this, RNAPII is first recruited to the promoter, then transcribes through the coding region and terminates transcription at the end of the gene (Fig. 1.1B). 
 Figure 1.1 RNAPII S2p, S5p and S7p change dynamically during the transcription cycle.  A) Schematic representation of RNAPII S2p, S5p and S7p relative enrichment on chromatin of active genes. B) Diagram depicting connections between transcription cycle stages, RNAPII modifications, and co-transcriptional RNA processing. TSS – Transcription start site. TES – Transcription end site. 
1.1.2 Initiation and S5p 
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For RNAPII to initiate, several transcription factors (TFs) and protein complexes are recruited to open chromatin regions (reviewed in detail in (Sainsbury, Bernecky, and Cramer 2015) and (Grunberg and Hahn 2013). Firstly, general transcription factors (GTFs) TFIIA, B and D are recruited to the promoter, forming the core initiation complex. TFIID is composed of TATA-box binding protein (TBP), required for basal transcription, and several TBP-associated factors (TAFs), which are promoter specific. After the assembly of the core initiation complex, TFIIF and unphosphorylated RNAPII are recruited to the promoter, followed by TFIIE and TFIIH, forming the closed pre-initiation complex (PIC). Upon ATP hydrolysis, XPB, the helicase subunit of TFIIH, melts the DNA strands and creates a transcription bubble, called the open PIC. Unphosphorylated CTD has a negative impact on transcription and promotes RNAPII stalling at the PIC, because both GTFs and the Mediator complex have high affinity for unphosphorylated RNAPII (Maxon, Goodrich, and Tjian 1994; Myers et al. 1998).  The Mediator is a multiprotein complex that is thought to play a central role in activating gene expression by integrating enhancer-promoter contacts (Allen and Taatjes 2015). Finally, CDK7, the kinase subunit of TFIIH, phosphorylates RNAPII CTD on Ser5, which decreases its affinity to the PIC, the mediator is evicted from the PIC, and RNAPII initiates transcription (Sogaard and Svejstrup 2007; Wong, Jin, and Struhl 2014). The Mediator further contributes to RNAPII release from the PIC by phosphorylating RNAPII CTD on Ser5 through one of its associated subunits, CDK8 (Jeronimo and Robert 2017).  RNAPII S5p role in transcription initiation RNAPII S5p is most enriched at the TSS and marks transcription initiation. Ser5 is thought to be phosphorylated at active genes mostly by CDK7 (Akhtar et al. 2009), although CDK8, CDK9, CDK12, CDK13 and DYRK1A have been suggested to phosphorylate Ser5 based mostly on in vitro studies (Bosken et al. 2014; Czudnochowski, Bosken, and Geyer 2012; Di Vona et al. 2015; Greifenberg et al. 2016). Dephosphorylation of Ser5 residues depends on several phosphatases. 
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Ssu72 phosphatase dephosphorylates both S5p and S7p and is particularly important in the transition between initiation and elongation (Ganem et al. 2003; Krishnamurthy et al. 2004). RPAP2 and its yeast homolog Rtr1 also dephosphorylate S5p (Egloff et al. 2012; Mosley et al. 2009). Additionally, SCP1, part of the small phosphatases family, was reported to mediate S5p dephosphorylation and promote gene silencing of neuronal genes in non-neuronal cells (Eick and Geyer 2013).  S5p is intimately linked with early co-transcriptional events, for example capping and splicing. Capping consists of the addition of a methylated guanine nucleoside (me7Gppp) to the 5’ end of the nascent RNA by the capping enzyme as soon as it exits RNAPII, when it is ~20 nucleotides long. This prevents the degradation of nascent RNA by 5’exonucleases and facilitates messenger mRNA (mRNA) translation. The capping enzyme was shown to directly bind to S5p (Fabrega et al. 2003) and S5p is essential for the co-transcriptional recruitment of the capping machinery to nascent RNA (Cho et al. 1997; Ghosh, Shuman, and Lima 2011; McCracken, Fong, Rosonina, et al. 1997; Schwer and Shuman 2011). For example, mutating S5 residues to alanines prevents recruitment of the capping machinery and is lethal in yeast and mammals; however, lethality can be overcome by tethering the capping enzyme to the nascent RNA (Schwer and Shuman 2011). Several studies also suggest that S5p helps recruit and interacts with spliceosome components (Harlen et al. 2016; Nojima et al. 2018). Finally, the state of chromatin modifications at histone tails is also is also shaped by S5p. For example, Set1 methyltransferase, which methylates histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) and is a hallmark of active genes, binds to S5p (Kim and Buratowski 2009; Ng et al. 2003).  S5p modification, together with H3K4me3, are also found at Polycomb-repressed genes, whose promoters are marked by repressive chromatin marks (H3K27me3 and H2Aub1). At these genes, RNAPII is displays a “poised state”, in which its CTD is phosphorylated on S5, but not on Ser2 or Ser7 (Brookes et al. 2012; Stock et al. 2007). Genes co-occupied by RNAPII and Polycomb complexes have been 
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described in mouse ES cells (mESCs) and throughout neuronal differentiation (Brookes et al. 2012; Ferrai et al. 2017). Finally, it was shown that S5p is modified by a different kinase, ERK1/2, at polycomb-repressed genes in mESCs (Tee et al. 2014). Role of other RNAPII modifications in transcription initiation Another RNAPII modification which may play a role in transcription initiation is Y1p. In mammals, Y1p is most enriched at the TSS, then reduced in the gene body, and enriched again at the TES but at a lower level (Descostes et al. 2014). Y1p was described to be associated with antisense promoter transcription and active enhancers (Descostes et al. 2014), but its function remains unclear. In yeast, Y1p is gradually enriched along the gene body and peaks at the TES (Mayer et al. 2012), suggesting that it plays a distinct role in this organism. Y1p is thought to be placed by c-ABL kinase in mammalian cells (Baskaran, Dahmus, and Wang 1993; Baskaran, Chiang, and Wang 1996), and is removed by Rtr1 and Glc7 in yeast (Hsu et al. 2014; Schreieck et al. 2014).  Finally, CTD glycosylation consists of the addition of O-linked N-acetyl-glucosamine (O-GlcNAc) is added to serine and threonine residues by O-GlcNAc transferase (OGT), is thought to modulate the RNAPII recruitment and initiation (Lewis, Burlingame, and Myers 2016). For example, OGT is found enriched at promoters, interacts with GTFs and is necessary for RNAPII recruitment to the promoter (Comer and Hart 2001; Kelly, Dahmus, and Hart 1993; Ranuncolo et al. 2012). Moreover, glycosylated RNAPII is found at the PIC and glycosylation prevents CTD phosphorylation (Comer and Hart 2001; Kelly, Dahmus, and Hart 1993), suggesting that glycosylation may be an extra regulatory layer of upstream of transcription initiation.   
1.1.3 Promoter-proximal pausing and S7p 
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After release from the PIC, RNAPII is phosphorylated on Ser7 and transcribes about 20-60 nucleotides downstream of the TSS, where it remains stably associated with the nascent RNA, a stage of the transcription cycle called “promoter-proximal pausing”. This process is mainly mediated through the binding of Negative elongation factor (NELF) and DRB-sensitivity inducing factor (DSIF) complexes to RNAPII (Ni et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2003). Promoter-proximal pausing is reflected by the accumulation of RNAPII at promoters of many genes, modified by both S5p and S7p. Further signaling is necessary to release RNAPII into productive elongation: the PTEF-b complex is recruited to the promoter-proximal pausing site and its kinase subunit CDK9 phosphorylates NELF, DSIF and RNAPII on Ser2. Consequently, NELF is released from the RNAPII complex, DSIF becomes a positive elongation factor and RNAPII transitions into productive elongation (reviewed in (Adelman and Lis 2012; Chen, Smith, and Shilatifard 2018). These regulatory steps are depicted in Fig. 1.2.  
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 Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of promoter-proximal pausing establishment and release of RNAPII.  DNA is represented as a black line and nascent RNA is the blue line. Sequence-specific transcription factors (TF1) recruit GTFs and RNAPII (Pol II in red) to form the PIC. After RNAPII transcribed ~20 to 60 bp it is paused by the action of NELF and DSIF and promoter-proximal pausing is established. Release of RNAPII is triggered by the recruitment of P-TEFb kinase, directly or indirectly by another putative transcription factor (TF2). P-TEFb phosphorylates NELF, DSIF and RNAPII S2 and RNAPII is released into productive elongation (Adelman and Lis 2012). Function of promoter-proximal pausing Promoter-proximal pausing of RNAPII was initially described by the Lis lab at the heat shock gene (Hsp70) in Drosophila melanogaster (D. melanogaster), but has since then been accepted as a widespread phenomenon in metazoans (Adelman and Lis 2012). Several studies have shown that genes with high accumulation of RNAPII at promoters compared to gene bodies, termed “paused genes”, are enriched for fast response signaling processes, such as cell proliferation, stress response or development (Adelman et al. 2009; Aida et al. 2006; Henriques et al. 2013; Zeitlinger et al. 2007). This led to the proposal that RNAPII is present at the 
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promoters of these genes to allow quick activation in response to cellular stimuli. Nevertheless, not all rapidly induced genes are paused, and strongly paused genes are not necessarily highly inducible (Kininis et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2011). RNAPII accumulation was also suggested to help maintaining open chromatin regions at paused promoters (Mavrich et al. 2008; Ozsolak et al. 2007; Schones et al. 2008). Promoter-proximal pausing is also thought as an important checkpoint in the transcription cycle, where either RNAPII terminates transcription or is released into productive elongation with the appropriate CTD modifications to recruit processing factors and chromatin modifiers (Adelman and Lis 2012). Stalling of RNAPII at the promoter-proximal pause site is thought to help recruit processing machineries to chromatin and nascent RNA. Supporting this hypothesis, DSIF complex was found to interact with the 5’ capping machinery (Mandal et al. 2004; Pei and Shuman 2002; Wen and Shatkin 1999). Recent studies also suggest that promoter-proximal pausing may be the limiting step in the transcription cycle instead of RNAPII recruitment (Bartman et al. 2019; Gressel et al. 2017; Shao and Zeitlinger 2017).  Finally, the promoter release of paused RNAPII may be modulated by promoter enhancer contacts and proteins which are also involved in genome architecture. For example, PAF1, which regulates promoter-proximal pausing, also mediates promoter-enhancer contacts (Chen et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2015). In Drosophila, cohesin-bound genes have high transcription levels and are more paused. Depletion of cohesin decreased transcription and increased promoter-proximal pausing, suggesting that cohesin could facilitate RNAPII release into productive elongation (Schaaf et al. 2013). CTCF was also shown to modulate recruitment of NELF, SPT5 and CDK9 at the promoter-proximal pausing site of c-myc gene in HeLa cells (Laitem et al. 2015), suggesting that CTCF could modulate the promoter-proximal pausing of genes that depend on CTCF binding. To conclude, promoter-proximal pausing is a key step in modulating the transcription cycle and gene expression. 
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Regulation of promoter-proximal pausing  Establishment of RNAPII pausing near promoters and subsequent release is intricately regulated and the location and duration of RNAPII pausing at promoters depends on various factors, such as DNA sequence and regulatory proteins. Specific DNA features were found associated with increased levels of promoter-proximal pausing, such as GC-richness, lack of TATA-box or formation of R-loops, which are DNA-RNA hybrids that tend to form on GC-rich sequences (Chen et al. 2017; Core, Waterfall, and Lis 2008; Day et al. 2016; Skourti-Stathaki and Proudfoot 2014). Additionally, RNAPII pausing at promoters is tightly modulated by several protein complexes, such as DSIF and NELF (Adelman and Lis 2012; Chen, Smith, and Shilatifard 2018). The DSIF complex is composed of SPT4 and SPT5. SPT5 directly contacts the nascent RNA as it exits RNAPII (Bernecky, Plitzko, and Cramer 2017; Ehara et al. 2017; Qiu and Gilmour 2017). DSIF is recruited to the RNAPII complex upon TFIIE phosphorylation by CDK7 and subsequent TFIIE eviction from the PIC (Larochelle et al. 2012). Furthermore, SPT5 has a repetitive CTD, similar to RNAPII’s CTD, which contains 11 nonapeptide tandem repeats and is mostly phosphorylated by CDK9, but also by CDK7. Upon CDK9 phosphorylation, DSIF becomes a positive elongation factor which remains associated with RNAPII until it terminates transcription (Adelman and Lis 2012). The second promoter-proximal pausing complex, NELF, is composed of 4 subunits: A, B and C (or D, its isoform) and E, its catalytic subunit. All four NELF subunits interact with nascent RNA, which suggests that NELF may help stabilize paused RNAPII complexes and prevent premature transcription termination (Vos et al. 2016; Yamaguchi et al. 2002). Importantly, NELF is a potent inhibitor of transcription in the presence of DSIF in vitro (Yamaguchi et al. 1999) and is released from paused RNAPII complexes upon phosphorylation by CDK9 (Nechaev and Adelman 2011; Peterlin and Price 2006; Sims, Belotserkovskaya, and Reinberg 2004). Finally, other protein complexes were found to enhance RNAPII pausing at promoters. For example, GDOWN1 prevents TFIIF recruitment and RNAPII premature termination (Cheng et al. 2012; DeLaney and Luse 2016; Workman and Roeder 1987; Jishage et al. 2012; Jishage 
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et al. 2018). Additionally, the PAF1 complex mediates RNAPII release into productive elongation (Chen et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2017; Yu et al. 2015; Vos et al. 2018).  As mentioned above, release of RNAPII from promoter-proximal pausing into productive elongation is also highly regulated, where the PTEF-b complex plays a central role. The PTEF-b complex is composed of a cyclin subunit (T1, T2, or K) and a kinase subunit, CDK9 (Adelman and Lis 2012). To release RNAPII from pausing, PTEF-b is recruited to paused RNAPII complexes and CDK9 phosphorylates NELF, SPT5 and RNAPII on Ser2 (Nechaev and Adelman 2011; Peterlin and Price 2006; Sims, Belotserkovskaya, and Reinberg 2004). Chemical inhibition of CDK9 by flavopiridol or 5,6-dichloro-1-β-D-ribofuranosylbenzimidazole (DRB) strongly prevents the release of RNAPII from the promoter into productive elongation (Chao et al. 2000; Peng et al. 1998; Laitem et al. 2015). Finally, RNAPII CTD modifications, namely S7p, also play an important role in the transition from initiation to elongation.  Promoter-proximal pausing is further regulated by the recruitment of PTEF-b complex to active genes, which in turn associates with distinct complexes that modulate its activity. Most PTEF-b complexes in the cell are associated with the 7SK ribonucleoprotein complex, which sequesters and inactivates PTEF-b (Nguyen et al. 2001; Yang et al. 2001), a process also mediated by the binding of HEXIM1/2 to PTEF-b (Michels et al. 2003). Release of PTEF-b from repression depends on KAP1/TRIM28 and association of splicing factors SRSF1/2 with 7SK RNA on chromatin (Ji et al. 2013; McNamara et al. 2016). Once released from the 7SK complex, PTEF-b may associate with two other protein complexes, the SEC and BRD4, where PTEF-b is active and able to trigger RNAPII promoter release (Jang et al. 2005; Lin et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2005). Both of these complexes have the ability to phosphorylate RNAPII on Ser2, but it remains unclear how they work together. The SEC contains multiple Lys-rich leukemia proteins and mixed lineage leukemia translocation partners which are often together with PTEF-b and are required for quick induction of transcription 
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(reviewed in detail in (Luo, Lin, and Shilatifard 2012)). BRD4 recruits PTEF-b to promoters and triggers RNAPII release into productive elongation (Bisgrove et al. 2007; Jang et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2005).  RNAPII S7p role in the transition to elongation Of all the serine residues, S7p is so far the least understood. It has similar pattern to S5p on actively transcribed genes (Chapman et al. 2007; Egloff et al. 2007). It is placed by CDK7 kinase and removed by Ssu72 phosphatase, which also removes S5p (Akhtar et al. 2009; Jeronimo, Bataille, and Robert 2013; Glover-Cutter et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2012). However, CDK7 may not be the only modifier of Ser7, as CDK9 and CDK12 seem to also phosphorylate Ser7 in vitro (Glover-Cutter et al. 2009; Bosken et al. 2014). One of the best described roles of S7p is in snRNA gene expression, where it helps recruit the Integrator complex and RPAP2 (Egloff et al. 2007; Egloff et al. 2012). Furthermore, mutations of Ser7 residues to alanine causes expression defects of these genes (Egloff et al. 2007). S7p was also shown to participate in the suppression of cryptic transcription in yeast (Tietjen et al. 2010). Finally, S7p is thought to promote RNAPII release into productive elongation, as S7p presence primes RNAPII CTD for PTEF-b recognition and subsequent phosphorylation of Ser2 by CDK9 (Czudnochowski, Bosken, and Geyer 2012; St Amour et al. 2012; Viladevall et al. 2009). To summarize, S7p appears to be intimately linked with regulatory networks at both transcription initiation and the transition into productive elongation.  Role of lysine 7 modifications in the transition between initiation and elongation In mammals, the distal part of the CTD has 8 lysine residues at the position 7 (K7). The number of lysine residues appears to correlate with organism complexity: most vertebrates have 8, D. melanogaster has 3, Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) has 1 and no K7 residues are found in yeast (Dias et al. 2015). The first modification described in K7 residues was ubiquitination by ubiquitin E3 ligase WWP2, which causes proteosomal degradation of the RPB1 subunit in mESCs (Li 
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et al. 2007). K7 residues can also be acetylated (K7ac) in vitro and in vivo (Schroder et al. 2013). K7ac is enriched at the TSS of active genes and is placed by P300 kinase (Schroder et al. 2013). It is also implicated in transcription initiation and elongation: mutating K7 residues or inhibiting P300 prevents or reduced induction of EGF responsive genes Egr2 and c-Fos (Schroder et al. 2013). A recent study in HEK293 cells has shown that the RPRD proteins specifically interact with K7ac and promote S5p dephosphorylation by a RPRD-associated phosphatase, thereby providing an additional regulatory step between initiation and early elongation in vertebrates which would contribute to precise release of RNAPII into productive elongation (Ali et al. 2019). Finally, K7 residues can be mono- or dimethylated (K7me1, K7me2) in vivo (Dias et al. 2015; Voss et al. 2015) and mark early stages of transcription initiation (Dias et al. 2015). K7me1 and K7me2 are enriched at the TSS of active genes similarly to K7ac, though K7me is strictly located at the TSS and K7ac extends into the gene body (Dias et al. 2015). The enzyme responsible for K7 methylation and potential readers are still unknown. The presence of methylation is not compatible with acetylation of the same K7 residue; nevertheless, different repeats on the same CTD may be methylated or acetylated. Remarkably, K7me1 and K7me2 are highly correlated with initiating and early elongating forms of RNAPII (S5p and S7p), whereas K7ac is positively correlated with elongating RNAPII (S2p) and mRNA levels. Finally, Dias and colleagues also found that the balance between K7me2 and K7ac promoter levels at each gene (K7me2/K7ac ratio) may be important to fine-tune gene expression (Dias et al. 2015).  
1.1.4 Elongation and S2p In contrast to RNAPII S5p and S7p which are most enriched at the promoter, S2p gradually increases as RNAPII transcribes through the coding region, marking the elongating form of RNAPII (Komarnitsky, Cho, and Buratowski 2000). As previously discussed, the enzyme mostly responsible for Ser2 phosphorylation is CDK9. However, Ser2 can also be modified by CDK12, CDK13 and DYRK1A in vitro, by CDK11 in vivo, and by BRD4 both in vitro and in vivo (Pak et al. 2015; 
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Bosken et al. 2014; Czudnochowski, Bosken, and Geyer 2012; Devaiah et al. 2012; Greifenberg et al. 2016; Karagiannis and Balasubramanian 2007). Ser2 and Ser5 share many of its modifiers which points towards an intimate cross-talk between transcription initiation and elongation. S2p levels at the TSS are regulated by the Fused in Sarcoma (FUS) protein which binds to the CTD and prevents Ser2 phosphorylation by CDK9 and CDK12 (Schwartz et al. 2012). Finally, S2p is removed by FCP1 phosphatase (Cho et al. 2001). Reflecting its gradual enrichment at the gene body, S2p is essential for proper transcription elongation. For example, SETD2 methyltransferase which methylates histone H3 on Lys 36 (H3K36me3), binds to RNAPII CTD when S5p and S2p are present. H3K36me3 is enriched at the gene bodies of actively transcribed genes (Hampsey and Reinberg 2003) and was shown to supress intragenic transcription initiation in yeast (Carrozza et al. 2005; Venkatesh et al. 2012). Furthermore, S2p recruits SPT6, an elongation factor that coordinates nucleosome disassembly and reassembly during transcription and facilitates RNAPII elongation. S2p is also important for co-transcriptional recruitment of splicing factors: it was found associated with spliceosome components (Harlen et al. 2016) and mutating Ser2 residues to alanine impairs splicing due to defects in U2 auxiliary factor (U2AF) recruitment (Gu, Eick, and Bensaude 2013). Finally, S2p has an important role in 3’-end formation of mRNAs, which will be discussed in more detail below.  Another CTD modification that plays a role in elongation is threonine phosphorylation (T4p). It is enriched at the gene body and TES in both yeast and mammals, placed by PLK3 and CDK9 and removed by FCP1 phosphatase (Hintermair et al. 2012; Hsin, Sheth, and Manley 2011). In yeast, T4p appears to promote splicing, since phospho-specific immunoprecipitation of the T4p interactome is enriched for several elongation factors (Harlen et al. 2016), in chicken, it is linked with the 3’ end processing of histone RNAs (Hsin, Sheth, and Manley 2011), and in human cells, it is associated with transcription elongation 
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and appears to regulate M-phase progression and chromosome segregation (Hintermair et al. 2012; Hintermair et al. 2016).  
1.1.5 Termination The last step of the transcription cycle is termination, where the nascent RNA is cleaved and polyadenylated and RNAPII dissociates from the DNA template shortly after the TES (reviewed in detail in (Porrua and Libri 2015; Proudfoot 2011)). Cleavage and polyadenylation of the nascent RNA depends firstly on the consensus poly(A) signal (PAS), AAUAA, and on auxiliary sequences flanking the PAS, and, secondly, on the co-transcriptional recruitment of cleavage and polyadenylation factors.  Cleavage of the nascent RNA happens a few base pairs downstream of the PAS and is performed by cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF73), cleavage stimulatory factor (CstF) and cleavage factor 1 and 2 (CF1, CF2). Subsequently, poly(A) polymerase (PAP) adds a poly(A) tail to the 3’end of nascent RNA, which will not only protect the mRNA from degradation by exonucleases, but also favor its export to the cytoplasm and translation (Porrua and Libri 2015). Finally, RNAPII complexes dissociate from the DNA template and transcription terminates. There are two main models to explain RNAPII termination, but the detailed mechanisms are still unclear. The allosteric model proposes that termination occurs due to loss of elongation factors and/or conformational changes in elongating RNAPII (Proudfoot 2011; Zhang, Rigo, and Martinson 2015). The torpedo model postulates that termination is triggered by XRN2 exonuclease, which is recruited after cleavage of the nascent RNA, and degrades the nascent RNA up to the transcribing RNAPII, causing the dissociation of the elongating RNAPII complex (Loya and Reines 2016; Proudfoot 2011). Another important factor in transcription termination is RNAPII pausing downstream of the PAS at GC-rich sequences, where R-loops form. These are resolved by Senataxin helicase, which promotes XRN2 access to the nascent RNA and transcription termination (Skourti-Stathaki, Proudfoot, and Gromak 2011; Parua et al. 2018; Cortazar et al. 2019). Importantly, the allosteric and torpedo models are not mutually exclusive and a combination of both is likely 
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to happen in vivo. After transcription termination, RNAPII complexes are dephosphorylated and recruited to a new transcription cycle (Cho et al. 2001).  RNAPII CTD modifications also play a role in transcription termination. S2p interacts with and likely recruits cleavage and polyadenylation factors PCF11 and CPSF73 to the nascent RNA in yeast (Ahn, Kim, and Buratowski 2004; Gu, Eick, and Bensaude 2013; McCracken, Fong, Yankulov, et al. 1997; Meinhart and Cramer 2004). T4p was also recently shown to mediate transcription termination through the recruitment of RTT103 termination factor in yeast (Harlen et al. 2016). Finally, mutating the arginine residue (R1810) at the non-consensus repeat 31 of the CTD to alanine causes RNAPII accumulation and increased R-loop formation at the 3’end of genes, suggesting that it plays a role in termination in humans (Zhao et al. 2016).  
1.2 Splicing In eukaryotes, most genes are transcribed as a precursor mRNAs (pre-mRNAs), which are composed of coding sequences (exons) intercalated by stretches of non-coding sequences (introns). To produce an mRNA molecule, all introns must be removed and the exons joined together in a process called pre-mRNA splicing. Splicing depends on both cis and trans regulatory elements, which are regulated in a developmental-stage or tissue-specific manner. Proper splicing of pre-mRNA molecules is essential for appropriate gene expression and cellular function, and mis-spliced mRNAs are often linked with disease, such as neurodegenerative disorders and cancer (Matera and Wang 2014).  
1.2.1 Canonical splicing The pre-mRNA splicing reaction depends on several sequences present in all introns, which are highly conserved between yeast and mammals: GT, the donor site which defines 5’ splice site (5’ss), AG, the acceptor site which defines 3’ splice site (3’ss), and the branch point signal (BPS) which consists of 18-40 nucleotides upstream of the 3’ss. Metazoans contain an additional sequence that helps define 
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the 3’ss, called the polypyrimidine tract (PPT). The splicing reaction is a two-step transesterification reaction (Fig. 1.3). 
 Figure 1.3 Illustration of the steps in the splicing reaction.  DNA sequence is depicted on top and RNA below. Red arrow 1 represents the first reaction step, where 2’OH of the adenosine performs a nucleophilic attack on the 5’ss. Red arrow 2 represents the second reaction step, where the free 3’OH of the 5’ss attacks the first nucleoside downstream of the 3’ss. In the first step, the 2’OH of the adenosine in the BPS performs a nucleophilic attack on the 5’ss guanosine, producing a 5’ exon with a free 3’OH and a branched intron lariat connected to the 3’ exon. In the second step, the free 3’OH of the 5’ exon attacks the first nucleotide downstream of 3’ss guanosine, yielding two spliced exons and an excised intron lariat (Herzel et al. 2017; Matera and Wang 2014; Will and Luhrmann 2011).  The splicing reaction is catalyzed by the spliceosome complex, which is composed of U-rich small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) named after their corresponding snRNA: U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 (Matera and Wang 2014; Will and Luhrmann 2011). Most evidence supports a step-wise assembly of the spliceosome, where snRNPs dynamically assemble and disassemble throughout the different stages of splicing (Fig. 1.4).  
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 Figure 1.4 The splicing cycle.  Dynamic assembly and disassembly of snRNP complexes during the splicing cycle (Matera and Wang 2014).  Splicing itself does not require ATP, but ATPases are essential for the conformational transitions that occur during spliceosome assembly. Although this process is best studied in yeast, the main assembly steps are highly conserved in mammalian cells. Importantly, most splicing reactions are thought to occur co-transcriptionally, as the nascent RNA exits RNAPII. Splicing starts by the recognition of the 5’ss by the U1 snRNP, followed by Splicing Factor 1 (SF1) and U2AF binding to the BPS and the PPT at the end of the intron, thus forming the Commitment complex (complex E). Upon dissociation of SF1 and U2AF from the BPP and ATP hydrolysis, U2 snRNP recognizes the 3’ss and binds U1 snRNP, forming the Pre-spliceosome complex (complex A). After complex A assembly, the tri-snRNP, composed of U4, U5 and U6, is recruited to form the Pre-catalytic spliceosome, or complex B. Upon structural rearrangements catalyzed by several RNA helicases, U1 and U4 are evicted and the Activated complex B (complex B*) is formed. When the first catalytic step is completed, the Activated complex B gives rise to the Catalytic spliceosome, or complex C, which undergoes ATP-dependent rearrangements and performs the second step of the splicing reaction. Afterwards, the Post-spliceosomal complex is formed, which contains the spliced exons and an intron lariat. Finally, U2, U5, and U6 snRNPs are released from the 
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spliced exons, dissociate from the intron lariat and are recycled to a new splicing reaction.  
1.2.2 Alternative splicing Splicing is a highly complex process that is regulated by intricate networks that are cell-type and developmental stage specific. Constitutive exons are robustly recognized by the spliceosome and included in the mRNA. However, some exons may or may not be included in the mRNA and are alternatively spliced. Alternative splicing (AS) is the process by which different splice sites are recognized by the spliceosome. AS is important for numerous cellular processes, such as pluripotency, cell differentiation, circadian rhythm, response to environmental cues, or disease (Braunschweig et al. 2013). Approximately 95% of all transcripts were found to produce alternatively spliced mRNAs (Braunschweig et al. 2013) and complexity of AS events is related to increasing complexity of cell-types and species (Barbosa-Morais et al. 2012). Several types of AS have been described (Vuong, Black, and Zheng 2016), the most common being “cassette exons”, where the exon is included or excluded from the mRNA (Fig. 1.5A). Exons can be mutually exclusive (Fig. 1.5B) or spliced from different 5’ss or 3’ss (Fig. 1.5C and 1.5D). mRNA isoforms can also have alternative last exons or poly(A) sites (Fig. 1.5E and 1.5F), and introns may be retained (Fig. 1.5G). Lastly, and a core topic of this thesis, the 5’ss of an exon can be spliced to an upstream 3’ss in a process called back-splicing, producing a circRNA molecule (Fig. 1.5H).  
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 Figure 1.5 Types of alternative splicing.  RNA is depicted as a black line, constitutive exons are dark grey and alternatively spliced exons are light grey. A) “Cassette” exons which are included or excluded. B) Mutually exclusive exons. C, D) Alternative 5’ss or 3’ss selection. E, F) Alternative 3’ exons or polyadenylation site usage. G) Intron retention. H) Back-splicing and circRNA formation (Vuong, Black, and Zheng 2016). AS events are an important source of protein diversity, since AS can change protein domains and/or protein structure, thus impacting protein function. Selection of different last exons or PAS also influences which RNA binding proteins (RBPs) bind to the mRNA, thereby impacting mRNA stability, localization and translation.  Splicing is a highly regulated process which depends on numerous cis and trans factors, because canonical splicing sequences (GU/AG and BPS) are short and insufficient for appropriate splicing. For example, many introns contain cryptic splice sites, i.e. decoy sequences that resemble splice sites but are not functional, which can be recognized by the spliceosome and result in incorrect splicing (Braunschweig et al. 2013; Matera and Wang 2014). As such, splicing accuracy is increased by the presence of exonic and intronic splicing enhancer (E/ISE) and silencer (E/ISS) sequences in the vicinity of splice sites (Fig 1.6A). These sequences are bound by several RBPs, which promote or inhibit splice site recognition by the spliceosome.  
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Although splicing outcome firstly depends on the presence of cis elements, it is also highly dependent on the action of several RBPs binding to these elements. As several RBPs may bind to the same RNA molecule, their combined action can dictate a variety of splicing outcomes, that depends on the differential expression of RBPs (Fig. 1.6B) (Braunschweig et al. 2013; Vuong, Black, and Zheng 2016). There are two main classes of RBPs: constitutive and tissue-specific. Constitutive RBPs are expressed in almost all cells and tissues. Two large classes of constitutive RBPs are for example Serine/Arginine proteins (SR) and heterogeneous ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs). Members of these protein classes bind to splicing enhancers or silencers and promote or inhibit splicing depending on their binding location and sequence context. Many other RBPs are tissue-specific and play an essential role in cellular function, such as PTBP2 in the brain or RBM24 in the heart. This is reviewed in detail in (Baralle and Giudice 2017).  
 Figure 1.6 Splicing is regulated by cis and trans elements.  A) Schematics of the combined action of core spliceosome components and splicing enhancers and silencers that can influence splice site selection. B) Coloured circles represent different RBPs acting together to form highly complex splicing regulatory networks (Vuong, Black, and Zheng 2016). 
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Regulation of alternative splicing is particularly complex in neuronal tissues and several RBPs play an essential role in neurogenesis and neuronal function (reviewed in detail in (Vuong, Black, and Zheng 2016; Baralle and Giudice 2017)). An important and well-described example of RBP regulation is the interplay between polypyrimidine tract-binding protein 1 (PTBP1), PTBP2 and Serine/Arginine repetitive matrix protein 4 (SRRM4) during neurogenesis. PTBP1 is expressed in many cells, including neuronal stem cells and neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs), but not in neurons, where PTBP2 is expressed instead. In non-neuronal cells, PTBP1 inhibits the inclusion of exon 10 of PTBP2 mRNA, which forms a premature termination codon and triggers degradation of PTBP2 transcript by non-sense mediated decay. During neuronal maturation, when NPCs exit the cell cycle, PTBP1 is downregulated whereas SRRM4 is upregulated, thus promoting the inclusion of exon 10 of PTBP2 and its mRNA expression (Makeyev et al. 2007; Raj et al. 2014). In turn, PTBP2 plays an important role in neuronal development and maintenance. For example, it represses exon inclusion of proteins which regulate cell proliferation, cell fate and actin cytoskeleton (Licatalosi et al. 2012; Li et al. 2014). Not only does SRRM4 regulate PTBP2 mRNA expression, it also promotes the inclusion of neuronal microexons (Irimia et al. 2014), which regulate the function of several proteins during neurogenesis. This study also showed that microexons were found dysregulated in individuals with autism spectrum disorders, due to changes in SRRM4 expression.  
1.2.3 Interplay between transcription and splicing Another factor that greatly influences splicing outcome and is essential for appropriate splicing of nascent transcripts is the transcription machinery itself. Coupling splicing to transcription should allow the positioning of the spliceosome in close proximity to transcript splice sites as they exit RNAPII, as well as modulate competition between adjacent splice sites, thereby promoting optimal splice site selection and splicing reliability.   
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The transcription machinery facilitates splice site recognition Recognition of splice sites and formation of the commitment complex occurs differently in short and long introns. In short introns (~250 bp), splice sites are thought to be recognized mainly through interactions between U1 and U2 snRNPs within the same intron and splicing commitment occurs via “intron definition” (Herzel et al. 2017; Hollander et al. 2016; Matera and Wang 2014). However, in long introns (~10 kb or larger), splice sites are much further apart and splice site recognition is thought to happen via “exon definition” (Fig. 1.7) (Berget 1995; Robberson, Cote, and Berget 1990; Schneider et al. 2010). This model postulates that U1 snRNPs and U2AFs would be associated with RNAPII CTD during transcription. As the nascent RNA exits RNAPII, the 5’ss would be recognized and bound by the first U1 snRNP complex, which would tether the nascent RNA to transcribing RNAPII until the synthesis of the 5’ss in the next intron. At this moment, a second U1 snRNP complex would be recruited to the nascent RNA via RNAPII CTD, recognize the 5’ss in the next intron and promote U2AFs binding to the 3’ end of the previous intron, bringing the 5’ and 3’ss of the same intron in close proximity and forming the Commitment complex. Finally, U2 snRNP would bind to the BPS, forming the Pre-spliceosome complex and the splicing reaction would occur.  
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 Figure 1.7 Illustration of the exon definition model.  DNA is depicted in dark blue, exons in yellow and introns in lighter blue (Hollander et al. 2016).  Intron definition is thought to be more prevalent in lower eukaryotes, where most introns are short, whereas exon definition is thought be more prevalent in higher eukaryotes, where most introns can be very large (Herzel et al. 2017; Matera and Wang 2014). Nevertheless, it is likely that both models occur depending on the intron length. For example, Pai and colleagues have compared the splicing dynamics of short and long introns in Drosophila S2 cells and showed that both shorter and longer introns are more efficiently spliced, whereas introns with intermediate length are spliced more slowly, suggesting that there is an optimal intron length for splicing via intron or exon definition(Pai et al. 2017). A recent study used fluorescently-tagged single pre-mRNAs to investigate the effect of multiple U1 snRNP complexes on splicing efficiency when forming cross-intron or cross-exon complexes (Braun et al. 2018). U2 binding to the 3’ss was found to be enhanced by the binding of U1 snRNP complexes to the 5’ss of the following 
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intron and that U1 snRNP complexes binding to both upstream and downstream 5’ss worked synergistically to promote U2 binding to the 3’ss recognition and subsequent splicing.  Several studies also support an intimate relationship between the establishment of splicing commitment and RNAPII regulation. RNAPII CTD was proposed to tether exons separated by long distances to promote accurate splicing (Dye, Gromak, and Proudfoot 2006). mNET-seq studies revealed that, in yeast, RNAPII was enriched at 5’ and 3’ss (Mayer et al. 2015), whereas in mammals, RNAPII S5p was specifically enriched at 5’ss. This enrichment was splicing-dependent and these elongating RNAPII complexes were bound by U1 snRNP (Nojima et al. 2015; Nojima et al. 2018). Pulldowns of specific RNAPII modifications further confirm that RNAPII S5p is associated with spliceosome complexes (Harlen et al. 2016; Nojima et al. 2015; Nojima et al. 2018).  Recognition of the first exons requires additional mechanisms which also depend on the transcription machinery. The first exon is structurally distinct, as it contains a me7Gppp cap. The nuclear cap binding complex (CBC) binds to the capped nascent RNA and work as a recruitment platform for other factors that promote nascent RNA processing. For example, CBC directly interacts with U2-U5-U6 tri-snRNP and enhances its recruitment in vivo, and depletion of the CBC decreased U1 snRNP and U2-U5-U6 tri-snRNP recruitment to the nascent RNA (Gornemann et al. 2005; Lewis et al. 1996; Pabis et al. 2013). As previously discussed, RNAPII S5p is essential for nascent RNA capping and interacts with U1 snRNP; S5p is also most enriched at the TSS, when both capping and early spliceosome complexes are recruited to the nascent RNA, suggesting that RNAPII CTD plays an important role in facilitating the first splicing reaction. Finally, splicing of the last exon also depends on the presence of PAS and RNAPII. Removal of the PAS leads to readthrough transcription and inhibits splicing of the last exons and several spliceosome components interact with CPSF (Herzel et al. 2017), indicating that polyadenylation promotes splicing of the last exon by facilitating spliceosome assembly and vice versa. Furthermore, several RNAPII 
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CTD modifications, such as S2p and T4p, are essential for co-transcriptional recruitment of both splicing and cleavage and polyadenylation factors (Ahn, Kim, and Buratowski 2004; Gu, Eick, and Bensaude 2013; Harlen et al. 2016; Meinhart and Cramer 2004; McCracken, Fong, Yankulov, et al. 1997), which suggests that RNAPII CTD also mediates splicing of the last exon. Thus, spliceosome complexes interact with RNAPII CTD at every step of the transcription cycle and appropriate CTD modifications are essential for proper splice site recognition. Crosstalk between transcription and splicing Numerous studies have shown that transcription modulates alternative splicing, and two models were proposed to explain the results observed: the kinetic and the recruitment models. The “kinetic model” postulates that the elongation rate of RNAPII complexes regulates alternative splicing by providing more or less time for the splicing machinery to recognize different splice sites (Braunschweig et al. 2013; Hollander et al. 2016; Kornblihtt et al. 2013). For example, fast elongating RNAPII complexes would not provide enough time for the spliceosome to recognize a weak splice site, thereby promoting exon exclusion (Fig. 1.8A). Conversely, slow elongating RNAPII complexes would allow more time for the spliceosome to recognize a weak splice site and promote exon inclusion (Fig. 1.8B). However, this is not always the case, since the effects of RNAPII elongation rate on splicing greatly depend on which splicing regulators have the opportunity to bind to the nascent RNA. For example, (Dujardin et al. 2014) have shown that slow elongating RNAPII facilitates the recruitment of the ETR-3 splicing inhibitor, promoting exclusion of exon 9 in CFTR mRNA. Extensive evidence supports the kinetic model. Exons have distinct chromatin features when compared to introns, such as increased nucleosome density, enrichment for specific histone modifications, or increased CpG methylation, which negatively correlate with RNAPII elongation rate in mammalian cells and are thought to help define exons (Jonkers, Kwak, and Lis 2014; Veloso et al. 2014).  
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 Figure 1.8. Kinetic model.  Here are depicted the effects that A) fast or B) slow elongation rate of RNAPII on alternative splicing (Kornblihtt et al. 2013).  Modulation of RNAPII elongation rate (by either drug treatments such as DRB or campthothecin, DNA damage, or slow/fast RNAPII elongation mutants) revealed extensive changes in splicing patterns (de la Mata et al. 2003; Ip et al. 2011; Maslon et al. 2019; Munoz et al. 2009). Importantly, evidence suggests that there is an optimal RNAPII elongation rate is thought to exist for appropriate splicing outcome (Fong et al. 2014; Aslanzadeh et al. 2018). Finally, factors that cause stalling of RNAPII near exons tend to promote exon inclusion (Shukla et al. 2011). For example, CTCF binds to unmethylated CpG islands, thereby stalling RNAPII and promoting exon inclusion.  The “recruitment model” postulates that promoter architecture and/or the RNAPII CTD can recruit splicing factors which influence splice site selection (Braunschweig et al. 2013; Hollander et al. 2016; Kornblihtt et al. 2013). Several studies showed that the type of promoter (Cramer et al. 1997; Cramer et al. 1999), transcriptional activators (Kadener et al. 2001; Nogues et al. 2002) and chromatin remodelers (Batsche, Yaniv, and Muchardt 2006) can impact alternative splicing. For example, the mediator complex regulates the recruitment of hnRNP L, which in turn causes exon exclusion (Fig. 1.9A) (Huang et al. 2012). 
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Finally, as previously discussed, RNAPII CTD is essential for proper splicing (McCracken, Fong, Yankulov, et al. 1997; Ryan et al. 2002; Rosonina and Blencowe 2004) and recruits both core spliceosome components and alternative splicing factors, such as SR proteins, to the nascent RNA (Fig. 1.9B), (Das et al. 2007; David et al. 2011; Morris and Greenleaf 2000; de la Mata and Kornblihtt 2006; Harlen et al. 2016; Nojima et al. 2018). Importantly, the kinetic and recruitment models are not mutually exclusive and a combination of both is likely to occur in vivo.  
 Figure 1.9 – Recruitment model.  Alternative splicing regulators can be recruited by A) promoters and B) the CTD of RNAPII (Kornblihtt et al. 2013). The relationship between transcription and splicing does not seem to be unidirectional. In fact, several studies hint at splicing kinetics reaching back to modulate transcription. For example, splicing was shown to cause RNAPII stalling at splice sites (Mayer et al. 2015; Nojima et al. 2015; Milligan et al. 2017) and introns (Alexander et al. 2010; Chathoth et al. 2014). Furthermore, splicing inhibition affects transcription. For instance, inhibiting splicing with spliceostatin A or pladienolide B decreased RNAPII S2p cellular levels (Koga, Hayashi, and Kaida 2015) and knockdown of SC35 splicing factor increased RNAPII density at the gene body with decreased S2p at Ptbp1 and Ets1 genes (Lin et al. 2008). Finally, a recent paper by Akhtar and colleagues in Drosophila has linked splicing to promoter-proximal pausing regulation (Akhtar et al. 2019). Depleting subunits of the pre-Exon Junction Complex (pre-EJC), which binds introns and aids in intron definition, caused decreased total RNAPII at promoters with increased S2p 
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at the TES together with splicing defects. Genes with high levels of paused RNAPII at promoters seemed to be more affected by the knockdown of pre-EJC. The authors further showed that the pre-EJC directly interacts with RNAPII S5p in an RNA-dependent manner and that tethering of pre-EJC subunit Mago to the 5’ end of nascent RNAs is sufficient to rescue promoter-proximal pausing of RNAPII and splicing defects. Some of these observations were extended to human cells. It was proposed that the pre-EJC stabilizes RNAPII pausing at the promoter by restricting PTEF-b access to RNAPII, thereby providing enough time for the recruitment of additional splicing factors essential for proper exon definition.  Extent of co-transcriptional and post-transcriptional splicing Although splicing factors are thought to be co-transcriptionally recruited, the splicing reaction is not necessarily completed co-transcriptionally. Indeed, the extent to which splicing is co-transcriptional is a highly debated matter. Several studies based on RNA-seq (bulk, single-molecule, long-read nascent RNA) and mNET-seq indicate that most splicing occurs co-transcriptionally (Ameur et al. 2011; Herzel, Straube, and Neugebauer 2018; Khodor et al. 2012; Nojima et al. 2018; Oesterreich et al. 2016; Tilgner et al. 2012). For example, sequencing of RNAs protected by RNAPII together with spliceosome complexes in mammalian cells revealed that a large proportion of RNAs were spliced, suggesting that most RNAs are co-transcriptionally spliced (Nojima et al. 2018). However, other studies quantifying the rate of splicing in living cells with orthogonal techniques, such as qPCR (Singh and Padgett 2009), single-molecule imaging (Coulon et al. 2014; Martin et al. 2013), or metabolic labeling of RNA (Rabani et al. 2014; Windhager et al. 2012) estimate that splicing reactions may occur between 2 min to 1h after transcription, hinting that post-transcriptional splicing is possible to a certain extent.  The assumption that splicing mostly happens co-transcriptionally also implies that the order of splicing should follow the “first come, first served” model, which postulates that introns would be spliced as RNAPII transcribes the gene. In yeast, splicing appears to occur very rapidly and as soon as introns exit the RNAPII 
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channel (Herzel, Straube, and Neugebauer 2018; Oesterreich et al. 2016). However, in more complex organisms, this does not appear to be as straightforward. For example, a study by (Khodor et al. 2012) showed that the closer introns are to the 3’ end of the gene, the lower is the likelihood of co-transcriptional splicing. Vargas and colleagues suggested that although constitutive exons were mostly co-transcriptionally spliced, alternatively spliced exons were post-transcriptionally spliced and that reducing splicing efficiency caused introns to be spliced post-transcriptionally (Vargas et al. 2011). Finally, a preprint from the Churchman lab (Drexler, Choquet, and Churchman 2019) has addressed this issue systematically in D. melanogaster and human cells with Co-Transcriptional Processing, a new method that determines long nascent RNA isoforms without amplification biases. They report that D. melanogaster introns tend to be co-transcriptionally spliced and in the order of the transcript. On the contrary, in human K562 cells, splicing seems to occur after RNAPII has transcribed several kb, suggesting an increased tendency for post-transcriptional splicing. Further, splicing frequently did not occur in the order of the linear transcript, and similar patterns were observed for the same mRNA isoforms, suggesting that these events were regulated. This study also indicated that cleavage and polyadenylation most often happened before the last splicing reaction was completed, in both D. melanogaster and human cells.  
1.3 Circular RNAs CircRNAs were initially discovered in in plants as viroid RNA particles (Sanger et al. 1976) and have have recently received increased interest with their discovery through genome-wide sequencing methods (Salzman 2016).CircRNAs are formed when exons are not linearly spliced but covalently linked by a 3’-5’ phosphodiester bond to an upstream intron-exon junction of the same RNA molecule, in a process called back-splicing (Fig. 1.10). CircRNAs are not polyadenylated and are resistant to degradation by RNAse R, an enzyme which degrades linear RNAs (Salzman 2016).  
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 Figure 1.10 Schematic representation of circRNA formation through back-splicing.  DNA and intronic sequences are represented by the black line. Exons are depicted as coloured boxes. Dashed lines represent linear splicing and thick curved arrow represents back-splicing. Bottom left diagram represents a circRNA produced from exons 2 and 3 and the smaller curved lines represent back-spliced reads found in total RNA-seq. Bottom right diagram represents the corresponding linear transcript or mRNA (Salzman 2016). The first circRNA identified was a viroid RNA particle in plants (Sanger et al. 1976) and, in the 1990s, other sporadic studies reported RNA molecules with “scrambled exons” in higher eukaryotes (Capel et al. 1993; Cocquerelle et al. 1992; Nigro et al. 1991). These were thought to be rare events and/or by-products of noisy splicing. The idea that most splicing happened co-transcriptionally rendered the concept of back-splicing highly unlikely and further contributed to dismissing these observations. However, the onset of next-generation sequencing technologies which recovered non-polyadenylated RNAs together with the development of computational algorithms that detected exons in a “scrambled” order revealed that circRNAs were a much more widespread phenomenon than originally thought (Jeck et al. 2013; Memczak et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2012). Indeed, circRNAs are found in most eukaryotes, such as metazoans, fungi, protists and plants, some being conserved between species (Li, Yang, and Chen 2018; Wilusz 2018). CircRNAs are typically produced from protein-coding genes and contain 1-5 exons, with the internal introns removed and are often produced from the 5’ end of genes (Gruner et al. 2016; Jeck et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2012). CircRNAs are mostly cytoplasmic, although some remain in the nucleus (Salzman et al. 2012; Jeck et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015). CircRNAs are thought to be much more stable than linear mRNAs since they lack 5’ and 3’ ends, thereby having increased resistance to the regular mRNA decay pathways. Enuka and colleagues confirmed this by estimating that the average 
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half-life of circRNAs in mammalian cells ranged from 18 to 23h, compared with 4 to 7.4h of linear transcripts (Enuka et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the steady state levels of circRNAs positively correlate with the synthesis of nascent circRNAs, i.e. the more circRNAs are produced the higher the steady state levels of circRNAs detected (Conn et al. 2015; Salzman et al. 2013; Starke et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). Additionally, circRNAs are mostly expressed in a cell-type specific manner and their expression levels are overall low when compared with their corresponding linear transcripts. Nevertheless, some circRNAs are more abundant than their corresponding linear transcripts and appear to negatively correlate with linear transcript expression (Jeck et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2014; Maass et al. 2017; Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). However, these analyses compare the expression of individual circRNAs with the expression of the corresponding host transcript and the relationship between circRNA expression with mRNA expression from a given gene has not been extensively explored. CircRNAs are found in next generation sequencing datasets through computational algorithms that search for “back-spliced” reads, i.e. spliced reads that do not match the linear transcriptome. Most often this search is performed in total RNA-seq datasets depleted for ribosomal RNA that were very deeply sequenced (> 200 million reads). Several laboratories developed pipelines to identify circRNAs, such as find_circ (Memczak et al. 2013), CIRCexplorer (Zhang et al. 2014), circRNAFinder (Westholm et al. 2014) or CIRI (Gao, Wang, and Zhao 2015). Despite computational methods being critical for circRNA identification, false positives may occur and it is important to validate these events experimentally. Several methods can be used to validate predicted circRNAs (reviewed in detail in (Li, Yang, and Chen 2018)). One method consists of designing divergent primers which amplify the back-spliced junction of the circRNA of interest followed by qPCR quantification. Another method to detect circRNAs directly in the RNA population is by northern blot, using probes that specifically hybridize to the back-spliced junction or to both linear and circRNA 
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isoforms. Both northern blot and qPCR can be coupled with pre-treating the RNA sample with RNAse R, which degrades linear RNAs without affecting circRNA levels.  
1.3.1 Function of circular RNAs The biological roles of circRNAs are currently under intensive research. The best described role of circRNAs is as microRNA (miRNA) sponges. CDR1as is a single exon circRNA, which is highly conserved and abundant in the mammalian brain (Hansen et al. 2011; Hansen et al. 2013; Memczak et al. 2013). CDR1as is covered of mir-7 binding sites and its knockdown was shown to decrease the expression levels of mir-7 target mRNAs, suggesting that CDR1as competes with target mRNAs for mir-7 binding (Hansen et al. 2013; Memczak et al. 2013). The circRNA produced from Sry gene, which determines sex in mammals, has mir-138 binding sites and interacts with mir-138 in murine cells (Hansen et al. 2013). Nevertheless, most circRNAs are not enriched for miRNA binding sites, suggesting that decoy of miRNAs is not a common function (Enuka et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2014).  The formation of circRNAs has also been discussed in the context of modulating the formation of linear mRNA species. Some studies hinted that the usage of 5’ss and 3’ss in circRNA formation may compete with linear splicing, resulting in lower levels of the corresponding mRNA transcripts (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014). Likewise, the ratio between the number of back-spliced and linearly spliced reads, a measure of circularization levels at specific exon junctions, negatively correlates with gene expression, suggesting competition between back-splicing and linear splicing at specific splice junctions (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015). Back-splicing was also proposed to be associated with exon skipping events, where the skipped exon/s would produce circRNAs. Using primary endothelial human cells, Kelly and colleagues suggested that circRNA formation is correlated with exon skipping (Kelly et al. 2015). A different study using cardiac cells found that circRNAs appeared to mostly originate from constitutive exons 
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(Aufiero et al. 2018). As such, further studies are necessary to clarify whether a particular relationship exists between circRNA formation and exon-skipping in mRNA species.  More recently, the coding potential of circRNAs has also been investigated, and found that they can be translated. CircZNF609 was found to be translated and to play a role in myoblast differentiation of mammalian cells (Legnini et al. 2017). Ribosome profiling from fly heads also showed that a subset of circRNAs was associated with translating ribosomes and that circMbl produced a protein (Pamudurti et al. 2017). Yang and colleagues further showed that circRNAs are enriched for N6-methyladenosine residues and that these residues may promote translation (Yang et al. 2017).  There are two additional subtypes of circRNAs, produced from alternative pathways, which appear to modulate gene expression of their host genes. Zhang and colleagues have described a type of circRNAs that originate from long introns which were not debranched (Zhang et al. 2013). An abundant species of these circRNAs, ci-ankrd52, accumulates at its transcription site and modulates the expression of its host gene by associating with RNAPII and promoting elongation. Another subclass of circRNAs is produced from back-splicing events with retained introns (exon-intron-circRNAs or EIciRNAs) (Li et al. 2015). EIciRNAs accumulate at the site of transcription and were shown to promote the expression of their host genes by binding to U1 snRNP and RNAPII at the TSS, thereby stimulating transcription and splicing.  CircRNAs have also been found to have roles in the innate immune response and cancer (reviewed in detail in (Chen, Satpathy, and Chang 2017) and (Patop and Kadener 2018)). For example, in human cells, immune-response factor NF90 (or its isoform NF110) promotes circRNA formation. Upon viral infection, NF90/NF110 shuttles to the cytoplasm to bind viral transcripts and suppress their transcription, causing decreased circRNA formation (Li et al. 2017). CircRNA production is also increased during human epithelial to mesenchymal 
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transition (Conn et al. 2015) and in prostate cancer (Chen et al. 2019). Importantly, circRNA levels appear to positively correlate with prostate cancer progression and a subset of circRNAs promote cell proliferation (Chen et al. 2019). Given their potential role in disease, circRNAs are emerging as promising biomarkers for disease diagnosis and prognosis (Patop and Kadener 2018).  Finally, circRNAs are increasingly found to play a role in neuronal function. They are most abundant in neuronal cells and tissues (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; You et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). CircRNAs are also upregulated during neurogenesis, during in vitro neuronal differentiation, and in aging neuronal tissues of flies and mice (Gruner et al. 2016; Westholm et al. 2014; Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). Some circRNAs are much more abundant than their corresponding linear transcript and tend to accumulate in neuronal cells. This could be explained by both increased circRNA production from neuronal specific genes and high resistance of circRNAs to degradation mechanisms (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; You et al. 2015).  Further, accumulation of circRNAs was proposed to be more prominent in slow- or non-dividing cells (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). A positive correlation was found between the number of circRNAs detected in a given cell type and its corresponding cellular division rate, i.e. fewer circRNAs are detected in cells with a faster division rate, compared to slowly dividing cells. This effect is thought to result from the dilution of circRNA molecules in a population of fast-dividing cells (Bachmayr-Heyda et al. 2015; Patop and Kadener 2018; Zhang et al. 2016). Some circRNAs were also found enriched in synaptosomes, after biochemical purification enriched in synapses, and their expression can be modulated by synaptic activity (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; You et al. 2015), suggesting that some circRNAs play a role in synaptic function. Indeed, CDR1as-knockout mice showed defects in excitatory synaptic plasticity and behavioral changes associated with neuropsychiatric disorders (Piwecka et al. 2017). Finally, a group of circRNAs in mouse stem cell-derived spinal motor neurons was shown to be regulated by FUS protein in mouse stem cell-derived spinal motor 
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neurons, an RBP implicated in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) (Errichelli et al. 2017) and some of these circRNAs were found deregulated in ALS patients with mutations linked to the FUS gene.  
1.3.2 Biogenesis of circular RNAs Circular RNA biogenesis is a highly complex process which is thought to be a rare by-product of linear splicing mechanisms and remains poorly understood. CircRNA formation is a highly unfavored event, where a U1 snRNP complex bound to a downstream 5’ss finds a U2 snRNP complex bound to an upstream 3’ss, followed by recruitment of the tri-snRNP complex and back-splicing (Fig. 1.11A). Amongst other complexities, the back-splicing reaction requires that the intron upstream to the first back-spliced exon is not removed before the synthesis of the splice donor downstream to the last exon included in the circRNA.  Several studies have found that both cis and trans factors contribute to and can modulate circRNA formation. Firstly, circRNA formation depends on the presence of canonical splice site sequences and their mutation impairs back-splicing (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Starke et al. 2015). Nevertheless, how exactly snRNPs assemble to promote back-splicing is still unknown. Another common feature of circRNAs, from C. elegans to humans, is that circularized exons tend to be flanked by very long introns which often also contain complementary sequences that anneal to each other (Fig. 1.11B) (Salzman et al. 2012; Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Ivanov et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2014). This RNA pairing is thought to bring the downstream 5’ss and the upstream 3’ss in spatial proximity and facilitate back-splicing, which often occurs at repetitive elements such as Alu repeats in primates (Jeck et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014) but can also originate from non-repetitive complementary sequences (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Ivanov et al. 2015; Liang and Wilusz 2014). Pairing of complementary sequences can be predictive of back-splicing events and 30-40 nucleotides appear sufficient to promote back-splicing in expression vectors (Zhang et al. 2014; Ivanov et al. 2015). Disruption of RNA 
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pairing by deletion of one of the sequences within the pair reduces back-splicing efficiency (Liang and Wilusz 2014; Zhang et al. 2014). If several complementary sequences are present, competition between distinct pairs can give rise to different circRNA isoforms in a process called alternative circularization (Fig. 1.11C) (Zhang et al. 2014). In lower vertebrates, however, the presence of complementary sequences seems to contribute far less to circRNA production because most introns flanking circularized exons are not enriched for complementary sequences, despite still being very long (Westholm et al. 2014). Although intronic pairing is important for circRNA formation, not all back-splicing events are explained by complementary sequences. Furthermore, circRNA expression differs considerably between cell types and tissues, suggesting that back-splicing does not depend on sequence alone and that trans factors regulate circRNA formation.  
 Figure 1.11 Regulation of circRNA formation by cis factors.  Introns are depicted as a black line, circularized exons are coloured in pink and other exons in grey. Complementary sequences are depicted as red arrows and RNA pairing as short black lines. A) CircRNA formation depends on canonical splicing sequences and spliceosome function. How the several snRNPs assemble to promote back-splicing is still unknown (highlighted by the dashed-line box). B) RNA pairing from intronic complementary sequences promotes circRNA formation. C) Competition between distinct RNA pairs can cause alternative circularization (Chen 2016).  
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Several studies have shown that circRNA formation can be modulated by RBPs, which may promote or disrupt intronic pairing preceding the back-splicing reaction. The first RBP shown to modulate circRNA formation was Muscleblind (MBL) in D. melanogaster: MBL binds to intronic target sequences in its own pre-mRNA and promotes circMbl production, thereby fine-tuning its own gene expression (Fig. 1.12A) (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014). Following this study, many RBPs were shown to favor circRNA formation through a similar mechanism in various biological contexts. Upon epithelial to mesenchymal transition in HMLE cells, Quaking (QKI) protein is upregulated and binds to single stranded RNA motifs flanking circularized exons. Dimerization of QKI is thought to promote intronic RNA pairing and stimulate circRNA formation (Fig. 1.12B) (Conn et al. 2015). Furthermore, crosslinking immunoprecipitation (CLIP) assays in mESC-derived spinal motor neurons found the FUS protein enriched at introns flanking circularized exons, thus promoting circRNA production (Errichelli et al. 2017). In HeLa cells, the immune-response factor NF90/NF110 was shown to bind to double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) and favor back-splicing (Li et al. 2017). Other RNPs which are general splicing regulators, such as hnRNPs and SR proteins, were also shown to regulate circRNA production (Fei et al. 2017; Kramer et al. 2015). On the contrary, some RBPs seem to prevent circRNA formation by destabilizing RNA pairing. For instance, the Adenosine deaminase acting on RNA 1 (ADAR1) enzyme, which converts adenosines into adenines (A-to-I editing), inhibited circRNA formation by disrupting intronic RNA pairs, and its knockdown increased circRNA production (Fig. 1.12C) (Ivanov et al. 2015; Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015). RNA helicase DexH-Box Helicase 9(DHX9) was also shown to inhibit production of circRNAs flanked by Alu repeats possibly through direct binding to dsRNA and unwinding RNA pairing, or through the recruitment of ADAR enzymes to these locations (Aktas et al. 2017).    
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 Figure 1.12 CircRNA regulation by trans factors.  Introns are depicted as a black line, circularized exons are coloured in pink and other exons in grey. Complementary sequences are depicted as red arrows and RNA pairing as short black lines. RBPs are represented in purple shapes and RBP binding sites in matched white shapes. A) MBL regulates the expression of its own host gene through promoting circMbl formation. B) Linear mRNAs are produced in epithelial cells in the presence of low QKI expression levels. In mesenchymal cells, where QKI is upregulated, QKI stimulates circRNA production. C) ADAR1 performs A-to-I editing and disrupts intronic RNA pairing, thus preventing circRNA formation (Chen 2016). Finally, evidence suggests that circRNA production may be intimately linked with co-transcriptional splicing regulation. The first hint arose from Ashwal-Fluss and colleagues, where some circRNAs were found associated with chromatin-bound RNA from fly heads and that flies with a slow elongating RNAPII mutant, which was shown to increase splicing fidelity, had fewer circRNAs compared to wild type (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014). These findings were later confirmed in human cells (Zhang et al. 2016), where it was shown that nascent and steady state circRNAs often originated from genes with a fast elongating RNAPII (Fig. 1.13A). Zhang and colleagues further used fast and slow RNAPII mutants with α-amanitin (which inhibits transcription from wild type RNAPII) to dissect the relationship between elongation speed of RNAPII and circRNA production (Zhang et al. 2016). CircRNA levels increased in the presence of a fast elongating RNAPII, while the 
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opposite was observed for the slow RNAPII mutant. The authors suggested that fast RNAPII elongation might allow pairing of complementary sequences across introns instead of within introns, thereby facilitating back-splicing. Another recent study explored the role of transcription and splicing fidelity in circRNA formation in D. melanogaster cells by analyzing the knockdown effects of cleavage and polyadenylation factors and spliceosome components on circRNA production from reporter constructs and some endogenous loci (Liang et al. 2017). Results showed that knockdown of cleavage and polyadenylation factor Cpsf73 impaired cleavage and polyadenylation and transcription termination. This resulted in RNAPII continued transcription into the neighboring gene, a process called “read-through transcription”, which promoted circRNA formation from the neighboring gene (Fig. 1.13B) (Liang et al. 2017). Knockdown of several spliceosome components, such as the U1C subunit of U1 snRNP, which also increased circRNA formation (Fig. 1.13C), suggesting that reduced splicing fidelity switched transcription output from linear RNA to circRNA production (Liang et al. 2017). This effect was observed for circRNAs containing only one exon. In summary, the above-mentioned studies indicate that the interplay between transcription and splicing is an important factor underlying circRNA formation.  
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 Figure 1.13 Transcription and splicing dynamics play a role in circRNA formation.  DNA and introns are depicted as a black line. Orange boxes are back-spliced exons and grey boxes are other exons. Dashed grey lines represent linear splicing and curved arrow back-splicing. RNAPII complexes are in blue and circRNAs are orange circles. A) CircRNA-producing (circ+) genes have fast-transcribing RNAPII complexes (red arrows), compared to genes not producing circRNAs (circ-). B) In wildtype conditions, RNAPII transcribes gene A and cleavage, polyadenylation and termination occur. Knockdown of Cpsf73 causes read-through transcription (green arrow) from gene A to B and triggers circRNA formation in Drosophila. C) In limiting spliceosome conditions, e.g. knockdown of spliceosome subunits from U1, U2 snRNPs, decreases splicing fidelity switches gene output from linear to circRNAs in Drosophila.  
1.4 Thesis aims This work aims at understanding the role of RNAPII post-translational modifications in the production of circRNA during murine neuronal maturation. The functions of RNAPII modifications in co-transcriptional RNA processing have so far been addressed in several model organisms and mammalian cultured cells, but remain mostly unexplored in neurons. Among all eukaryotic cell types, 
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neurons display increased transcript complexity, such as high levels of alternative splicing and circRNA formation. Many alternative splicing events stem from neuron-specific RNA processing, but the contribution of RNAPII post-translational modifications is largely unexplored. I chose to focus my studies on circular RNA biogenesis because circRNAs are most abundant in neurons and evidence suggests that the crosstalk between transcription and splicing is important for their production. Nevertheless, the extent to which RNAPII modifications influence circRNA formation is still unknown.  To understand if the interplay between RNAPII and circRNA formation is similar or distinct between very different cells types and between neuronal subtypes, I explore this question in parallel in two neuronal differentiation timelines, from mESCs to mature dopaminergic neurons or spinal motor neurons. To study how specific patterns of RNAPII modifications relate to circRNA production, I explored transcriptome sequencing (total-RNA-seq) coupled with genome-wide occupancy by ChIP-seq of the spliceosome, RNAPII modifications, and transcription modulators (Fig. 1.14). I compared genes producing circRNAs (circ+) to genes not producing circRNAs in the differentiation systems used (circ-) to dissect the characteristics of circ+ genes at each time-point in both differentiation systems.  The first chapter of this thesis summarises the fields of transcription, splicing, and the interplay between both from the perspective of RNAPII CTD modifications. It also covers the current knowledge on circRNA function and biogenesis. The second chapter describes the experimental and computational approaches used in this work. The third chapter investigates the general features of circRNAs and genes producing circRNAs during neuronal differentiation. The fourth chapter addresses the contribution of RNAPII modifications and transcription regulation to circRNA formation in mESCs and throughout neuronal maturation. It also explores the effects of manipulating RNAPII release from the promoter on circRNA production. The fifth chapter discusses the results shown in this work and their implications in the context of transcription and circRNA fields. 
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 Figure 1.14 Approach to explore the role of RNAPII modifications in circRNA formation.  Taking advantage of several high-throughput sequencing datasets, I investigate the features of circRNA producing genes (circ+) compared with genes never producing circRNAs (circ-) in several stages of neuronal maturation. 
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2 Materials and methods  
2.1 Experimental procedures 
2.1.1 mESC differentiation to dopaminergic neurons All cell culture and differentiation procedures were performed by me, unless otherwise stated. RNA for biological replicate 1 from the dopaminergic neuron differentiation was provided by Dr. Carmelo Ferrai. RNA for biological replicate 2 from days 16 and 30 of the dopaminergic neuron differentiation was provided by Dr. Alexander Kukalev. Chromatin samples for ChIP-seq of NELF-E and U1C were provided by PhD. student Izabela Harabula (Pombo laboratory). ChIP-seq for RNAPII and mRNA-seq datasets from the in vitro differentiated dopaminergic neurons were obtained from published resources (Ferrai et al. 2017). Mouse embryonic stem cells Mouse ESCs from the 46C cell line (derived from E14tg2a, which express GFP under Sox1 promoter (Ying et al. 2003), a kind gift from Prof. Domingos Henrique, were grown on gelatin-coated (0.1% v/v; Sigma cat# G1393) Nunc T25 flasks (ThermoScientific, cat# 21710025) in GMEM medium (Invitrogen, cat# 21710-082) supplemented with 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (Gibco, cat# 16141-079), 0.1 mM of β-mercaptoethanol (Gibco, cat# 31350-010), 2 mM L-glutamine (Gibco, cat# 25030-024), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Gibco, cat# 11360070), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco, cat# 15140-122), 1% MEM Non-Essential Aminoacids (Gibco, cat# 11140-035) and 2000 U/ml of Leukemia Inhibitory factor (LIF; Millipore, cat# ESG1107). The medium was changed every day and cells were split every other day.  Prior to collection of material for ChIP and RNA, cells were grown for 48h in serum-free ESGRO Complete Clonal Grade Medium (Millipore, cat# SF001-500P) 
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supplemented with 1000 U/ml LIF, on gelatine coated Nunc 15 cm dishes. Medium was changed at 24h.  Early differentiation (mESC to day 3) The protocol was developed by Abranches and colleagues (Abranches et al. 2009) and further optimized to larger scale cultures by C. Ferrai (Ferrai et al. 2017). Briefly, 46C mESCs were plated in high density (1.5x106 cells/ml) in serum-free ESGRO Complete Clonal Grade Medium (Millipore, cat# SF001-500P) supplemented with 1000 U/ml LIF, on gelatin-coated (0.1% v/v) Nunc 10 cm dishes (Gibco, cat# 150350). After 24h, cells were washed with PBS (Gibco, cat# 14040-133) and dissociated with 0.05% (v/v) trypsin (Gibco, cat# 25300-096) 
for 2 min at 37˚C. Cells were plated on 0.1% v/v gelatin-coated Nunc 10 cm dishes at a density of 1.6x106 cells/dish in RHB-A medium (Takara-Clontech, cat# Y40001). Medium was changed every day, until day 3. Dopaminergic neuron differentiation (days 16 and 30) The protocol for dopaminergic neuron differentiation was based on the method developed by Jaeger and colleagues (Jaeger et al. 2011) and optimized by C. Ferrai (Ferrai et al. 2017; Fraser et al. 2015). Briefly, mouse EpiStem cell (EpiSC) clones were produced from 46C mESC after 4 weeks of growth in N2B27 basal medium supplemented with 20 ng/ml of Activin (R&D, Cat# 338-AC-050) and 12 ng/ml of FGF2 (Peprotech, cat# 100-18B). N2B27 basal medium is composed of 50% DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen, cat# 21331-020) and 50% Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen, cat# 21103-049), plus 0.5x N2 (Invitrogen, cat# 17502-048), 0.5x B27 (Invitrogen, cat# 12587-010), 0.05 M β-mercaptoethanol (Invitrogen, cat# 31350-010) and 2 mM L- glutamine (Invitrogen, cat# 25030-024). EpiSCs were grown in 6 well Nunc dishes (cat# 140675) coated with FBS (Gibo, cat# 10270) with N2B27 basal medium supplemented with Activin (R&D, cat# 338-AC-050) and FGF2 (Peprotech, cat# 100-18B).  The day before starting the differentiation, EpiSCs were plated on dishes coated with 15 ug/ml human plasma fibronectin (Millipore, cat# FC010), in N2B27 basal 
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medium supplemented with Activin and FGF2, to reach a confluence of 70-80% after 24h. The next day, differentiation was started by adding N2B27 basal medium supplemented with 1μM PD 0325901 (Axon, cat# 1408). On day 2, the cells were washed with PBS (Gibco, cat# 14040-133) and re-plated on Nunc 10-cm dishes (cat# 150350) coated with 15 μg/ml human plasma fibronectin (Millipore, cat# FC010) and cultured in N2B27 basal medium for 3 days. The N2B27 basal medium was changed daily. Afterwards, the medium was replaced with N2B27 basal medium supplemented with 100 ng/ml human Fibroblast Growth Factor 8 (hFGF8, Peprotech, cat# 100-25-25) and 200 ng/ml Sonic hedgehog (SHH, R&D, cat# 464-sh-025). After 4 days, the medium was replaced with N2B27 basal medium supplemented with 10 ng/ml Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF, R&D, cat# 450-02-10), 10 ng/ml Glial cell-Derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF, R&D, cat# 450-10-10) and 200 μM L-ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, cat# A4544). Half of the medium volume was replaced every day with fresh medium until the day of sample collection.  
2.1.2 mESC differentiation to spinal motor neurons Spinal motor neuron differentiation until day 2 was developed by Prof. Esteban Mazzoni and colleagues (Mazzoni et al. 2013) and further extended to 25 days by PhD. student Disi An in the Mazzoni group(An et al. 2019). I have further adapted the protocol to larger cultures to be compatible with ChIP for RNAPII modifications. I learned the first part of the protocol from Dr. Silvia Velasco and received extensive advice for spinal motor neuron re-plating and extended culture from Disi An (both from the Mazzoni laboratory).  Embryoid body formation and induction of Spinal Motor neurons mESCs bearing an inducible cassette for Ngn2, Isl1, and Lhx3 (NIL) factors were grown in 80/20 medium, i.e., 80% of 2i medium and 20% of mESC medium. 2i medium is composed of half Advanced DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen, cat# 12634010) and half Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen, cat# 10888-022), 1x N2 (Thermo-Fisher, cat# 17502-048), 1x B27 (Life technologies, cat# 17504044), 2 mM L-
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glutamine (Invitrogen, cat# 25030-024), 0.1 mM of β-mercaptoethanol (Invitrogen, cat# 31350-010), 1000 U/ml of LIF, 3 µM of CHIR99021 (BioVision, cat# 1991-1) and 1µM of PD0325901 (Sigma, cat# pz0162). mESC medium is composed of Knockout™ DMEM (Gibco, cat# 10829-018) with 14% Foetal Bovine Serum (Gibco, cat# 16141-079), 0.1 mM of β-mercaptoethanol, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1x MEM Non-Essential Aminoacids (Gibco, cat# 11140-035), 1x Nucleosides (Millipore, cat# es-008-d) and 1000 U/ml LIF. NIL mESCs were grown on gelatin-coated (0.1% v/v) Nunc T25 flasks (136196) for about a week before differentiation. Medium was changed every day and cells were split every other day.  NIL mESCs differentiation is described in detail in (Mazzoni et al. 2013). Prior to differentiation, NIL cells were grown to form embryoid bodies (EBs). For this, NIL (Ngn2, Isl1 and Lhx3) mESCs at ~ 70-80% confluence were washed with PBS (Gibco, cat# 14040-133), dissociated with TryplE (Life technologies, cat# 12605-010) and incubated for 1 min at 37˚C. Cells were seeded at 3x106 cells per 245mmx245mm Corning plate (cat# 431111) and grown in suspension in Differentiation medium. Differentiation medium is composed of half Advanced DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen, cat# 12634010) and half Neurobasal A medium (Invitrogen, cat# 10888-022), 10% of Knockout-SR serum (Invitrogen, cat# 10828028), 0.1 mM of β-mercaptoethanol and 2 mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen, cat# 25030-024). After 48h, EBs were collected and re-plated 1:2 in AK medium supplemented with 3 µg/ml of Doxycycline (Sigma, cat# d9891) to induce expression of NIL factors. After 48h, induced EBs were collected for total RNA-seq or ChIP-seq (day 2) or further dissociated and re-plated until day 8 of the spinal motor neuron differentiation.  Extended culture of Spinal Motor neurons For extended culture of spinal motor neurons, induced EBs were collected and washed with PBS and dissociated with TryplE (Life technologies, cat# 12605-010) and incubated at room temperature for 1-1.5 min. After blocking of TryplE 
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with NIL mESC growth medium (which contains serum that blocks TryplE action), cells were washed in Differentiation medium and counted. Finally, cells were resuspended in Motor Neuron medium, composed of Neurobasal A medium (Invitrogen, cat# 10888-022), 2% Foetal Bovine Serum (Gibco, cat# 16141-079), 1x B27 (Life technologies, cat# 17504044), 0.5 mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen, cat# 25030-024) and 0.01 mM of β-mercaptoethanol supplemented with 3 μg/mL of Doxycycline (Sigma, cat# d9891), 4 μM of deoxyfluoruridine (FDU; Sigma, cat# F0503), 4 μM uridine (Sigma, U-3003), 10 ng/ml of Glial Derived Neurotrofic Factor (GDNF; R&D systems, cat# 512-GF-050), 10 ng/ml of Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF; Peprotech, cat# 450-02), 10 ng/ml of Ciliary Neurotrophic Factor (CNTF; Peprotech, cat# 450-13-20), 10 μM Forskolin (Sigma, cat# F6886) and 100 mM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX; Sigma, cat# I5879). Motor neurons were plated in 15-cm Nunc dishes (cat# 168381) coated with 0.001% Poly-D-Lysine (Sigma, cat# P0899) overnight at 37˚C. Motor neurons were plated at 7x106 cells/dish density and grown for 6 days with half of the medium refreshed every other day. After 6 days, cells were collected for ChIP or total RNA-seq (day 8).  
2.1.3 Gene expression analyses Single gene RNA expression Total RNA was extracted with Trizol (Invitrogen, cat# 15596-018) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA was treated with TURBO DNAse I (Ambion, cat# AM1907) in a 25 μl reaction according to manufacturer’s instructions. 5 μg of total RNA were reverse transcribed with 50 ng random primers and 10 U of Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, cat# 18064-071) in a 20 μl reaction, as described in the protocol. cDNA was diluted 1:100 before quantifying the genes of interest by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). qPCR experiments were performed to confirm spinal motor neuron differentiation and NELF knockdown efficiency. qPCR was performed using SYBR No-Rox sensimix (Thermo Fisher, cat# S7563) in a 25 μl reaction and all primers were normalised to Actb. Primers spanning exon-exon junctions were used for 
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mRNA quantification. Primer quality was evaluated with a 2% agarose gel. Primer sequences are listed in Table 2.1. CircRNA expression was also confirmed for day 16 dopaminergic neurons, but qPCRs are not shown in this thesis. Table 2.1 List of gene expression primers (FW – forward; RV - reverse) Primer Sequence (5' to 3') Actb FW TCTTTGCAGCTCCTTCGTTG Actb RV ACGATGGAGGGGAATACAGC Pou5f1 FW  ACCTCAGGTTGGACTGGGCCT Pou5f1 RV GCCTCGAAGCGACAGATGGT Hb9 FW GAACACCAGTTCAAGCTCAACA Hb9 RV CTCTTCCGTCTTCTCCTCACTG Chat FW CGGTTTATTCTCTCCACCAG Chat RV TAACAGGCTCCATACCCATT Nelf-A FW GCACCGTGGACGAGATGA Nelf -A RV CAGAATGTCAGCAACCATGAGG Spt5 FW ATGCAGAGAAGATCAGGTCCTT Spt5 RV TGGAAATTGTGTTCCCGCTC  Total RNA-seq libraries Total RNA was extracted and treated with TURBO DNAse I as above-mentioned. RNA quality was assessed by running a Agilent Bioanalyser 6000 RNA Nano assay (Agilent, cat# 5067-1511) and high quality samples were used for library preparation (RIN above 7.30 for all samples). 1 μg of DNAse-treated total RNA was used to produce total RNA-seq libraries with TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Sample preparation kit (Illumina, cat# RS-122- 2201). Total RNA-seq library quality was assessed before sequencing with Bioanalyser High Sensitivity DNA assay (Agilent, cat# 5067-4626). Libraries were sequenced with paired end sequencing in HiSeq2000 or NextSeq, following manufacturer’s instructions. 
2.1.4 Small interfering RNA (siRNA) treatments in mESCs The siRNA oligos for NELF-A subunit and for SPT5 from Rahl and colleagues was used for knockdown of NELF (GCCATTTCTCTGGAGAGTTTA) and SPT5 (GCAATTTCCTTGATGCGGAAA) (Rahl et al. 2010). A second siRNA was designed with siRNA wizard tool (Invitrogen) to target SPT5 (GCGGAAATTCATCGCTTACCA). A control siRNA oligo with a scrambled sequence 
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was used as control (ATTCACCTAGGTTGATTCGTG) and designed with GenScript scrambled siRNA design tool (https://www.genscript.com/tools/create-scrambled-sequence). 46C mESCs were thawed and grown in standard conditions for a week before interference experiments. Transfection of was performed with 125 pmol of siRNA per 5x105 cells per well of a 6-well Nunc plate (Thermo Fisher, cat# 140675) previously coated with gelatin (0.1% v/v; Sigma cat# G1393). All incubations were performed at room temperature. Briefly, each 125 pmol of siRNA was diluted in 250 µl of Opti-MEM reduced serum medium (Gibco, cat# 31985-070) and incubated for 20 min (siRNA mix). 5 µl/well of transfection reagent Lipofectamine-2000 (Invitrogen, cat# 11668-027) were incubated with 250 µl/well of Opti-MEM for 20 min (lipofectamine mix). Finally, the lipofectamine mix was mixed with the siRNA mix and incubated for 20 min. Meanwhile, 46C mESCs were split, washed, counted and resuspended in culture media. 5x105 cells were plated per well and siRNA mix was added to the cells drop by drop. Cells were normally grown normally, with fresh media added every 24h. RNA samples were collected 72h after transfection and transfection efficiency was assessed by qPCR. RNA samples were subsequently used for total RNA-seq. 
2.1.5 Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) For plated cells, chromatin samples were produced as described in (Stock et al. 2007) and (Brookes et al. 2012), by crosslinking cells grown on plates in growth medium with 1% formaldehyde (Sigma, cat# F8775) for 10 min at 37°C, after which the reaction was quenched by adding glycine to a final concentration of 0.125 M. After fixation, cells were washed with ice-cold PBS (Gibco, cat# 14040-133) and placed in “swelling buffer” (25 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl (all from Sigma) and 0.1% NP-40 (Roche, cat# 11754599001) for 10 min, scraped from dishes and nuclei were isolated with a Dounce homogenizer (tight pestle) for 60 times followed by centrifugation. Nuclei were resuspended (1x107 nuclei/ml) in “sonication” buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Na- deoxycholate and 0.1% SDS (all from Sigma)) 
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and sonicated at 4˚C in a Diagenode Bioruptor. mESCs were sonicated at full power for 45 cycles of 30 s ‘on’ and 40 s ‘off’. Dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons were sonicated for 60 cycles of 30 s ‘on’ and 30 s ‘off’. Chromatin was centrifuged and, after disposal of the insoluble fraction, DNA content was quantified using alkaline lysis. Both swelling and sonication buffers were supplemented with phosphatase inhibitors 5 mM NaF (Sigma, cat# S7920) and 2 mM Na3VO4 (Sigma, cat# 450243) and with 1 mM PMSF (Sigma, cat# 78830) and protease inhibitor cocktail (Complete Mini EDTA-free, Roche, cat# 11836170001).  For induced embryoid bodies (day 2), chromatin preparation was performed as described in (Velasco et al. 2017). Briefly, embryoid bodies were collected and dissociated with TryplE (Life technologies, cat# 12605-010) for approximately 1 min. TryplE was blocked with NIL mESCs growth medium and cells were washed with 1x PBS. Cells were fixed with 1mM DSG (Alfa Aesar, cat# H58208-100mg) for 15 min at room temperature followed by fixing solution (50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 8.0, 11% formaldehyde) for 15 min at room temperature. Fixation was quenched by adding glycine to a final concentration of 0.12 M. After fixation, cells were counted and cell pellets were frozen. Cells were thawed on ice, resuspended in 5 ml of Lysis Buffer A (50 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol (v/v), 0.5% Igepal (v/v), 0.25% Triton X-100 (v/v)) and incubated at 4˚C for 10 min in rotation. Samples were spun down for 5 min at 1.350 g, resuspended in 5 ml Lysis Buffer B (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 8.0) and incubated for 10 min at 4°C in rotation. Samples were spun down for 5 min at 1.350 g and resuspended in 3 ml of Sonication Buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate (w/v), 0.1% SDS (w/v)). Chromatin was sonicated (Diagenode Bioruptor) at full power for 60 cycles of 30 s ‘on’ and 30 s ‘off’. 
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After chromatin was extracted, immunoprecipitation was performed with several antibodies listed on Table 2.2.  Table 2.2 List of antibodies used for ChIP Antibody Raised in Clone Amount (μg) Source Catalogue number RNAPII-S5p Mouse (IgG) CTD4H8 10 Covance MMS-128P RNAPII-S7p Rat (IgG) 4E12 10 Kind gift from Dirk Eick - RNAPII-S2p Mouse (IgM) H5 10 Covance MMS-129R NELF E Rabbit ab170104 4 Abcam  ab170104 U1C Rat (IgG) 4H12 10 Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-101549 Digoxigenin Mouse (IgG) - 10 Jackson Lab  200-002-156 Rabbit anti-mouse (IgG+IgM) Rabbit - 10 Jackson Lab 315-005-048 Rabbit anti-mouse (IgM) Rabbit - 10 Jackson Lab 315-005-020 Rabbit Anti-Rat IgG Rabbit - 10 Jackson Lab 312-005-045  For mouse anti-RNAPII S5p, rat anti-RNAPII S7p, mouse anti-RNAPII S2p, and mouse anti-Digoxigenin, 50 μl of protein G magnetic beads (Active Motif, cat# 
53014) were incubated with 10 μl of rabbit anti-mouse (IgG+IgM) bridging 
antibodies for 1h at 4˚C and washed with sonication buffer. For rat anti-U1C, beads were incubated with rat anti-mouse (IgG) bridging antibodies. For rabbit anti-NELF E antibody no bridging antibody was necessary as beads affinity for 
rabbit is very high, and beads were incubated for 1h at 4˚C. For 
immunoprecipitation, 700 μg of chromatin with specific antibodies and 
corresponding controls were incubated with beads, overnight at 4˚C. After immunoprecipitation, beads were washed as previously described (Brookes et al. 2012; Stock et al. 2007). Immunoprecipitated complexes were eluted from beads with 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA and 1% SDS, 5 min at 65˚C and 15 min at room temperature in rotation. Reverse-crosslinking was performed after addition of NaCl to a final concentration of 155 mM and 10 μg RNAse A (Sigma, 
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cat# R4642), overnight (for qPCR) or for 8h (for ChIP-seq libraries). Afterwards, 
samples were incubated with 100 μg of proteinase K (Roche, cat#3115836001) and EDTA with a final concentration of 5 mM, for 2h at 50˚C. DNA was extracted by phenol-chloroform (Millipore, cat# KP31757), precipitated with ethanol in the presence of 20 ng/ml of glycogen (Invitrogen, cat# AM9510) and eluted in 22 μl of TE buffer (for qPCR) or water (for libraries).  DNA concentrations were determined by Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA fluorimetric assay (Invitrogen, cat# P7589) and samples were diluted to a final concentration 
of 0.2 ng/μl. Immunoprecipitated and input samples (0.5 ng each) were analyzed by qPCR using SYBR No-Rox sensimix (Bioline). Quantitative PCR “cycle over threshold” (Ct) values from immunoprecipitated samples (RNAPII or control antibody) were subtracted from the input Ct values and the fold enrichment over input was calculated using the equation 2(input Ct – IP Ct). qPCRs for validation of ChIP experiments were performed but are not shown in this thesis.  For ChIP-seq library production the TruSeq ChIP Sample Preparation kit (Illumina cat# IP-202-1012) was used with minor changes. 5 to 10 ng of immunoprecipitated DNA were used and protocol was performed as described by the manufacturer until adapter ligation. After this step, DNA fragment enrichment was performed as described by the manufacturer and DNA was purified on a 2% ultra-pure agarose gel (Invitrogen, cat# 16500500). DNA fragments between 250 and 600 bp were selected and DNA was purified with the MinElute Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, cat# 28604). Before sequencing, quality control of the libraries was assessed with Bioanalyser High Sensitivity DNA assay (Agilent, cat# 5067-4626). Libraries were sequenced with single end sequencing with NextSeq (Illumina), following manufacturer’s instructions. 
2.1.6 Immunofluorescence Spinal motor neurons – embryoid bodies Cells were processed for immunofluorescence as described in (Mazzoni et al. 2013). Briefly, EBs were fixed with 4% (v/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA; VWR, cat# 
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43368.9M) in PBS (Gibco, cat# 14040-133), embedded in OCT compound embedding medium (Fisher, cat# 23-730-571) and sectioned (15-20 µm thick) for staining. Cells were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton T-100 (in PBS) and blocked with 10% FBS (Gibo, cat# 10270) in PBS for 30 min at room 
temperature. Primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4˚C. Cells were then washed 3 times for 10 min each with PBS, before incubation with secondary antibodies for 1h at room temperature. Cells were washed twice for 10 min in PBS, at room temperature, and stained with 0.5 µg/mL 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma, cat# D9542-5MG) in PBS for 2 min. Cells were 
washed once with PBS for 10 min and slides were dried for 10 min at 37˚C. Finally, cells were mounted with Mowiol 4-88 (Sigma, cat# 81381) and dried overnight. Images were acquired on a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP8; 63x oil objective, NA 1.4), with a pinhole equivalent to 1 Airy disk. Images from different channels were collected sequentially to prevent fluorescence bleed-through. Raw images (TIFF files) were merged in ImageJ and contrast stretched without thresholding in Adobe Photoshop. Details of antibodies used are shown in Table 2.3. Spinal motor neurons – plated neurons Volumes are for 12-well plates. All incubations are at room temperature unless otherwise specified. Spinal motor neurons were briefly washed with 500 µl of 4% (v/v) PFA (VWR, cat# 43368.9M) in 125 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.4. Cells were re-fixed, first with 4% PFA in 125 mM HEPES, for 10 min, and after with 8% PFA in 125 mM HEPES, for 10 min, all at room temperature. Cells were double fixed to preserve neuronal processes better. Cells were then stored in 1 ml PBS supplemented with 0.05% NaN3 (Sigma, cat# S2002). For staining, cells were permeabilized for 10 min with 0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100 (Sigma, cat# T9284) in PBS, and blocked with 10% goat serum (Jackson lab, 005-000-121) in PBS for 30 
min. Primary antibodies incubated overnight at 4˚C. Cells were washed 3 times for 10 min each, in 1 ml PBS. After washes, secondary antibody was added and incubated for 1h at room temperature, followed by two washes in PBS for 10 min. 
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Cells were then stained with 0.5 µg/mL DAPI (Sigma, cat# D9542-5MG) for 2 min. Coverslips were dried for 10 min at 37˚C. Finally, coverslips were mounted in Mowiol 4-88 (Sigma, cat# 81381) and imaged as described above. Details of antibodies used are shown in Table 2.3. Table 2.3 List of antibodies used for immunofluorescence Primary antibody Raised in Dilution 1ry Source Secondary antibody Source Dilution 2ry 
β-tubulin 3 Rabbit 1:10000 Sigma-Aldrich (T2200) Alexa Fluor 546 Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) 
Invitrogen (A-11010) 1:1000 V5 Mouse 1:1000 Invitrogen (R96025) Alexa Fluor 488 Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) 
Invitrogen (A-11001) 1:1000 Hb9 Mouse 1:500 Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (81.5C10) 
Alexa Fluor 488 Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) 
Invitrogen (A-11001) 1:1000 
Isl1/2 Mouse 1:500 Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (39.4D5) 
Alexa Fluor 488 Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) 
Invitrogen (A-11001) 1:1000 
2.2 Computational approaches All computational analyses were performed by me, unless otherwise stated. 
2.2.1 Bulk RNA-seq analyses Published data were downloaded from the GEO repository via direct link or using the SRAtoolkit. RNA-seq processing steps were previously tested and implemented in the Pombo group. Quality control was performed on sequencing data (.fastq files) before further processing using FastQC software (Andrews 2010). Sequenced reads were aligned to the mouse genome annotation (assembly mm9, Ensembl build 67). Total RNA-seq libraries were mapped with STAR 2.5 (Dobin et al. 2013) with the following parameters:  --runThreadN 6 --quantMode TranscriptomeSAM 
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Mapped bam files were used to quantify gene expression in RSEM 1.3.1 (Li and Dewey 2011) with default parameters and Ensembl release 67 (equivalent to mm9) as reference transcriptome. To define transcript isoforms, Ensembl ensGene table was used (mm9). Transcript isoforms per time-point were selected according to the several parameters in the following order: 1) highest level of expression; 2) canonical isoform (longest length); 3) first isoform of the gene. Gene expression was calculated with Transcript Reads per Million (TPM), and, in some instances, TPM values were represented as Log10 TPM. Prior to calculating Log 10, a pseudo-count was added (as stated in the graph).  For visualisation, UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu) was used. All viewing settings were set to default, apart from “Windowing function”, which was set to “Mean”, “Smoothing Window”, set to “2 pixels”, and inclusion of zero on y-axis.  Biological replicates were treated separately and list of RNA-seq datasets are shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.  Table 2.4 Details of published RNA-seq datasets used in this work Library Sample Biological replicate GEO Publication poly(A) selected RNA 46C mESC 1 GSE94364 (Ferrai et al. 2017) poly(A) selected RNA Dopa differentiation day 1 1 GSE94364 (Ferrai et al. 2017) poly(A) selected RNA Dopa differentiation day 3 1 GSE94364 (Ferrai et al. 2017) poly(A) selected RNA Dopa differentiation day 16 1 GSE94364 (Ferrai et al. 2017) poly(A) selected RNA Dopa differentiation day 30 1 GSE94364 (Ferrai et al. 2017)    
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  Table 2.5 Details of total RNA-seq datasets produced in this work        
Library Sample Biological replicate # sequenced reads # mapped reads % mapped reads Sequencing details total RNA 46C mESC 1 327802420 310908560 94.8 paired end, 100 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 1 1 287425748 266880166 92.9 paired end, 100 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 3 1 309893252 295179964 95.3 paired end, 100 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 16 1 387039624 367504714 95.0 paired end, 100 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 30 1 405007200 388369278 95.9 paired end, 100 bp total RNA Spinal differentiation day 2 1 529870450 507342730 95.7 paired end, 75 bp total RNA Spinal differentiation day 8 1 529185526 512444890 96.8 paired end, 75 bp total RNA 46C mESC 2 374944792 358534850 95.6 paired end, 75 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 1 2 347515932 330375434 95.1 paired end, 75 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 3 2 441595702 423624621 95.9 paired end, 75 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 16 2 407660384 397393204 97.5 paired end, 75 bp total RNA Dopa differentiation day 30 2 380493256 372423182 97.9 paired end, 75 bp total RNA Spinal differentiation day 2 2 471523412 457992609 97.1 paired end, 75 bp total RNA Spinal differentiation day 8 2 752320392 738070997 98.1 paired end, 75 bp total RNA 46C mESC siRNA Scrambled 1 491450268 459846057 93.6 paired end, 75 bp total RNA 46C mESC siRNA NELF-A 1 664990868 624716230 93.9 paired end, 75 bp total RNA 46C mESC siRNA Scrambled 2 592789958 552156735 93.1 paired end, 75 bp total RNA 46C mESC siRNA NELF-A 2 575459038 533026033 92.6 paired end, 75 bp 
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2.2.2 Bulk ChIP-seq analyses Published ChIP-seq data were downloaded from the GEO repository via direct link or using the SRAtoolkit. ChIP-seq processing steps were previously tested and implemented in the Pombo group. QC was performed on sequencing data (.fastq files) before further processing using FastQC software (Andrews 2010). Sequenced reads were aligned to the mouse genome annotation (assembly mm9) using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) with default parameters. For each bam file generated a bed file was generated with the Samtools software (Li and Durbin 2009). Duplicate reads occurring more often than a given threshold were removed. This threshold was calculated for each dataset individually as the 95th percentile of the frequency of read distribution, with a script developed by Dr. Inês de Santiago (Pombo lab). Lists of unpublished and published ChIP-seq datasets are shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.   
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 Table 2.6 Details of ChIP-seq datasets produced in this work      Table 2.7 Details of published ChIP-seq datasets used in this work Dataset Sample Antibody GSE Publication TAF1 D3 mESC Produced by authors GSE31270 (Liu et al. 2011) TBP D3 mESC Anti-TBP (ab62126) GSE31270 (Liu et al. 2011) NELF-A V6.5 mESC A-20 (sc-23599) GSE20530 (Rahl et al. 2010) CDK7 V6.5 mESC A300-405A GSE60027 Young lab CDK8 V6.5 mESC sc-1521 GSE60027 Young lab CDK9 V6.5 mESC H-169 (sc-8338), C-20 (sc-484) GSE44288 (Whyte et al. 2013) Total RNAPII V6.5 mESC PolII N20 sc-899 GSE20530 Young lab RNAPII S5p Dopa day 16 CTD4H8 GSE94364  (Ferrai et al. 2017)   Dopa day 30 CTD4H8 GSE94364  (Ferrai et al. 2017) RNAPII S7p Dopa day 16 4E12 GSE94364  (Ferrai et al. 2017)   Dopa day 30 4E12 GSE94364  (Ferrai et al. 2017) Digoxigenin  Dopa day 16 200-002-156  GSE94364  (Ferrai et al. 2017)  
Library Sample Antibody # sequenced reads  # mapped reads  % mapped reads  Sequencing details RNAPII S5p 46C mESC CTD4H8 175549777 170324490 97.0 single end, 75bp  Spinal day 2 CTD4H8 74723846 72824121 97.5 single end, 75bp   Spinal day 8 CTD4H8 61151330 59328371 97.0 single end, 75bp RNAPII S7p 46C mESC 4E12 88297762 85518036 96.9 single end, 75bp RNAPII S2p 46C mESC H5  148969230 143866173 96.6 single end, 75bp U1C  46C mESC sc-101549 62762449 60537495 96.5 single end, 75bp NELF-E  46C mESC ab170104 48898842 43232655 88.4 single end, 75bp  Dopa day 16 ab170104 40597445 25772622 63.5 single end, 75bp Digoxigenin 46C mESC 200-002-156  49173922 44571428 90.6 single end, 75bp Mock 46C mESC - 90054263 85008960 94.4 single end, 75bp 
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Calculation of ChIP-seq coverage and enrichment level  ChIP-seq coverage at a given window was determined using bedtools coverage with -d parameter, from BEDTools suite v2.17.0 (Quinlan and Hall, 2010), and a custom python script developed by Dr. Tiago Rito (previously Pombo group) which calculated coverage per bp. Further calculation of coverage per 10 bp and generation of average profiles were produced with a custom R scripts I developed.  Amount of ChIP-seq enrichment was calculated using bedtools coverage with -counts parameter, which reports the total number of reads at a given window. Counts were imported to R and average counts were calculated (total counts/window length). ChIP-seq signal mount at TSS was determined for a ±500 bp window centered on the TSS, E1-I1 border spanned -50 bp of E1 end to 200 bp after, and TES amount was calculated from TES to 2 kb after.  Determining positive peaks  Positive peaks for all ChIP-seq datasets were identified Bayesian Change Point (BCP) peak finder (Xing et al. 2012) with Histone Modification mode. Dig dataset was used as control for RNAPII S5p, S7p, and U1C. Mock dataset was used as control for RNAPII S2p and NELF-E. Positive peaks were further intersected with windows at the TSS (± 1000 bp) for all genes using bedtools intersect. Positive peaks at promoters were used to calculate overlaps and correlation of enrichment levels between ChIP-seq datasets. Density of ChIP-seq reads at TSSs was determined with R.  
2.2.3 CircRNA identification and processing CircRNA identification was performed by Petar Glažar (Nikolaus Rajewsky group, BIMSB, MDC, Berlin). CircRNAs were identified with find_circ pipeline (Memczak et al. 2013). Briefly, this pipeline filters out reads that do not align contiguously to the genome, retaining spliced reads. Then, the terminal parts of the reads are mapped to find unique anchor positions. The anchor alignments are extended such that the original read must align to the genome and its breakpoint is flanked 
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by GU/AG, the typical splice site junction sequence. Reads in inverted orientation would represent a circRNA event. An illustration of the find_circ pipeline is shown in Fig. 2.1. The output files of the pipeline consist in two files with circRNA annotation and quantification.  
 Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of find_circ pipeline.  Exons are represented in red and blue. Black lines represent reads spanning spliced or back-spliced junctions (Memczak et al. 2013).  After merging both files, I recomputed circ-to-linear ratios by adding a pseudo count to the linearly spliced reads to avoid dividing by zero. To calculate circRNA start and end positions in the transcript and number of exons in the circRNA, the start and end position of all circRNAs were intersected with the position of exons in the corresponding transcript using bedtools intersect and a personal script.  Gene coordinates and features Whenever analyses are respective to circular RNAs, gene coordinates and features correspond to transcript isoforms attributed directly to circular RNAs by the find_circ pipeline. Whenever analyses are respective to genes producing circRNAs, gene coordinates and features correspond to the transcript isoform selected per time-point.  CircRNA expression per gene To determine circRNA expression per gene (CircRP100M), the total number of back-spliced reads per gene were counted and normalized to the number of circRNAs produced per gene. This value was further normalized to the total 
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number of mapped reads to compare circRNA expression between time-points. A scaling factor of 108 was used for more readable values. The formula applied was the following:  
 
2.2.4 Plot generation Heatmaps were generated using the R package pheatmap (Kolde 2015). Bar plots, dot plots boxplots and violin plots were produced with Excel or R, using R generic functions or the package ggplot2 (Wickham 2016).  
2.2.5 Gene Ontology enrichment analyses Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analyses were performed using GO-Elite (version 1.2.5, Gladstone Institutes; http://genmapp.org/go_elite). Default parameters were used as filters: z-score threshold > 1.96, permutation-derived p-value < 0.05, number of genes changed > 2. Pruned results are reported, to reduce term redundancy. Over-representation analysis was performed with the “permute p-value” option, 2000 permutations. The group of genes used as background is specified in the corresponding figure legend.  
2.2.6 Statistical analyses Statistical analyses were performed with R software and the statistical test used is stated in each figure legend.    
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3 CircRNA expression in dopaminergic and 
spinal motor neuron differentiation  
3.1 Research motivation and aims CircRNA production is cell-type specific, very dynamic, and occurs at high levels in neuronal cells (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015). Evidence also points to circRNA production being a highly regulated process that may be intimately linked to co-transcriptional splicing regulation: genes producing circRNAs are transcribed by a fast elongating RNAPII and, in some instances, circRNA production is associated with read-through transcription events and decreased levels of spliceosome components (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Liang et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2016). Numerous studies have shown that RNAPII post-translational modifications, namely S2p, S5p, and S7p, play a fundamental role in the co-transcriptional recruitment of different protein complexes to process nascent RNA during the transcription cycle (Brookes and Pombo 2009; Zaborowska, Egloff, and Murphy 2016). However, the contribution of specific RNAPII post-translational modifications to circRNA formation is still unknown. Additionally, circRNA production may be regulated differently in distinct cell types; for example in mESCs and differentiated neurons, or even between neuronal subtypes.  To address these questions, I started by quantifying circRNA expression and exploring the features of circRNAs and genes producing circRNAs in two neuronal differentiation systems from mESCs. The first differentiation system captures mESC exit from pluripotency, as well as immature and mature dopaminergic neurons (Abranches et al. 2009; Ferrai et al. 2017; Fraser et al. 2015; Jaeger et al. 2011). The second differentiation system directly programs mESCs to spinal motor neurons and was developed by Esteban Mazzoni and colleagues (Mazzoni et al. 2013) and further extended by PhD. student Disi An in the Mazzoni group (An et al. 2019). I chose to focus on dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons 
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because these have very different biological functions. Dopaminergic neurons are mostly found in the ventral midbrain, use the neurotransmitter dopamine, are involved in emotion-based behaviours, such as reward and motivation, and are implicated in addiction. Loss of dopaminergic neurons also leads to neurological disorders, for example Parkinson’s disease or schizophrenia (Chinta and Andersen 2005). Conversely, spinal motor neurons are cholinergic cells which transmit motor information through very long axons from the brain to effector targets, such as muscles. Spinal motor neurons are also relevant in disease; their progressive degeneration is the underlying cause of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and spinal muscular atrophy (Davis-Dusenbery et al. 2014). In this chapter, I characterize the features of circRNAs and genes producing circRNAs during dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron maturation. I produced total RNA-seq libraries from mESCs and 4 time-points along the dopaminergic neuron differentiation. I also established spinal motor neuron differentiation in the Pombo group and produced total RNA-seq libraries. These datasets were subsequently used for circRNA and gene expression quantification. Finally, I characterized circRNA expression dynamics during neuronal maturation and explored the features of genes producing circRNAs. 
3.2 Contribution disclosure From Pombo group: Carmelo Ferrai provided RNA samples and produced total RNA-seq library production for biological replicate 1 from the dopaminergic neuron differentiation (mESCs to day 30). Giulia Caglio mapped the total RNA-seq datasets for biological replicate 1 from the dopaminergic neuron differentiation (mESCs to day 30) after sequencing. Alexander Kukalev provided RNA samples for biological replicate 2 from the dopaminergic neuron differentiation (days 16 and 30). Markus Schueler contributed to the calculation of the number of circRNAs per gene. Tiago Rito devised the strategy for normalization of circularized reads per gene.  
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From Nikolaus Rajewsky group, MDC: Petar Glažar performed circRNA identification together with a list with matched linear transcripts and performed corresponding quality controls for the dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiation. From Esteban Mazzoni group, NYU: Silvia Velasco taught me the spinal motor neuron differentiation and Disi An advised on spinal motor neuron re-plating. 
3.3 Notes to the reader Results shown in this chapter correspond to biological replicate number 1, unless otherwise specified. All analyses were performed for biological replicate 2 in parallel and were consistent with biological replicate 1. Analyses shown in this chapter considered only circRNAs robustly detected in two biological replicates, unless otherwise specified. 
3.4 Dopaminergic neuron differentiation  To explore features of circRNA expression during dopaminergic neuron differentiation, I took advantage of a differentiation system established in the Pombo lab by Dr. Carmelo Ferrai (Ferrai et al. 2017; Fraser et al. 2015). The two differentiation systems capture different stages of mESCs differentiation to the neuronal lineage, yielding highly homogenous cell populations (Fig. 3.1). The first protocol was developed by Abranches and colleagues and recapitulates the early exit of mESC from pluripotency towards a neuronal fate (days 1 and 3) (Abranches et al. 2009). mESCs grown in feeder-free conditions are differentiated in monolayer towards an early neuronal precursor (NPC) fate, through endogenous synthesis of FGF and Notch which is stimulated by growth in the absence of serum, in a synthetic medium that lacks BMP signals (inhibitory to the neuronal fate). The second protocol was developed by (Jaeger et al. 2011) and differentiates mESCs to mature dopaminergic neurons, which are functionally active (Ferrai et al. 2017). In this second approach, mESCs are first differentiated into stable EpiSC clones, which are primed for differentiation. EpiSCs are then 
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differentiated in monolayer by blocking FGF/ERK signalling, which induces a neuroectodermal fate. This is followed by the activation of FGF signalling in combination with SHH stimulation to promote fate specification and differentiation. At day 16, dopaminergic neurons are post-mitotic and express the pan-neuronal marker β-tubulin III (TUBB3). These neurons also express the dopaminergic neuron marker Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH) at low levels, confirming the dopaminergic fate, but electrophysiological recordings show that these cells display an immature behaviour (Ferrai et al. 2017). Dopaminergic neurons reach maturity at day 30, with increased TH expression and electrophysiological activity characteristic of mature dopaminergic neurons (Ferrai et al. 2017).  
 Figure 3.1 Overview of dopaminergic neuron differentiation.  Schematic summary of mESC differentiation to mature dopaminergic neurons. Days 1 and 3 recapitulate exit from pluripotency towards a neuronal progenitor fate and days 16 and 30 correspond to immature and mature dopaminergic neurons. Adapted from (Ferrai et al. 2017). To study circRNA expression dynamics throughout dopaminergic differentiation, we produced total RNA-seq datasets from RNA extracted from two biological replicates of the differentiation from mESCs to the 4 stages into dopaminergic neurons (mESCs, days 1, 3, 16 and 30). Gene expression measured from total RNA-seq datasets (TPM) from the two biological replicates correlate well for all time-points analyzed (Pearson’s 0.91-0.93, Fig. 3.2A) and expression of marker genes for different differentiation stages was as expected (Fig. 3.2B) (Abranches et al. 2009; Ferrai et al. 2017). Nanog, a homeobox transcription factor essential for stem cell renewal, peaks at the mESC stage and is lowly expressed or undetected after day 1. Pou5f1, a POU-containing homeobox transcription factor 
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important for pluripotency, is also highly expressed in mESCs and strongly decreased by day 3. Early differentiation marker Fgf5 is transiently expressed from days 1 to 3 and neuronal markers Hes5 and Blbp are expressed from day 3 onwards (Abranches et al. 2009; Ferrai et al. 2017). The pan-neuronal marker Tubb3 is expressed from day 16 onwards, whereas Th expression is highest at day 30 (Jaeger et al. 2011; Ferrai et al. 2017). After careful validation of marker genes expression, total RNA-seq datasets were used for circRNA identification and quantification.  
 Figure 3.2 Marker gene expression during dopaminergic neuron maturation.  A) Pearson’s correlation of gene expression for 2 biological replicates in mESCs and 4 time-points during neuronal differentiation. B) Expression of marker genes during neuronal differentiation into dopaminergic neurons. Gene expression is depicted as Z-score.  
3.5 Spinal motor neuron differentiation To explore features of circRNA expression during spinal motor neuron differentiation, I started by establishing the differentiation system developed by Esteban Mazzoni (Mazzoni et al. 2013; Velasco et al. 2017), which directly programs mESCs towards the spinal motor neuron fate in a very fast and efficient manner. This approach uses a mESC cell line that harbors a polycistronic doxycycline-inducible expression cassette with three transcription factors, Ngn2, Isl1 and Lhx3 (NIL) separated by 2A peptides (Fig. 3.3A, left panel). Firstly, EBs are formed and doxycycline is added after 2 days to the growth medium. Two days after induction, EBs are dissociated, re-plated and grown for 6 days in a supplement cocktail that mimics trophic factors released by supporting cells, 
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such as glia, to achieve increased neuronal maturity (Fig. 3.3A, right panel) (An et al. 2019). Two days after induction, cells display spinal motor neuron features, such as expression of the spinal motor neuron marker Motor Neuron And Pancreas Homeobox 1 (HB9) and the pan-neuronal marker TUBB3. These cells have properties of immature neurons, but become electrophysiologically functional when cultured on astrocytes for 7 days and exhibit robust outgrowth of axons exiting the spinal cord when implanted in the brain of chick embryos similarly to in vivo spinal motor neurons (Mazzoni et al. 2013). After induction, EBs are dissociated, re-plated and grown for 6 days to achieve increased maturity (An et al. 2019).  qPCR and immunofluorescence imaging representative of three biological replicates of the spinal motor neuron differentiation show that I successfully established the differentiation protocol. RNA expression of marker genes by qPCR shows pluripotency marker Pou5f1 is reduced in induced EBs (D2) when compared to control EBs (CTL) i.e. EBs grown for 2 days without doxycycline which should not express NIL factors (Fig 3.3B). Conversely, Hb9 expression is higher in induced EBs (D2) compared with control EBs (CTL), which is also decreased in plated neurons (D8). The cholinergic neuron marker Chat is detected at day 2 and is expressed at the highest level at day 8, confirming spinal motor neuron identity. Results from immunofluorescence imaging corroborate RNA expression. Two days after adding doxycycline (day 2), induced EBs show increased expression of the spinal motor neuron marker HB9 and TUBB3 when compared to control EBs (Fig. 3.3C, control vs induced EBs). An antibody against the V5 tag confirms that the expression cassette was induced in EBs treated with doxycycline (Fig. 3.3C, control vs induced EBs). All neuronal and induction markers are absent in control EBs. After induction, EBs were dissociated and re-plated for six days (day 8), in the absence of supporting cells. Plated neurons display decreased HB9 expression and sustained TUBB3 expression (Fig. 3.3C, plated neurons) (Mazzoni et al. 2013; An et al. 2019; Davis-Dusenbery et al. 2014).  
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 Figure 3.3 Overview of spinal motor neuron differentiation.  A) Schematic summary of direct programming of iNIL mESCs to spinal motor neurons. Top panel represents the doxycycline-inducible cassette expressing NIL factors. Bottom panel depicts the key stages in the spinal motor neuron differentiation protocol (Mazzoni et al. 2013). B) RNA expression of marker genes by qPCR in control EBs which were not induced by dox (CTL), induced EBs (D2), and plated neurons (D8). Relative levels are normalised to the Actb RNA. Mean and standard deviation from three biological replicates. Unpaired t-test, * p-value < 0.05, *** p-value < 0.01, *** p-value < 0.001. C) Immunofluorescence of expression of markers in control and induced EBs (day 2) and plated spinal motor neurons (day 8). β-tubulin III is pseudo-colored in red and HB9 or V5 in green. Nuclei are stained with DAPI. Scale bar, 20 µm.  
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To evaluate gene expression during spinal motor neuron differentiation, I collected RNA samples from induced EBs and plated spinal motor neurons (days 2 and 8, respectively) and produced total RNA-seq datasets from two biological replicates. Gene expression for both biological replicates correlates very well (Pearson’s 0.91-0.96) and marker genes are expressed accordingly (Fig. 3.4A).  Next, I checked for the expression of marker genes using as comparison the total RNA-seq from mESC-46C (Fig. 3.4B). It was not useful to analyze the mESC (iNIL) genome-wide, since the studies presented here aimed at exploring distinct cell states. The pluripotency marker Pou5f1 again shows decreased expression in day 2 and is undetected by day 8 compared with its expression in mESC-46C, whereas expression levels of NIL factors are abundant in induced EBs at days 2 and 8. Tubb3 is also detected from day 2 onwards. Hb9 gene expression peaks at day 2 and Chat is detected at day 2 and is most expressed by day 8, as expected. After successful establishment of spinal motor neuron differentiation, total RNA-seq datasets were used for circRNA identification and quantification.  
 Figure 3.4 Marker gene expression during spinal motor neuron differentiation.  A) Pearson’s correlation of gene expression for 2 biological replicates of induced EBs (day 2) and plated spinal motor neurons (day 8). B) Expression of marker genes after spinal motor neuron direct programming (D2 and D8) from total RNA-seq libraries. mESC-46C (ESC) gene expression represents mESCs state and is shown as comparison. Gene expression is depicted as Z-score. 
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3.6 CircRNAs are detected at all time-points and are most 
abundant in differentiated neurons After careful validation of both neuronal systems, circRNAs were detected and quantified in two biological replicates of mESCs, and the dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiation experiments. In total, 7773 circRNAs were detected, from which 1277 circRNAs were common in two biological replicates at any time-point (Fig. 3.5A). To determine whether the circRNAs detected in both replicates were more robust than the circRNAs detected in one biological replicate, I compared the number of back-spliced reads of common to uniquely detected circRNAs and found that circRNAs common in both biological replicates tend to have higher number of back-spliced reads and are therefore more reliably detected (Fig. 3.5B). This suggests that circRNAs uniquely detected are less expressed and at the limit of circRNA detection from the total RNA-seq datasets produced at the current depth of sequencing. Unless otherwise stated, the results presented in this thesis are based on circRNAs found in both biological replicates, but all analyses were also performed for each biological replicate separately and showed consistent results.  
 Figure 3.5 Comparison between circRNAs identified in both biological replicates.  A) Number of circRNAs detected uniquely (unique) or in both biological replicates (robust) in mESCs and during dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiations. B) Number of back-spliced reads of robust and uniquely detected circRNAs for replicates 1 and 2, in mESC, dopaminergic neurons day 30 and spinal motor neurons day 8.  After assessing the quality of circRNA detection, I set out to understand which circRNAs are produced at each stage of dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron 
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differentiation. CircRNAs are detected at all time-points. However, the time-points with the highest number of circRNAs are days 16 and 30 of dopaminergic neuron differentiation (Fig. 3.6A, CircRNAs). The identified circRNAs are produced, in total, from 881 genes, with an amount at each time-point that follows a similar trend in the number of circRNAs (Fig. 3.6A, CircRNA-genes). Accordingly, most (~ 50 %) genes produce one circRNA, although some genes produce more than one (Fig. 3.6B). Expression of circRNAs from the same gene is more frequent on days 16 and 30, where the difference between the number of circRNAs and number of circRNA-producing genes is larger.  
 Figure 3.6 CircRNAs and genes producing these circRNAs are more abundant at later stages of neuronal differentiation. A) Number of circRNAs and circRNA-producing genes at all time-points analysed. B) Number of circRNAs produced per gene for all genes producing circRNAs (n=881). Only circRNAs common in both biological replicates were considered for these analyses.  Next, I asked how the expression of individual circRNAs relates with gene expression. This can be studied by correlating the ratio of back-spliced and linearly-spliced reads (circ-to-linear ratio, a metric of exon-junction usage) with gene expression, which often shows a mild negative correlation (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015). Gene expression was determined by calculating TPMs over the coding regions of genes from total RNA-seq datasets using RSEM software; similar results were obtained when considering mRNA-seq expression values (not shown). As expected, for all time-points considered in this study and in both biological replicates, circ-to-linear RNA ratio negatively correlates with gene expression (Pearson’s correlation of -0.36 to -0.55, Fig. 3.7), suggesting that 
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circRNA production may have a negative impact on the expression of the corresponding linear RNA species.  
 Figure 3.7 Relationship between back-splicing levels and expression of the linear transcript.  Pearson’s correlation of the ratio of the number of back-spliced reads and linearly spliced reads at exon junctions (circ-to-linear ratio) in relation to expression of the linear transcripts from the same gene (TPM) during dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons. Results are for circRNAs common to both replicates, and correlations are shown for replicate 1. Correlations were -0.53, -0.36, -0.55, -0.40, -0.41, -0.41 and -0.41, for ESC, and days 1, 3, 16, 30 of the dopaminergic and days 2 and 8 of the spinal motor neuron differentiations.  
3.7 Expression features of genes producing circRNAs 
3.7.1 Defining metrics to quantify circRNA expression per gene The first step towards investigating the features of genes producing circRNAs was to identify an appropriate metrics to quantify circRNA expression per gene, considering that each gene may produce more than one circRNA and at varying levels of expression. To decide on an appropriate metric to express circRNA per gene, I started by investigating how the number of circRNAs and the abundance of back-spliced reads per gene relates with gene length. Exemplary data is presented here for mESCs, dopaminergic neurons day 16 and spinal motor neurons day 8; other time points showed similar correlations (data not shown). When comparing the number of circRNAs per gene with host-gene length, there is no detectable correlation for all time-points tested (Pearson’s -0.08 to 0.13, Fig. 
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3.8A). The number of back-spliced reads per gene also shows no correlation with host-gene length (Pearson’s -0.01 to 0.11, Fig. 3.8B). Finally, when comparing the number of circRNAs detected with the number of back-spliced reads per gene, there is a mild positive correlation (Pearson’s 0.08 to 0.33, Fig. 3.8C), suggesting that the more back-spliced reads are detected, the higher the number of circRNAs produced.  Based on these results, to quantify circRNA expression per gene, we normalized back-spliced reads to the number of circRNAs per gene, which was further normalized to all mapped reads in each dataset (CircRP100M, Fig. 3.8D). To determine if the normalized back-spliced reads metric was representative of circRNA expression per gene, we correlated the number of back-spliced reads per gene with CircRP100M. Indeed, both variables show a strong positive correlation for all time-points (Pearson’s 0.73-0.95, Fig. 3.8D), suggesting that this metric is adequate to quantify circRNA expression per gene across all time-points of both neuronal differentiations.  
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 Figure 3.8 Selection of parameters for optimal quantification of back-spliced reads per gene.  Pearson’s correlation between: A) number of circRNAs per gene and gene length; B) number of back-spliced reads per gene and gene length; C) number of circRNAs per gene and number of back-spliced reads per gene; D) number of back-spliced reads per gene and normalised number of back-spliced reads per gene.  
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3.7.2 Genes producing circRNAs are expressed throughout 
differentiation, irrespective of circRNA expression After defining a metric to quantify circRNA expression per gene, I set out to explore how circRNA expression relates with the RNA expression from genes producing circRNAs, calculated from total RNA-seq. I started by representing circRNA and gene expression from circRNA-producing genes in colored heatmaps, where genes were ranked according to circRNA expression at specific time-points. As is evidenced by Fig. 3.9A, most genes appear to express circRNAs at specific time-points, while some genes express circRNAs ubiquitously or in several time-points. Most genes produce circRNAs specifically at days 16, 30, or both, as previously stated. I next examined gene expression dynamics of circRNA-producing genes. I found that the majority of circRNA-producing genes is mostly expressed (TPM ≥ 1) throughout both differentiations, while few genes increase or decrease expression as differentiation progresses (Fig. 3.9B). Taken together, these results indicate that circRNA expression is a regulated process that does not depend exclusively on DNA sequence and/or gene expression.   
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 Figure 3.9 Characterization of genes producing circRNAs during dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiations.  Heatmaps of A) circRNA expression per gene (CircRP100M) and B) gene expression (TPM) throughout both neuronal differentiations. Total RNA-seq data was used and results are shown for biological replicate 1. Genes were ranked according to circRNA expression in the different cellular stages. C) GO terms enriched for genes producing circRNAs at specific stages of neuronal maturation. Representative GO terms were calculated using as background all genes expressed at corresponding time-points. I next asked whether the genes that produce circRNAs at different stages of differentiation have specific biological functions. To address this, I performed GO analyses on groups of genes producing circRNAs at specific stages differentiation. These groups of genes were compared to all genes expressed at the corresponding time-point(s) (TPM >1). Reported enriched GO terms have at least 2 genes, a Z-score higher than 1.96, and permutation-derived p-values lower than 0.05 (see methods for further details). A small group of genes produces circRNAs at almost all time-points (Ubiquitous, n=43) and is enriched in GO terms important for basal cellular function, such as “[GO:0090304] Nucleic acid metabolic process” and “[GO:0034968] Histone lysine methylation”, including Med13l and Ezh2 genes, which are important transcription regulators. Genes producing circRNAs only in mESCs (ESC only, n=24) have roles in transcription and cell cycle regulation, for example Rest and Cdk7, and are enriched in GO 
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terms “[GO:0051276] Chromosome organization”, “[GO:0010564] Regulation of cell cycle process” and “[GO:0006357] Regulation of transcription from RNAPII promoter”. Most genes produce circRNAs in immature and mature dopaminergic neurons and are enriched for terms related with neuronal maturation and function. Genes producing circRNAs only at day 16 (D16 only, n=233) are enriched for GO terms related with neuronal maturation and signaling, such as “[GO:0016310] Phosphorylation” and “[GO:0007409] Axonogenesis” (e.g. Limk1, Ank3, Erbb4 genes), whereas genes producing circRNAs specifically at day 30 (D30 only, n=118) are enriched for GO terms related with metabolism and neuronal function, such as “[GO:0031325] Positive regulation of cellular metabolic process” and “[GO:0050877] Neurological system process” (e.g. Ptk2, Grm5 and Shank2 genes). Some genes produce circRNAs at both days 16 and 30 (Dopaminergic, n=129) and are enriched for “[GO:0007611] Learning and memory” and “[GO:0050804] Regulation of synaptic transmission” (e.g. Nrx1/3, Grin2b and Nlgn1 genes). Finally, few genes produce circRNAs specifically in spinal motor neurons (Spinal n=50), which are also enriched for GOs related with neuronal function, such as “[GO:0070936] Protein K48-linked ubiquitination”, “[GO:0009967] Positive regulation of signal transduction” and “[GO:0050804] Regulation of synaptic transmission” (e.g. Park2 and Ncam1 genes). Overall these analyses show that although genes that produce circRNA are mostly expressed throughout differentiation, the expression of the circRNAs reflects differentiation stages at which the genes producing circRNAs are expected to have their cellular function, and therefore likely to be more highly expressed.  
3.7.3 CircRNAs are produced when genes are most highly expressed  To further determine if circRNA-producing genes are highly expressed when producing circRNAs, I compared the expression of genes producing circRNAs at each time-point (circ+) with the expression of genes never producing circRNAs in any of the time-points considered in both differentiations (circ-). For the circ- gene group, I first included all genes that do not produce common or unique 
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circRNAs in any time-point biological replicates, and second, selected genes expressed with TPM ≥ 1 at each time-point. I also investigated the expression levels of all expressed genes at each time-point (Expressed, TPM ≥ 1). Strikingly, these analyses show that genes producing circRNAs at a given time-point are more highly expressed than the group of expressed and circ- genes at all time-points analyzed (Fig. 3.10A). Given that gene expression calculated from total RNA-seq data may be overestimated for genes with high levels of circRNA production, I repeated the analysis using published poly(A)-selected RNA-seq data that does not capture circRNAs, for all time-points of the dopaminergic neuron differentiation (Ferrai et al. 2017). Analyses of mRNA levels confirmed the results using total RNA-seq datasets, showing that genes that make circRNAs at a given time point are more highly expressed than expressed genes in the same time point, irrespectively of the potential of those genes for producing circRNAs in a different time point (Fig. 3.10B).  
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 Figure 3.10 CircRNA-producing genes are highly expressed.  Boxplots show the comparison of gene expression (TPM) from A) total RNA-seq and B) poly(A) selected RNA-seq of genes producing circRNAs (Circ+), never producing circRNAs and expressed with TPM ≥ 1 (Circ-) and expressed with TPM ≥ 1 (Expressed) at all time-points of both neuronal differentiations. Numbers above boxplots represent number of genes in each gene group. n represents number of genes. Wilcoxon rank sum test, *** p-value < 0.001.  To further dissect the relationship between increased gene expression and circRNA production, I split all expressed genes (TPM ≥ 1) according to 5 quantiles based on gene expression, ranked from 1 (low) to 5 (high), and calculated the percentage of circRNA-producing genes in each quantile. Remarkably, for all time points analyzed, the proportion of circRNA-producing genes increases or stabilizes, suggesting that the more highly expressed a gene is in a given stage of differentiation the more likely it is to produce circRNAs. As an example, data is shown for mESC, dopaminergic neurons day 16 and 30, and spinal motor neurons day 8 (Fig. 3.11).  
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 Figure 3.11 Percentage of circRNA-producing genes increases or stabilizes as gene expression increases.  Percentage of circRNA-producing genes per expression quantile of expressed genes at a given time-point. Genes were split in 5 quantiles ranging from 1 (low) to 5 (high). n represents number of genes. 
3.8 Structural features of genes producing circRNAs 
3.8.1 Genes producing circRNAs are very long and have many exons Previous studies have shown that the structure of genes impacts circRNA formation; for example, long introns flanking the back-spliced exons or the presence of pairing repeats in introns on either side of the back-spliced exons promote circRNA production (Salzman et al. 2012; Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Ivanov et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2014). To investigate whether these features were common to the set of circRNAs detected in my datasets, I set out to explore the structural features of genes producing circRNAs during dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiations. I started by comparing the gene length and number of exons of all circ+ and circ- genes. Genes expressed with TPM ≥ 1 at least once during either differentiation were used as control. For this analysis, I considered the transcript isoforms previously selected at each time-point, and calculated the mean transcript length and mean exon number for all groups of genes tested (see methods for further details). On average, I found that circ+ genes are much longer than circ- genes (~ 80 and 10 kb, respectively) and have more exons (~ 12 and 5 exons, respectively) (Fig. 3.12A).  To further dissect the relationship between gene length and circRNA production, I split all expressed genes according to 5 quantiles based on gene length ranked from 1 (low) to 5 (high), and calculated the percentage of circRNA-producing 
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genes in each quantile. For all time points analyzed, the proportion of circRNA-producing genes increases as gene length increases, suggesting that the longer the gene, the more likely it is that the gene produces circRNAs (Fig. 3.12B, data not shown for remaining datasets). Altogether, these results suggest that genes producing circRNAs have a specific structure that may contribute to circRNA production, namely that they are longer and with more exons, and therefore may be more susceptible to imbalances in the recruitment of the splicing machinery to the chromatin.  
 Figure 3.12 CircRNA-producing genes are longer and have many exons compared to genes not producing circRNAs.  A) Boxplots show comparison of gene length (kb) and exon number of genes producing circRNAs (C+), not producing circRNAs (C-) or expressed genes (Expr). Mean values of all transcript isoforms selected per time-point were used for this analysis. B) Percentage of circRNA-producing genes per length quantile of expressed genes at a given time-point. Genes were split in 5 quantiles ranging from 1 (low) to 5 (high). n represents number of genes. Wilcoxon rank sum test, *** p-value < 0.001.  
3.8.2 CircRNAs are most often produced from the 5’ end of genes and 
contain 1-5 exons Next, I asked whether preferred exons are included in circRNAs. Previous studies showed that there is a tendency for circRNAs to be produced from the 5’ end of genes (Gruner et al. 2016; Jeck et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2012). To investigate whether this is the case in both differentiation systems used, I calculated the position of first back-spliced exon within the host gene. To ensure that transcript features were perfectly matched with circRNAs, I considered features of transcript isoforms attributed to circRNAs by the find_circ pipeline for this analysis. All non-exonic circRNAs (3 circRNAs) were excluded from this analysis. I 
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found that most circRNAs are made from the 5’ end of genes, with a striking bias for starting from exon 2 (466 out of 1274, Fig. 3.13A). A small number of circRNAs start at exon 1, but after visual inspection on UCSC browser I noted that these circRNAs mostly result from genes only producing circRNAs (e.g. CDR1as) or that have upstream, misannotated transcription start sites. Performing the same analysis for individual time-points shows that circRNAs most often start at exon 2 irrespectively of the differentiation stage or cell type (Fig. 3.13B, data not shown). These results suggest that genes which produce circRNAs from exon 2 may have fewer exons, thus making it more likely that these genes produce circRNAs from exon 2. To address this, I compared the number of exons of transcripts producing circRNAs from exon 2 (E2) with transcripts producing circRNAs after exon 2 (>E2) or all transcripts producing circRNAs (All) (Fig. 3.13C). Results indicate that although transcripts producing circRNAs from exon 2 tend to have fewer exons, the difference is not sufficient to explain the bias towards increased circRNA production from exon 2. To further understand which exons are more often included in circRNAs, I calculated the number of exons included in circRNAs and found that most circRNAs have 1-5 exons, as expected (Fig. 3.13D) (Gruner et al. 2016; Jeck et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2012). Accordingly, the position of the last back-spliced exon in the host-transcript most often ranges from exons 2 to 8 (Fig. 3.13E) (Gruner et al. 2016; Jeck et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2012).  
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 Figure 3.13 Features of back-spliced exons in circRNA-producing genes.  A, B) Position of the first back-spliced exon in the transcript, for A) all circRNAs or B) circRNAs produced at specific time-points. C) Total number of exons of transcripts producing circRNAs from exon 2 (E2), after exon 2 (>E2) or all circRNAs (All). D) Number of exons included in the circRNA, for all circRNAs. E) Position of the last back-spliced exon in the transcript, for all circRNAs. n represents number of circRNAs. Given that circRNAs are most often produced from exon 2, I asked whether the first intron and exons of these genes have distinct features. I compared genes making circRNAs from exon 2 (E2) after exon 2 (>E2) or all circRNA-producing genes (All) with circ- (C-) genes at any given time-point; mean length of intron 1 and exons 1 and 2 were calculated across all time-points, as for the analyses shown in Fig. 3.12 (see methods for further details). I found that the length of intron 1 of genes producing circRNAs from exon 2 is longer than circ- genes (19 and 1.6 kb, respectively, Fig. 3.14A), in agreement with previous reports that back-spliced exons being flanked by long introns (Salzman et al. 2012; Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Ivanov et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2014). However, genes producing circRNAs after exon 2 or all circRNA-producing genes show the same trend (9, 14 and 1.6 kb, respectively), suggesting that genes producing circRNAs tend to have a longer intron 1 irrespectively of the position of the first circRNA exon. This suggests that the longer first intron may be associated with deficient 
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linear splicing or deficient recruitment of the splicing machinery in circ+ producing genes. To investigate in more detail gene structure aspects that may be associated with deficient linear splicing of the first intron, I considered the length of exon 1, which is not included in the circRNA and lies upstream of exon 2. I found that, on average, genes producing circRNAs from exon 2 tend have slightly shorter first exons than circ- (184 and 191 bp, respectively Fig. 3.14B). Finally, I found that genes producing circRNAs from exon 2 and all circRNA-producing genes tend to have a slightly longer exon 2 when compared to circ- genes (142 and 127 bp, Fig. 3.14C).  
 Figure 3.14 Comparison of intron and exon length between circRNA-producing genes and genes not producing circRNAs.  Boxplots show comparison of circRNA-producing genes (C+, All), genes producing circRNAs from exon 2 (C+, E2) or after exon 2 (C+, >E2) with genes not producing circRNAs (C-) or expressed genes (Expr) regarding A) intron 1 length (kb), B) exon 1 length (bp) and C) exon 2 length (bp). Wilcoxon rank sum test, * p-value < 0.05, *** p-value < 0.01, *** p-value < 0.001, ns, non-significant.  
3.9 Discussion  
3.9.1 Characterizing circRNA expression during neuronal maturation CircRNA detection between biological replicates identified many common circRNAs and circRNA-expressing genes. A number of circRNAs detected were specific to each biological replicate, which may be due to their relatively low expression (Fig. 3.5); circRNAs found in both biological replicates were considered in subsequent analyses in this chapter.  
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CircRNAs were identified at all time-points of neuronal differentiation, but were highest at days 16 and 30 of dopaminergic neuron differentiation. When compared to dopaminergic neurons, circRNAs are much less abundant in spinal motor neurons and display numbers similar to mESCs or day 3 of the dopaminergic differentiation. This is likely due to the fact that the spinal motor neurons are not fully differentiated, and/or were pushed through an abnormally fast differentiation protocol. Alternatively, the lower abundance of circRNAs in the spinal motor neuronal samples may be explained by lower expression of genes that have the potential to produce circRNAs and/or decreased circRNA accumulation.  
3.9.2 Genes producing circRNAs are highly expressed To understand how circRNA expression from a given gene relates to its host-gene expression throughout differentiation, I quantified circRNA production per gene and compared it to gene expression. Similar to individual circRNAs, the extent of circRNA expression per gene is also very dynamic and cell-type specific. In contrast, most circRNA-producing genes are expressed at the mRNA level in all time-points investigated.  To understand whether the genes which produce circRNAs during dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiations have specific biological functions, I performed GO enrichment analyses for groups of genes producing circRNAs at specific time-points. I found that genes producing circRNAs at specific time-points reflect the differentiation stage at which circRNAs are produced, raising further interest as to whether circRNAs have essential functions.  I found that circRNA expression coincides with high expression of the linear transcript from the same gene. This result may seem to contradict that circRNA-producing genes are most often expressed throughout differentiation; closer inspection showed that circRNA-producing genes show fluctuating gene expression during both differentiations with increased circRNA expression being associated with high expression of the linear transcripts. This finding is quite 
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surprising, as the current view in the field is that circRNA production competes with formation of the equivalent linear splicing, which leads to inferring that genes producing circRNAs would be expressed at low levels. The finding that genes producing circRNAs are highly expressed does not necessarily mean that circRNAs do not directly compete with the corresponding linear transcript. Instead, it suggests that abundant linear transcripts are produced from circRNA-producing genes, even though the ratio between back- and linear-spliced junctions tends to be negative. The finding that circRNAs are produced from highly expressed genes is further supported by the work of Zhang and colleagues, who showed that increased circRNA expression is associated with increased transcription from circRNA producing genes and with fast RNAPII elongation (Zhang et al. 2016). It is worth noting that a potential technical bias towards capturing circRNAs from highly expressed genes cannot be excluded, as genes expressed at lower levels could still produce circRNAs that are below the detection threshold in total RNA-seq datasets. Nevertheless, there are many highly expressed genes which do not produce circRNAs, suggesting that these results are biologically relevant. Finally, this finding raises the possibility that back-splicing events which lead to circRNA formation may be associated with excessive RNAPII loading and/or insufficient recruitment of the splicing machinery, especially upon removal of the first intron. Therefore, circRNA expression is likely to be a highly regulated process that depends on other regulatory factors beyond DNA sequence and gene expression. 
3.9.3 Genes producing circRNAs are long, have many exons and most 
often produce circRNAs from exon 2 After exploring the expression dynamics of genes producing circRNAs, I set out to investigate their structural features. CircRNA-producing genes have a quite distinctive structure when compared to genes not producing circRNAs: these genes are very long and have many exons. Considering that the length of a gene mostly derives from the total length of its introns and that circRNAs are often flanked by very long introns (Salzman et al. 2012; Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; 
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Ivanov et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2014), it is expected that genes producing circRNAs are very long. Another aspect that could contribute for increased length of circRNA-producing genes is that some of these genes are possibly neuronal and neuronal genes tend to be long (Zylka, Simon, and Philpot 2015). Additionally, circRNA-producing genes have many exons which may suggest that splicing of these genes is quite complex and requires extensive coordination between transcription and splicing machineries.  Next, I evaluated whether preferred exons were included in circRNAs. To address this, I calculated the number of exons included in circRNAs and the start and end position of circRNAs within the gene. Obtained results confirmed that circRNAs have most often 1-5 exons and that genes tend to produce circRNAs from the 5’ end, with a striking bias for circRNAs starting at exon 2 (Gruner et al. 2016; Jeck et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2012). This bias is independent of the differentiation stage or cell type and cannot be explained by transcript length alone. I further determined whether the first exons and intron of circRNA-producing genes displayed particular features by grouping genes according to circRNA production from exon 2 or after and compared to genes not producing circRNAs. All groups of genes producing circRNAs have a much longer intron 1. This suggests that intron 1 may be intrinsically more complex to splice, because the spliceosome subunits could have more difficulty identifying splice sites and forming the commitment complex. When looking at exon length, on average, genes producing circRNAs from exon 2 tend to have a slightly longer exon 2, while genes producing circRNAs after exon 2 have a slightly shorter exon 1. These slight differences might also contribute to which exons are included in circRNAs.  Taken together, results shown in this chapter point towards transcription and splicing dynamics underlying circRNA production. Genes producing circRNAs are highly expressed, which suggests high levels of transcription. Another remarkable finding was that a large number of circRNA-producing genes make circRNAs from exon 2, which points towards the first splicing reaction often being unfavored and giving rise to circRNAs. This suggests an imbalance between RNAPII loading and 
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spliceosome recruitment in genes producing circRNAs. In the next chapter I explore the mechanisms underlying transcription and spliceosome recruitment at genes producing circRNAs.     
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4 Promoter-based mechanisms of circRNA 
biogenesis  
4.1 Research motivation and aims  The splicing of most introns is thought to happen co-transcriptionally (Ameur et al. 2011; Herzel, Straube, and Neugebauer 2018; Khodor et al. 2012; Nojima et al. 2018; Oesterreich et al. 2016; Tilgner et al. 2012) with splicing following a “first come, first served” model, where introns are spliced as soon as they emerge from the RNAPII exit channel. As is exemplified in Fig. 4.1A, at circ- genes, there is co-transcriptional recruitment of spliceosome subunits and formation of the commitment complex, followed by splicing. However, detection of exon-skipping and other alternative splicing events in many transcripts indicates that RNAPII can also elongate through several introns and exons before splicing is completed, thereby joining non-consecutive exons (Braunschweig et al. 2013; Drexler, Choquet, and Churchman 2019; Vuong, Black, and Zheng 2016; Drexler, Choquet, and Churchman 2020) The back-splicing reaction that leads to the biogenesis of circRNAs also requires that the intron upstream of the first back-spliced exon within any given circRNA is not immediately spliced.  We considered that at circ- genes, there is efficient co-transcriptional recruitment of spliceosome subunits and formation of the commitment complex, followed by efficient co-transcriptional splicing, especially of the first introns (Fig. 4.1A). However, when considering circ+ genes, we reason that transcription and splicing must be at least partially decoupled to allow circRNA formation (Fig. 4.1B). In more detail, two events are necessary for circRNA formation: firstly, the 1st back-spliced exon must be connected to the preceding intron so that it can accept the other back-spliced exons and form the circRNA; secondly, the intron preceding the 1st back-spliced exon cannot be spliced before RNAPII transcribes the remaining back-spliced exons. In this scenario, the first step necessary to 
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form circRNAs is that the intron before the 1st back-spliced exon is not immediately spliced after being transcribed.  Evidence suggests that circ+ genes seem to have altered transcription-splicing dynamics. Some genes display increased circRNA production upon knockdown of splicing components (Liang et al. 2017) and circ+ genes tend to be transcribed by a fast elongating RNAPII (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016). Together, these results suggest that the spliceosome may not be efficiently recruited to these genes.  In the previous chapter, I showed across seven different stages of differentiation to mature neuronal lineages, that circ+ genes are expressed at high levels. I also showed that genes produce circRNAs mostly from exon 2, involved in the first splicing reaction, for which a defect in recruitment of the splicing machinery may possibly occur due to increased speed of the RNAPII as it leaves the promoter. However, how transcription-splicing dynamics contribute to circRNA formation remains largely unexplored. Is spliceosome recruitment at the first exon-intron junction altered at circ+ genes? Or is there insufficient modification of RNAPII at initiation, or altered exit from promoter-proximal pausing? RNAPII post-translational modifications are essential for the proper co-transcriptional recruitment of the spliceosome complex and it remains unexplored whether RNAPII modifications and transcription regulation contribute to circRNA formation.   
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 Figure 4.1 Proposed steps of circRNA formation.  A) Illustration of co-transcriptional splicing at genes not producing circRNAs (circ-). U1 snRNP is co-transcriptionally recruited and commitment complex is formed as RNA exits RNAPII followed by splicing and release of intron lariat. B) At genes producing circRNAs (circ+), the intron preceding the back-spliced exons is not immediately spliced so that the splicing acceptor is free to later join the back-spliced exon. As such, the back-splicing would be favoured and lead to circRNAs production.  To answer these questions, I mapped and analyzed the occupancy on chromatin of the spliceosome, RNAPII post-translational modifications and transcription modulators in mESCs, dopaminergic neurons (days 16 and 30) and spinal motor neurons (days 2 and 8). To this end, I generated new datasets and re-analyzed published datasets. I show that circ+ genes have decreased spliceosome recruitment at the promoter and first exon-intron junction compared with circ- genes. The lower levels of spliceosome recruitment found at the first exon-intron junction is not due to defective RNAPII recruitment, but coincides with lower RNAPII-S5p and -S7p enrichment. Furthermore, circ+ genes are depleted of promoter-proximal pausing modulators, suggesting that RNAPII is quickly released from the promoter into productive elongation without the appropriate CTD modifications and with impaired spliceosome recruitment. Analyses of circRNA formation in different cell types, supports similar promoter-based mechanisms underlying circRNA formation in dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons. Finally, to further test the proposed model that decreased promoter-proximal pausing may modulate to circRNA formation, I knocked-down (KD) NELF complex to trigger RNAPII release from the promoter and increase circRNA 
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production. As predicted by the proposed model, NELF KD increased the number of circRNAs detected.  
4.2 Contribution disclosure From Pombo group: Alexander Kukalev contributed to the production of ChIP-seq libraries (S5p, Dig and Mock in mESCs) and taught me ChIP-seq quality controls, as well as designed the interference RNAs for NELF knockdown experiments. Izabela Harabula provided chromatin samples for ChIP of U1C and NELF-E in dopaminergic neurons day 16. Tiago Rito devised the strategy for gene filtering analyses to define circ+ and circ- genes, guided me through ChIP-seq analyses and provided the script for calculating the coverage of ChIP-seq enrichment. Christoph Thieme, Warren Winick-Ng and Dominik Szabo advised on the statistical analyses of NELF knockdown experiments.  
From Nikolaus Rajewsky group, MDC: Petar Glažar performed circRNA identification together with a list with matched linear transcripts and performed corresponding quality controls for the NELF knockdown experiments. From Esteban Mazzoni group, NYU: Silvia Velasco provided the protocol for ChIP in embryoid bodies which I later adapted for RNAPII ChIP.  
4.3 Notes to the reader Analyses for biological replicates 1 and 2 were performed in parallel and results were consistent between biological replicates. Results shown correspond to biological replicate 1, unless otherwise specified. Analyses shown in this chapter considered only circRNAs robustly detected in two biological replicates, except in NELF knockdown experiments.   
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4.4 Mapping spliceosome and RNAPII modifications on 
chromatin To understand if co-transcriptional splicing dynamics are altered at circRNA-producing genes, I started by mapping the occupancy of the spliceosome and RNAPII post-translational modifications on chromatin in mESCs. I chose to map U1C protein, a subunit of the U1 snRNP complex, because not only U1 snRNP is the first spliceosome subunit recruited to splice sites, thus playing a key role in splice site definition and commitment complex formation, but also interacts with RNAPII S5p (Harlen et al. 2016; Nojima et al. 2015; Nojima et al. 2018). As expected, U1C is enriched at the TSS of expressed genes, being more highly enriched at highly expressed genes (top 20% expressed genes) when compared to lowly expressed genes (bottom 20%) or genes that are not expressed (Not Expr) (Fig. 4.2A). Consistent with U1 snRNP’s role in 5’ss definition, U1C also shows some enrichment at exons and 5’ss (Fig. 4.2B).  To identify the genomic regions that are enriched for U1C above background, I performed peak finding with the BCP algorithm (see methods for further details), (Ferrai et al. 2017), and classified all the promoters (windows of 4kb centered on the TSS) taking advantage of a procedure established in our group by Dr. Elena Torlai-Triglia and Dr. Tiago Rito, (see methods for further details), (Ferrai et al. 2017). The distribution of ChIP-seq read counts often shows a bimodal distribution that separates signal from noise. In U1C data, the distribution of read counts corresponding to signal and noise correspond to a tall peak of higher values together with a shoulder towards lower levels of read abundance (Fig. 4.2C). The lack of a clear bimodal separation is frequent in this type of analyses, and can result from a small differential between the number of reads found in a positive U1C window compared with the negative windows, which may be due to difficulties recovering U1C, which does not bind directly to chromatin but, instead to nascent RNA. As a further test of specificity, I compared the abundance of reads in the U1C positive windows with shuffled BCP windows, and found that they give lower (noise) read counts when compared to U1C enrichment (Fig. 4.2D). 
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Altogether, these analyses show that U1C ChIP-seq is suitable for further exploration.  I next set out to investigate whether the production of circRNAs from specific genes in mESCs reflected altered RNAPII post-translational modifications. Previous work in our lab had produced RNAPII S5p and S7p datasets in mESC (Brookes et al. 2012; Ferrai et al. 2017). However, since the protocol for library preparation of U1C ChIP-seq was slightly different, I produced fully matched ChIP-seq datasets for RNAPII S5p, S7p and S2p. Visual inspection of ChIP-seq tracks on the UCSC browser showed that these marks had the occupancy expected in mESC data from published literature (e.g. (Brookes et al. 2012; Ferrai et al. 2017); not shown).  Next, I classified gene promoters according to whether they are occupied by RNAPII-S5p and S7p; S2p is not enriched at promoters. To identify positively enriched promoters in S5p and S7p, I determined the density of read counts at TSS and their distribution shows the typical bimodal pattern, indicating a good signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 4.2E). Detection of positive peaks with BCP at promoters shows that positive windows overlap extensively between matched datasets collected previously (Ferrai et al. 2017) (11765 out of 13444 peaks for S5p, and 9856 out of 11221 peaks for S7p). The enrichment level of positive windows common in matched datasets correlates very well (Spearman’s correlation, 0.75 and 0.88, respectively). Altogether, analyses show that produced datasets are highly comparable to published data (Fig. 4.2E).  
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 Figure 4.2 Validation of U1C, RNAPII S5p and S7p ChIP-seq in mESCs.  A) Average distribution of U1C in 4 kb windows centered around the TSS of top 20%, bottom 20% and genes that are not expressed (TPM<1). B) Average distribution of U1C in windows of -200 bp to 2kb around 5’ splice sites. All introns shorter than 2000 bp were not considered in this analysis. C) Density of reads of U1C dataset in promoter windows of all genes compared with genes classified as positive by BCP. D) Comparison of read density and counts between BCP-positive U1C peaks at TSS and shuffled peaks. Boxplot shows higher read count in U1C BCP-positive peaks when compared to shuffled peaks. E) Comparison between published and newly produced datasets for RNAPII S5p and S7p. Left panel: Density of reads of RNAPII S5p and S7p dataset in promoter windows of all genes classified compared with genes classified as positive in BCP. Middle panel: overlap of BCP positive peaks at TSS between matching datasets. Right panel: Spearman correlation of read counts at TSS between matching datasets.  I next set out to explore the patterns of chromatin occupancy of U1 snRNP, total RNAPII detected with N20 antibody (published by the Young lab, see methods), and RNAPII modifications at circRNA-producing genes in mESCs. Results from the previous chapter showed that most genes produce circRNAs from exon 2, which indicates that the first splicing reaction is most often missed and suggests that spliceosome recruitment may be altered at the beginning of genes. I started by inspecting circ+ and circ- genes on UCSC genome browser and focused on the TSS of genes with comparable mRNA expression levels present in the third and fourth quantiles of expressed genes. Circ+ genes appeared to show less enrichment of U1 snRNP and RNAPII S5p and S7p at the TSS, whereas RNAPII S2p and total RNAPII were more similar, suggesting that U1 snRNP recruitment and RNAPII 
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patterns may be altered at circ+ genes. An example is shown on Fig. 4.3 for Gtf3c3 (circ-) and Rabep1 (circ+) genes. 
 Figure 4.3 Single gene profiles to illustrate the occupancy of U1 snRNP and RNAPII in circ- and circ+ genes.  Examples to highlight the differences in enrichment of U1 snRNP and RNAPII modifications between circ- gene Gtf3c3 and circ+ gene Rabep1 in mESCs. These genes have comparable mRNA expression levels (TPM = 26.37 and 21.65, respectively) and belong to the third quantile of expressed genes.  
4.5 Approach to study occupancy of the spliceosome and 
RNAPII modifications at circRNA-producing genes To understand the dynamics between spliceosome recruitment and RNAPII modifications at circRNA-producing genes in a systematic and quantitative manner, we took an approach which compares all circRNA-producing genes at a given time-point (circ+) with genes never producing circRNAs at any time-point of both differentiations (circ-). Circ+ genes are more highly expressed than circ- and the amount of RNAPII modifications at promoters was shown to be most predictive of gene expression levels (Dias et al. 2015). To identify a group of circ- genes with comparable mRNA expression to circ+ genes, I explored several 
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thresholds for gene expression and found an optimal range between 25% and 80% of the circ+ gene expression (data not shown). For keeping track of how expression, U1C and RNAPII occupancy is related to circRNA production, I also included two additional group of genes: expressed (TPM ≥ 1) and not expressed (TPM < 1). Additional filters were used: all genes in each group have at least 3 exons, as this is the minimum number of exons required to produce circRNAs from protein-coding genes (Fig. 4.4, left panel). Since circRNAs most often result from the first splicing reaction, I focused my analyses on the TSS and exon 1 – intron 1 border (E1-I1), with windows spanning 1 kb (Fig. 4.4, right panel). For these regions, I calculated the average profiles (dark blue line) and enrichment (light blue shade) of spliceosome and RNAPII modifications for the above-mentioned gene groups (see methods for further details). Other explorations were carried out, including at intron1-exon2 junctions, but not included here since they did not show distinct patterns. 
 Figure 4.4 Schematic overview of the approach to study enrichment of proteins on chromatin of circRNA-producing genes.  Left panel: description of criteria for the selection of different gene groups. Circ+, all genes producing circRNAs at a given time-point, with minimum of 3 exons. Circ-, all genes never producing circRNAs during differentiation, with matched expression of circ+ genes of the corresponding time-point and with at least 3 exons. Expressed: all genes with TPM ≥ 1 at a given time-point. Not Expressed: all genes with TPM < 1 at a given time-point. Right panel: after selecting gene groups, compare average enrichment and read counts of several ChIP-seq datasets in 1kb windows centered at the TSS or exon 1-intron 1 border (E1-I1). The light blue area represents the window used to determine read counts at the TSS (1kb window) and E1-I1 border (-200 to 50 bp).  
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4.6 Promoter-based regulation of circRNA biogenesis in 
mESCs 
4.6.1 The spliceosome is depleted at the 5’ end of circRNA-producing 
genes To investigate the patterns of occupancy and the enrichment of the spliceosome and RNAPII modifications in mESCs, I compared gene expression levels, and the length of Intron1, Exon1 and Exon2 of circ+, circ-, expressed and not expressed gene groups defined according to the above-mentioned parameters. I found that circ+ and circ- gene groups show comparable gene expression levels. In contrast, circ+ genes have longer intron 1 than circ- genes (median 18 kb compared with 1kb), and slightly longer exon 1 (250 bp vs 150 bp) and exon 2 (125 bp vs 110 bp) (Fig. 4.5). Expressed genes are shown for comparison.  
 Figure 4.5 Circ- gene filtering to match circ+ expression in mESCs.  Boxplots showing gene expression levels, intron 1 and exons 1 and 2 length for circ+, circ- and expressed genes in mESCs. Circ- genes were selected with a threshold from 25% to 80% of circ+ expression. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; *** p-value < 0.001.  I next compared the occupancy of U1 snRNP (U1C subunit) on chromatin at the TSS and E1-I1 border of circ+ and circ- genes, and found that U1 snRNP occupancy is depleted at circ+ genes (Fig. 4.6). This is visible in both average profiles and boxplots of enrichment levels at the TSS and E1-I1 border. These results are consistent with decreased U1 snRNP recruitment and altered recognition of the first 5’ss at circ+ genes.  
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 Figure 4.6 Enrichment of U1 snRNP at the TSS and E1-I1 border in mESCs.  Average distribution of U1 snRNP in 1kb windows at TSS and E1-I1 border. Boxplots show amount of U1 snRNP at these locations. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; *** p-value < 0.001. 
4.6.2 RNAPII S5p and S7p are depleted at circRNA-producing genes, 
while S2p is unchanged RNAPII modifications play an essential role in the co-transcriptional recruitment of protein complexes that process nascent RNA and that U1 snRNP was shown to directly bind RNAPII S5p as it transcribes (Harlen et al. 2016; Nojima et al. 2015; Nojima et al. 2018). To study whether spliceosome depleted at the promoter regions of circ+ genes is due to altered RNAPII occupancy or modification, I examined the enrichment of RNAPII modifications at the TSS and E1-I1 border of circ+ and circ- genes. I found that RNAPII S5p is depleted at the TSS and, more profoundly, at the E1-I1 border of circ+ genes when compared to circ-, which correlates with altered U1 snRNP recruitment at the promoter of circ+ genes (Fig. 4.7A). Remarkably, RNAPII S7p is also depleted at the TSS and E1-I1 border of circ+ genes (Fig. 4.7B). Given that S7p plays an important role in the transition between transcription initiation and elongation, these results may hint on promoter-proximal pausing being altered at circ+ genes. In contrast, RNAPII S2p, which is associated with productive elongation and contributes to spliceosome recruitment at later stages of the transcription cycle, is only slightly decreased at the TSS and E1-I1 border or unchanged at the TES, where its enrichment is most prominent (Fig. 4.7C).    
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 Figure 4.7 Enrichment of RNAPII post-translational modifications at the TSS and E1-I1 border in mESCs.  Average distribution of A) RNAPII S5p, B) S7p and C) S2p in 1kb windows centered at TSS and E1-I1 border. Boxplots show amount of RNAPII post-translational modifications at these locations. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; * p-value < 0.05, ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001; ns – not significant. Negative controls for RNAPII ChIP-seq using the unspecific antibody Digoxigenin (Dig) or beads incubated in chromatin extract (Mock) show a slight decrease at the TSS of circ+ genes. Nevertheless, this difference is very small in comparison to specific IPs and therefore negligible (Fig. 4.8).   
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 Figure 4.8 Enrichment of negative controls at the TSS and E1-I1 border in mESCs.  Average distribution of ChIP with an anti-digoxigenin antibody (Dig) or in the absence of antibody (Mock) in 1kb windows centered at TSS show no enrichment.  To understand if RNAPII S5p and S7p depletion at circ+ genes could be explained by decreased RNAPII loading, I explored a published total RNAPII ChIP-seq dataset (N20 antibody, see methods for details) in mESC. I found that total RNAPII is slightly decreased at both TSS and E1-I1 border of circ+ genes (Fig. 4.9). However, total RNAPII depletion is not as striking as the depletion of S5p and S7p, suggesting that the depletion of S5p and S7p cannot be explained by decreased RNAPII loading alone, but also suggest decreased modification. Altogether, these results raise the possibility that circ+ genes display altered dynamics between transcription and splicing in early stages of the transcription cycle close to the promoter regions, at the time when spliceosome complexes are recruited by RNAPII to chromatin to process nascent RNA co-transcriptionally.  
 Figure 4.9 Enrichment of total RNAPII at the TSS and E1-I1 border in mESCs.  Average distribution of total RNAPII in 1kb windows centered at TSS and E1-I1 border. Boxplots show enrichment at these locations. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; *** p-value < 0.001. 
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4.6.3 Factors that regulate promoter-proximal pausing are depleted at 
circRNA-producing genes Given that RNAPII S5p and S7p are depleted at circ+ genes and that total RNAPII levels cannot fully explain these results, we reasoned that one or several steps in the transcription cycle could be altered. For example, RNAPII might be less recruited to circ+ genes, less phosphorylated on S5 and S7 upon transcription initiation, or be quickly released from initiation into elongation. To address this, I took advantage of several published ChIP-seq datasets in mESCs (see Table 2.7 for details) and determined the occupancy on chromatin of general transcription factors (TBP and TAF1), RNAPII transcription initiation factors (CDK7 and 8) and promoter-proximal pausing modulators (NELF-A and CDK9).  In addition to the use of the published datasets, I also mapped NELF-E by ChIP in mESCs, which is an additional subunit of the NELF complex. Before exploring the occupancy of the published and new ChIP-seq datasets, I started by mapping and confirmed the quality of the new NELF-E dataset. First, I checked whether NELF-E is detected at the promoter regions of active genes as expected, by comparing average ChIP-seq profiles of NELF-E at the most and least expressed genes (Fig. 4.10A). The average profile of NELF-E shows enrichment at the TSS of the top 
20% most expressed genes (TPM ≥1), intermediate enrichment at the 20% least expressed genes, and no detectable enrichment at not expressed genes (TPM<1). Comparisons of the NELF-E ChIP-seq dataset produced in the present study with the published NELF-A dataset shows that the new dataset has improved signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 4.10B). Next, I calculated regions enriched for NELF-E and NELF-A using BCP and Mock as control ChIP-seq dataset. After classification of promoters according to whether they overlap with NELF-E and/or NELF-A peaks, I found that they mark the TSSs of the same genes, with extensive overlap (10555 out of 11857 positive peaks) and whose enrichment level correlates well (Spearman’s correlation 0.83) (Fig. 4.10C). Finally, NELF-E positive windows show higher read counts when 
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compared to shuffled positive windows, indicating that NELF-E enrichment is specific (Fig. 4.10D). 
 Figure 4.10 Quality control of NELF-E ChIP-seq dataset and comparison with NELF-A published dataset.  A) Average distribution of NELF-E in 4 kb windows centered around the TSS of top 20% (Top 20), bottom 20% (Bot 20) and genes that are not expressed (TPM<1, Not Expr). B) Density of reads of NELF-E and NELF-A datasets in promoter windows of all genes compared with genes classified as positive by BCP. C) Overlap of BCP positive windows at TSS between NELF-E and NELF-A and Spearman’s correlation between overlapping peaks. D) Comparison of read density between BCP-positive NELF-E peaks at TSS and shuffled peaks. Boxplot shows higher read count in NELF-E BCP-positive peaks when compared to shuffled peaks. To further investigate the regulation of RNAPII recruitment and modification at genes that produce circRNAs, I next determined the occupancy and abundance of general transcription factors, RNAPII transcription initiation regulators (CDK7 and 8) and promoter-proximal pausing modulators (NELF-E and CDK9). First, I inspected the occupancy on chromatin of the above-mentioned factors at specific circ- and circ+ genes on the UCSC genome browser, including the circ- gene Gtf3c3 and the circ+ gene Rabep1 (Fig. 4.11; same genes as in Fig. 4.3). General transcription factor TAF1 and transcription initiation regulator CDK7, which phosphorylates CTD residues on S5 and S7, show comparable occupancy at Gtf3c3 and Rabep1 genes. However, promoter-proximal pausing modulators 
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NELF and CDK9 are less enriched at the TSS of circ+ gene Rabep1 gene than to circ- gene Gtf3c3.  
 Figure 4.11 Single gene profiles to illustrate the occupancy of factors that modulate transcription at different stages of the transcription cycle in circ- and circ+ genes.  Examples to highlight the differences in enrichment of general transcription factor TAF1, transcription initiation factor CDK7 and promoter-proximal pausing modulators NELF-E and CDK9 between circ- gene Gtf3c3 and circ+ gene Rabep1 in mESCs.  These observations prompted an investigation of the occupancy of transcription regulators genome-wide at circ+ and circ-genes in mESC, using the groups of genes defined on section 4.5.1. I first determined the occupancy of general transcription factors TBP and TAF1, which are part of TFIID, a component of the core transcription initiation complex. Circ+ and circ- genes show comparable average profiles and enrichment level of TBP and TAF1 at the TSS, with a slight decrease at circ+ genes when zooming into the E1-I1 border (Fig. 4.12A). These results point to RNAPII recruitment being mostly unaffected at circ+ genes. I then examined CDK7 and CDK8, which phosphorylate S5 and S7 and modulate transcription initiation. CDK7 is slightly decreased at the TSS with a stronger decrease at E1-I1 border, while CDK8 is mostly unchanged at the TSS and also 
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decreased at the E1-I1 border of circ+ genes (Fig. 4.12B). The slight depletion of CDK7 and CDK8 at circ+ genes does not seem sufficient to explain the decreased occupancy S5p or S7p at promoter regions of circ+ genes, suggesting that additional factors may contribute to the marked depletion of S5p and S7p at circ+ genes. These results suggest that circ+ and circ- genes have similar overall recruitment of RNAPII to the promoter and transcription initiation. 
 Figure 4.12 Enrichment of general transcription factors and transcription initiation factors at the TSS and E1-I1 border in mESCs.  Average distribution of TBP, TAF1, CDK7 and CDK8 in 1kb windows centered at TSS and E1-I1 border. Boxplots show enrichment at these locations. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; * p-value < 0.05, ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001; ns – not significant. Given that RNAPII recruitment and transcription initiation were generally unchanged at circ+ genes, I asked whether circ- and circ+ genes have different extents of promoter-proximal pausing. To this end, I analyzed the occupancy on chromatin of NELF-A and -E subunits, parts of the NELF complex which, together 
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with DSIF, pause RNAPII close to the promoter. I also analyzed CDK9, component of the PTEF-b complex, which phosphorylates RNAPII on S2 residues, NELF and DSIF, triggering RNAPII release from the promoter into productive elongation. Remarkably, both NELF subunits and CDK9 are markedly depleted at the TSS of circ+ genes when compared to circ-, an effect that is most striking at the E1-I1 border (Fig. 4.13). These results suggest that promoter-proximal pausing is affected at circ+ genes.  
 Figure 4.13 Enrichment of promoter-proximal pausing factors at the TSS and E1-I1 border in mESCs.  Average distribution of NELF-A, NELF-E and CDK9 in 1kb windows centered at TSS and E1-I1 border. Boxplots show enrichment at these locations. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; *** p-value < 0.001. In summary, the results present in this chapter show that circ+ genes identified in mESCs have altered co-transcriptional splicing dynamics in mESCs, whereas RNAPII recruitment and transcription initiation do not seem to be greatly affected. Taking into account that circ+ genes have high expression but lower occupancy of S5p and S7p modifications and promoter-proximal pausing factors, it seems that RNAPII transitions from initiation to elongation too quickly without reaching the appropriate levels of S5p and S7p modification, which then likely 
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contributes to decreased spliceosome recruitment when RNAPII crosses the E1-I1 junction, which then leads to intron 1 temporary retention and opens the opportunity for increased of circRNA formation. To expand from these observations in mESCs, and understand if similar promoter-based mechanisms may underlie circRNA formation in neurons, where circ+ genes are most common, I produced new datasets and investigated published datasets from in vitro grown neurons. 
4.7 Promoter-based regulation of circRNA biogenesis in 
neurons To expand from the analyses in mESCs presented above, I next investigated the occupancy of RNAPII, NELF, and U1 snRNP in dopaminergic neurons differentiated in vitro at days 16 and 30. I took advantage of published ChIP-seq for RNAPII S5p and S7p in dopaminergic neurons days 16 and 30 (Ferrai et al. 2017). I also produced new datasets for RNAPII S5p in spinal motor neurons days 2 and 8. 
4.7.1 RNAPII S5p and S7p are slightly depleted at circRNA-producing 
genes in dopaminergic neurons I started by investigating whether the features of genes that produce circRNAs in dopaminergic neurons. Similarly to mESCs, circRNAs produced at days 16 and 30 most often start at exon 2. To identify a control group of expressed genes that do not make circRNAs but are expressed at similar levels, I selected circ+ and circ- genes for each time-point based on the parameters described in section 4.4. First, I confirmed that the groups of circ- genes selected for days 16 or 30 have comparable expression to circ+ genes in the same time point (Fig. 4.14). In contrast, and with the same tendency as found in mESCs (Fig. 4.5), circ+ genes have longer intron 1 than circ- genes (18.66 kb compared with 2.45 kb at day 16 and 19.86 kb compared with 2.57 kb at day 30), and slightly longer exon 1 (233 bp vs 166 bp at day 16 and 241 bp vs 163 bp at day 30) and exon 2 (135 bp vs 
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119 bp at day 16 and 129 bp vs 121 bp at day 30) (Fig. 4.14). Expressed genes are shown for comparison.  
 Figure 4.14 Circ- gene filtering to match circ+ expression in dopaminergic neurons days 16 and 30. Boxplots showing gene expression levels, intron 1 and exons 1 and 2 length for circ+, circ- and expressed genes in mESCs. Circ- genes were selected with a threshold from 25% to 80% of circ+ expression. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001; ns – not significant. I next took advantage of published ChIP-seq datasets for RNAPII S5p and S7p for dopaminergic neurons days 16 and 30 (Ferrai et al. 2017) and determined their occupancy at the TSS and E1-I1 border of circ+ and circ- genes. Expressed and not expressed genes were included as controls. As for mESC, in day 16 and day 30 dopaminergic neurons, both S5p and S7p are found slightly decreased at the promoter of circ+ genes compared to circ-, an effect that is more pronounced at the E1-I1 border (Fig. 4.15A, B). A negative control with the unspecific antibody Dig in day 16 dopaminergic neurons does not show enrichment at the TSS, as expected (Fig. 4.15C). Although the depletion of S5p and S7p in dopaminergic neurons is not as marked as in mESCs, the levels of S5p may be sufficiently decreased to result in altered spliceosome recruitment, and the decreased levels of S7p may still reflect decreased promoter-proximal pausing. 
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 Figure 4.15 Enrichment of RNAPII S5p, S7p and Dig at the TSS and E1-I1 border in dopaminergic neurons days 16 and 30.  Average distribution of RNAPII S5p, S7p Dig in 1kb windows at TSS and E1-I1 border of days A) 16 and B) 30 dopaminergic neurons. Boxplots show enrichment at these locations. C) Negative control Dig does not show enrichment at TSS. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test; *** p-value < 0.001. 
4.7.2 NELF is depleted at circRNA-producing genes in dopaminergic 
neurons To further explore the possibility of altered RNAPII release from the promoter at circ+ genes in dopaminergic neurons, I next mapped NELF-E occupancy on 
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chromatin using day 16 dopaminergic neurons. I started by confirming the quality of the NELF-E ChIP-seq dataset. NELF-E is enriched at the promoter of expressed genes in dopaminergic neurons and its enrichment level correlates with gene expression (top 20% vs bottom 20% vs Not expr, Fig. 4.16A). After BCP analyses to determine NELF-E peaks, I determined enrichment at gene promoters (Fig. 4.16B), and I confirmed that the NELF-E positive windows have higher read counts when compared to shuffled BCP windows, indicating that the classification of NELF-E positive windows is specific (Fig. 4.16C).  
 Figure 4.16 Quality control of NELF-E ChIP-seq in dopaminergic neurons day 16.  A) Average distribution of NELF-E in 4 kb windows around centered at the TSS of top 20%, bottom 20% and genes that are not expressed (TPM<1). B) Density of reads of NELF-E in promoter windows of all genes compared with genes classified as positive by BCP. C) Comparison of read density between BCP-positive NELF-E peaks at TSS and shuffled peaks. Boxplot shows higher read count in NELF-E BCP-positive peaks when compared to shuffled peaks. I next determined the occupancy of NELF-E on chromatin of circ+ and circ- genes at dopaminergic neurons day 16. In agreement with the observations made in mESCs, I found that NELF is also markedly depleted at the TSS and E1-I1 border of circ+ genes when compared to circ- (Fig. 4.17). These results indicate that RNAPII release from the promoter is altered at circ+ genes in dopaminergic neurons day 16 as in mESCs, suggesting that lower NELF-E recruitment is likely to be a general feature of circ+ genes. Altogether, slightly decreased occupancy of RNAPII S5p and S7p with marked depletion of NELF complex points towards increased RNAPII release from promoter-proximal pausing contributing to circRNA formation also in dopaminergic neurons.  
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 Figure 4.17 Enrichment of promoter-proximal pausing factor NELF-E at the TSS and E1-I1 border in day 16 dopaminergic neurons.  Average distribution NELF-E in 1kb windows centered at TSS and E1-I1 border. Boxplots show enrichment at these locations. Significance determined with Wilcoxon rank sum test. *** p-value < 0.001. 
4.7.3 RNAPII S5p is depleted at circRNA-producing genes in spinal motor 
neurons To further explore the generality of my observations in mESCs and dopaminergic neurons, I next investigated whether increased if RNAPII release from the promoter contributes to circRNA production in a distinct neuronal subtype. To address this, I mapped and the occupancy of RNAPII S5p in spinal motor neurons at days 2 and 8 and applied the previous strategy. As expected, RNAPII S5p is enriched at the TSS of expressed genes and its enrichment correlates with expression levels (top 20% vs bottom 20%) and S5p is not enriched at genes that are not expressed (Fig. 4.18A). Further analyses with BCP confirm that S5p positive windows are present at the TSS of many genes (Fig. 4.18B). Finally, S5p positive windows show higher read counts when compared to shuffled positive windows, indicating that S5p enrichment is specific and that these datasets are good for further use (Fig. 4.18B). I then selected circ+, circ-, expressed and not expressed genes for days 2 and 8 to further determine enrichment of S5p at these genes. As is shown in Fig. 4.19, circ+ and circ- genes have comparable gene expression levels, and as found previously for mESC and dopaminergic neurons, circ+ have longer intron 1 and exons 1 and 2.   
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 Figure 4.18 Quality control of RNAPII S5p ChIP-seq in spinal motor neurons days 2 and 8.  A) Average distribution of S5p in 4 kb windows centered around the TSS of top 20%, bottom 20% and genes that are not expressed (TPM<1). B) Left panel: density of reads of S5p dataset in promoter windows of all genes compared with genes classified as positive by BCP. Right panel: comparison of read density and counts between BCP-positive S5p peaks at TSS and shuffled peaks. Boxplot shows higher read count in S5p BCP-positive peaks when compared to shuffled peaks.  
 Figure 4.19 Circ- gene filtering to match circ+ expression in spinal motor neurons days 2 and 8.  Boxplots showing gene expression levels, intron 1 and exons 1 and 2 length for circ+, circ- and expressed genes in mESCs. Circ- genes were selected with a threshold from 25% to 80% of circ+ expression. Wilcoxon rank sum test. *** p-value < 0.001; ns – not significant. I next determined RNAPII S5p occupancy at the TSS and E1-I1 border of all gene groups selected. Results show that S5p is slightly depleted at the promoter of circ+ genes compared to circ- of day 2 spinal motor neurons, an effect that is 
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more profound at the E1-I1 border (Fig. 4.20A) Interestingly, day 8 spinal motor neurons show a marked depletion of S5p at the TSS and E1-I1 border (Fig. 4.20B).  
 Figure 4.20 Enrichment of RNAPII S5p at the TSS and E1-I1 border in spinal motor neurons days 2 and 8.  Average distribution S5p in 1kb windows at TSS and E1-I1 border in A) days 2 and B) 8 spinal motor neurons. Boxplots show enrichment at these locations. Wilcoxon rank sum test. *** p-value < 0.001 Altogether, the results show that, similarly to mESCs, RNAPII S5p and S7p enrichment at circ+ genes is decreased in dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons. Taken together with the NELF complex being markedly decreased in dopaminergic neurons and mESCs, this supports the notion that altered RNAPII release from promoter-proximal pausing at circ+ genes in mESCs and neurons is a mechanism that may lead to circRNA formation.  
4.8 Exploring the mechanism of RNA polymerase II 
promoter escape in the regulation of circRNA formation 
4.8.1 Knockdown of NELF complex in mESC 
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According to the results presented above, impaired promoter-proximal pausing may trigger the release of RNAPII from the promoter into productive elongation and increase circRNA formation. To test if RNAPII release from the promoter plays a role in circRNA formation, I set out to perturb promoter-proximal pausing mechanisms by knocking down NELF, DSIF, or both complexes. To interfere with promoter release, I designed siRNAs for depletion of NELF and SPT5 using transient transfections in mESCs. Amongst the siRNAs tested, the knockdown of NELF-A was successful (Fig. 4.21A, B). I first studied whether NELF-A knockdown interfered with ESC growth, morphology of expression of pluripotency and differentiation markers. In vivo microscopy images of mESCs transfected with NELF-A siRNAs (NELF-A KD) or scrambled (Scrambled) siRNAs show no detectable changes in cell morphology (Fig. 4.21C), suggesting that mESCs retain their state of pluripotency. To investigate gene expression, I collected RNA from two biological replicates and produced total RNA-seq libraries. After sequencing, I quantified gene expression in TPMs, from scrambled and NELF-A KD, and found that replicates correlate very well (Pearson’s correlation of 0.95 and 0.96, respectively) (Fig. 4.21D). To further understand the effect of NELF-A knockdown, I investigated the transcript expression levels of pluripotency transcription factors Oct4 and Nanog, early differentiation markers Hes5 and Fgf5, and subunits of the NELF, DSIF, the largest subunit of RNAPII (Rpb1), U1 snRNP and U2 snRNP complexes (Fig. 4.21E). While NELF-A expression is markedly reduced in both knockdown replicates compared to scrambled siRNA transfection (~70% in both replicates), the expression of other subunits constituting the NELF complex is unchanged. Similarly, the expression of DSIF subunits SPT4/5, and of transcription and splicing components show no major differences. The only exception is the U2 snRNP small subunit, U2-A, whose expression is ~30% lower in both knockdown biological replicates when compared to scrambled. Furthermore, expression of pluripotency markers Nanog and Pou5f1 and early differentiation markers Fgf5 and Hes5 is unaffected, suggesting that mESCs maintain pluripotency upon NELF-A knockdown.  
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 Figure 4.21 Experimental design and characterization of NELF knockdown in mESCs.  A) Schematic illustration of NELF knockdown experimental design. mESCs were transfected with a scrambled siRNA without cellular targets or with siRNA targeting NELF-A subunit. B) RNA expression of Nelf-A and Spt5 genes in scrambled siRNA (SCR) or NELF-A knockdown (KD) quantified by qPCR in biological replicates 1 and 2. Relative levels are first normalised to Actb gene and then to expression in SCR. C) In vivo light microscopy of mESC cultures transfected with scrambled or NELF-A siRNAs. Bar corresponds to 100 µm. D) Pearson’s correlation of gene expression for total RNA-seq libraries from two biological replicates of scrambled and NELF-A knockdown (KD). E) Expression of several relevant genes in both biological replicates of scrambled (SCR) and NELF-A knockdown (KD). To test whether NELF-A knockdown has a general effect on gene expression, I calculated the amount of linear transcripts from the total RNA-seq dataset between scrambled and knockdown samples, and compared the distribution and cumulative density of expressed genes (TPM ≥ 1). The two biological replicates were analysed in parallel. Bulk analysis and cumulative density plots show no detectable difference between the distribution of gene expression values in scrambled and knockdown datasets, and that expressed genes in both samples overlap extensively (10839 and 11280 genes for biological replicates 1 and 2, 
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respectively) (Fig. 4.22). Thus, NELF-A knockdown does not greatly impact gene expression.  
 Figure 4.22 Effect of NELF-A knockdown on gene expression.  Violin plots, cumulative density plots and overlaps between expressed genes (TPM ≥ 1) in SCR or KD samples. The number of expressed genes in SCR or KD samples is indicated above the violin distributions. Individual biological replicates were analysed in parallel. Significance of bulk gene expression was determined with a two-tailed t-test and for cumulative density with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. ns-not significant. 
 
4.8.2 NELF depletion increases the number of circRNAs and genes 
producing circRNAs After evaluating the effects of NELF-A knockdown on expression of mRNAs, I set out to explore its effects on circRNA production. CircRNAs were quantified in both biological replicates of scrambled and knockdown samples (Petar Glažar, laboratory of Nikolaus Rajewsky), and a total of 1794 circRNAs were detected. 
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The left panel of Fig. 4.23 shows the number of circRNAs detected per replicate of mESC transfected with scrambled or NELF-A siRNAs and the previous results from untransfected mESC for comparison. Detection of circRNAs between biological replicates is quite variable since most circRNAs are detected uniquely in one of the two replicates (Unique R1 or R2 and Fig. 3.5).  We detect a total of 1262 and 874 circRNAs in the NELF-A and scrambled siRNA-treated samples, with 209 and 154 circRNAs being found in both biological replicates (Robust). I next examined the number of genes which produce the circRNAs identified. Accordingly, most genes produce circRNAs detected in individual biological replicates (Unique R1 or R2) and fewer genes produce circRNAs that are robustly detected (Robust) (Fig. 4.23A, right panel). I also identified some genes which produce circRNAs that are uniquely detected in each replicate (Non-robust R1+R2). In total, 667 genes produce circRNAs in scrambled samples, where 139 genes produce robustly detected circRNAs, numbers which are comparable to mESCs (667 vs 690 and 139 vs 115 genes, respectively). When analyzing the knockdown samples, 927 genes produce all circRNAs detected and 178 genes produce robustly detected circRNAs.  To determine whether the difference between the number of genes that produce circRNAs in scrambled and knockdown samples is significant, I compared the number of genes producing circRNAs with the number of expressed genes that do not produce circRNAs in scrambled or knockdown samples and applied the Fisher’s exact test with a confidence interval of 0.95. I performed this analysis for all genes producing circRNAs and separately for genes that produce robustly detected (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). These results show that NELF-A knockdown significantly increases the number of genes producing circRNAs compared with the control experiment using scrambled siRNA, both for all circRNA-producing genes and for genes producing robust circRNAs detected in two replicates. The same analysis was conducted for individual biological replicates with a similar outcome (not shown). These results support the hypothesis that NELF-A knockdown increases the likelihood of genes producing circRNAs. 
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 Figure 4.23 Effect of NELF-A knockdown on the number of circRNAs and circRNA-producing genes.  Bar plots showing number of circRNAs (blue) and circRNA-producing genes (orange) found in individual biological replicates (Unique R1, Unique R2) or in both (Robust) in mESCs, SCR and NELF-A KD. Statistical significance between SCR and KD was calculated with Fisher’s exact test as is shown on Tables 4.1 and 4.2. * p-value < 0.05, *** p-value < 0.001.  
Table 4.1 Comparison of all genes producing circRNAs in scrambled or NELF-A knockdown samples.  Values represent number of genes producing circRNAs (circ+) or genes not producing circRNAs that are expressed (circ-) in scrambled or knockdown samples. Significance was determined with Fisher’s exact test.   Circ+ genes Circ- genes Total NELF-A KD 927 10543 11470 Scrambled 667 10925 11592 Total 1594 21468 23062            Table 4.2 Comparison of genes producing robustly detected circRNAs in scrambled or NELF-A knockdown samples.  Values represent number of genes producing circRNAs (circ+) or genes not producing circRNAs that are expressed (circ-) in scrambled or knockdown samples. Significance was determined with Fisher’s exact test.  Circ+ genes Circ- genes Total NELF-A KD 178 11246 11424 Scrambled 139 11438 11577 Total 317 22684 23001 
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4.8.3 NELF depletion does not affect the amount of circRNAs produced I next asked whether the abundance of circRNAs is affected after NELF-A knockdown. To this end, I first determined which circRNAs and circRNA-producing genes are common in both SCR and KD or specifically detected in SCR or KD (Fig. 4.24). For all circRNAs detected in biological replicate 1 or 2, the highest number of circRNAs or circRNA-producing genes is detected only in KD samples (595 and 524 circRNAs and 394 and 360 genes, respectively). Fewer circRNAs or circRNA-producing genes are detected only in SCR sample for biological replicates 1 or 2 (304 and 372 circRNAs and 182 and 242 genes, respectively). Finally, some circRNAs or circRNA producing genes are common in both SCR and KD (169 and 183 circRNAs and 205 and 211 genes, respectively). A similar pattern is observed for robustly detected circRNAs or genes which produce these circRNAs: 121 circRNAs and 91 genes are detected only in KD, 66 circRNAs and 52 genes are detected only in SCR and 88 circRNAs or 87 genes are common in both samples.  
 Figure 4.24 Overlaps in scrambled and knockdown samples.  
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Overlaps of circRNAs or circRNA-producing genes found in scrambled (SCR) and knockdown (KD) individual biological replicates or common in both replicates. After determining which circRNAs are produced specifically in NELF-A knockdown and scrambled samples, I split all circRNAs into three groups: detected only in scrambled (SCR-only), only in NELF-A knockdown (KD-only) or both (SCR+KD). This terminology is used when referring to these groups of genes in the following sections of the thesis. To compare the expression level of circRNAs, I used the circ-to-linear ratio metric, in each biological replicate and for circRNAs robustly detected in both replicates. Cumulative density graphs of circ-to-linear ratio show that SCR-only circRNAs have higher expression in SCR when compared to KD in both biological replicates, as expected (Fig. 4.25A). Conversely, KD-only circRNAs show higher expression in KD when compared to SCR. When analyzing SCR+KD circRNAs, circRNAs tend to be less expressed in knockdown in biological replicate 1 when compared to scrambled, whereas in biological replicate 2 there is no difference. This suggests that the effect of NELF-A knockdown on circRNA expression is either low or not consistent between biological replicates. Similar results were obtained when analyzing robustly detected circRNAs. SCR-only circRNAs are more expressed in scrambled, whereas KD-only circRNAs are more expressed in knockdown (Fig. 4.25B). Again, SCR+KD circRNAs tend to be less expressed in the knockdown sample for biological replicate 1 but show unchanged expression in replicate 2.  
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 Figure 4.25 Effect of NELF-A knockdown on circRNA expression.  A) Cumulative density plots of circRNA expression in SCR and KD samples for individual biological replicates comparing circRNAs detected only in scrambled (SCR specific), only in KD (KD specific) or common in both (SCR+KD). B) Same analysis as in A) with robustly detected circRNAs. Significance determined with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. *p-value < 0.05, ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001, ns – not significant. Altogether, results in this section suggest that NELF-A knockdown leads to an increase in the numbers of circRNAs detected and of genes producing circRNAs, but does not have a detectable impact the expression of circRNAs relative to their linear isoform. Though analysis for all circRNAs detected in individual biological 
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replicates was performed, for the sake of simplicity the following analyses show results for robust circRNAs only.  
4.8.4 Most genes producing circRNAs after NELF knockdown produce 
circRNAs in mESCs and during neuronal differentiation After determining that NELF-A knockdown increases the likelihood of genes producing circRNAs, I asked which genes are these and what are their features. I started by comparing KD-only, SCR-only or SCR+KD genes with genes that produce circRNAs throughout dopaminergic and spinal motor neuronal differentiations. I represented circRNA expression per gene and linear gene expression in a colored heatmap where genes were: firstly, ranked by their overlap with genes that produce robust or unique circRNAs during differentiation; secondly, by decreasing expression of KD-only, SCR+KD or SCR-only genes; and finally, by decreasing expression at all time-points of both differentiations. Values corresponding to biological replicate 1 are shown in this figure (Fig. 4.26). From the 230 genes that produce robust circRNAs after NELF-A knockdown, 168 produce robust circRNAs at least one time-point of both differentiations (“Robust in differentiation”). The largest group consists SCR+KD genes: many of these genes produce circRNAs in mESCs (49 out of 79, ~ 62%) and are also detected in all other time-points with an expression pattern that is almost ubiquitous. KD-only genes are also detected at all time-points of both differentiations, where ~25% of the genes produce circRNAs in mESCs (15 out of 60) and most produce circRNAs at day 16 dopaminergic neurons (46 out of 60, ~ 77%). Finally, SCR-only genes also produce circRNAs at all time-points, where ~ 38% are common with mESCs (11 out of 29) and ~ 76% are common with day 16 dopaminergic neurons (22 out of 29). When observing the RNA expression from these genes, expression levels appear very similar between KD, SCR and mESCs samples and most genes seem expressed throughout differentiation. Additionally, of the 230 genes producing robust circRNAs in NELF-A KD experiments, 57 genes were also found to produce uniquely detected circRNAs during differentiation (Unique in differentiation). Of these, 28 genes are detected only in KD, 22 only in 
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SCR and 8 are common in SCR and KD. All groups of genes produce circRNAs during both neuronal differentiations, with highest overlap in dopaminergic neurons days 16 and 30. RNA expression from these genes also does not seem to differ between SCR, KD and mESCs and these genes appear to be mostly expressed throughout differentiation. Finally, only 5 genes that produce circRNAs in NELF-A KD experiments do not produce circRNAs during differentiation (“de novo” genes). This shows that the vast majority of genes producing circRNAs in NELF-A KD experiments also produce circRNAs at various time-points during neuronal differentiation. To further understand which genes produce circRNAs only in SCR, KD or both, I performed gene ontology analyses using all genes as background which did not yield enrichment of specific gene groups (not shown).  
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 Figure 4.26 Expression patterns of circRNA-producing genes from NELF-A KD experiments in dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiation.  Heatmaps of circRNA expression per gene (CircRP100M) and gene expression (TPM) in SCR, KD, and both neuronal differentiations. Top panel contains genes that produce robustly detected circRNAs in KD and SCR that are common in both differentiations (Robust in differentiation). Bottom panel contains genes that produce robustly detected circRNAs in KD and SCR common with genes that produce circRNAs detected in a single biological replicate of both differentiations (Unique in differentiation) and circRNA-genes that are found only in SCR and KD samples (“De novo”). Values correspond to biological replicate 1.  
4.8.5 Genes producing circRNAs upon NELF depletion tend to be highly 
expressed Results so far show that NELF-A knockdown leads to an increase in the number of genes producing circRNAs without detectable effects on the level of expression of circRNAs, suggesting that the new circ+ genes detected in the NELF-A knockdown are more sensitive to NELF-A knockdown. The increased detection of 
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larger number of genes producing circRNAs could suggest that some genes have specific properties that make them more sensitive to NELF levels or alternatively that depletion of NELF-A leads to a general deregulation of promoter-proximal pausing across a larger group of genes.  To explore whether the detection of new circ+ genes could result from specific gene features, I compared the expression and structural features of circ+ genes found only in the NELF-A siRNA knockdown, in cells treated with scrambled siRNAs and in both treatments. I started by comparing the linear gene expression of these three groups of genes with expressed genes (TPM ≥ 1). As expected of genes producing circRNAs, genes that produce circRNAs in both NELF-A and scrambled siRNA treatments (SCR+KD) are more highly expressed than expressed genes in cells treated with NELF-A or scrambled siRNAs (Fig. 4.27A, B). Genes that produce circRNAs specifically in NELF-A knockdown are significantly more highly expressed than expressed genes in both the cells treated with NELF-A or scrambled siRNAs. SCR-only circ+ genes also tend to be more expressed than expressed genes both in cells treated with scrambled or NELF-A siRNAs, although to a lesser extent than KD-only circ+ genes, with the exception of biological replicate 2 in cells treated with scrambled siRNA. These results suggest that the genes that respond to the siRNA treatment tend to be more expressed, consistent with our general observations in previous sections of the thesis, but that the genes for which circRNAs are detected in NELF-A knockdown tend to be more highly expressed than those detected only in scrambled siRNA treated cells. Although interesting, these results are very subtle and current work in our laboratory has expanded these analyses to two additional biological replicates. 
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 Figure 4.27 Expression of circRNA-producing genes.  Boxplots show the comparison of gene expression (TPM) in cells treated with A) scrambled siRNA or B) with NELF-A siRNA of genes producing circRNAs only in SCR (SCR), only in KD (KD) or both (SCR+KD) and expressed genes with TPM ≥ 1(Expr). Results are shown for replicates 1 and 2 separately. Wilcoxon rank sum test; * p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001; ns – not significant. 
4.8.6 Genes producing circRNAs upon NELF depletion do not have 
distinctive structural features I next explored the structural features of genes that make circRNAs in NELF-A siRNA, scrambled siRNA or in both treatments, including gene length, exon and intron length, position of first and last included exon, and number of intervening exons. Similarly to previous results, all gene groups are composed of very long genes (> 25 kb) with many exons (>5) (Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 3.12). 
 Figure 4.28 Structural features of circRNA producing genes in NELF-A KD experiments.  Boxplots show comparison of gene length (kb) and exon number of genes producing circRNAs only in SCR (SCR), only in KD (KD) or both (SCR+KD). Analyses are shown for individual biological replicates. SCR and KD gene isoforms correspond to each biological replicate. For SCR+KD, the mean value of transcript isoform from SCR and KD samples of each replicate was used. Wilcoxon rank sum test; ns – not significant. 
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I further determined the start and end position of circRNAs and how many exons are most often back-spliced. Similarly to published data and results shown in this work, circRNAs tend to start from the 5’ end of genes, mostly at exon 2 (Fig. 4.29A), generally have 1 to 5 exons (Fig. 4.29B), and circRNAs tend to end close to the 5’end or middle of the gene for all gene groups (Fig. 4.29C).  
 Figure 4.29 CircRNAs are produced from the 5’ end of genes in NELF-A KD experiments.  A) Position of the first and B) last back-spliced exon in the transcript in circRNAs robustly detected only in SCR, KD or both. C) Number of exons included in circRNAs robustly detected only in SCR, KD or both. Analyses are shown for individual biological replicates. SCR and KD gene isoforms correspond to each biological replicate.  
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Finally, since circRNAs most often start at exon 2, I compared the length of intron 1 and exons 1 and 2 and, again, there were no differences between the three groups of genes (Fig. 4.30).  
 Figure 4.30 Length of the intron 1 and exons 1 and 2 of of circRNA-producing genes in NELF-A KD experiments.  Boxplots show intron 1 and exons 1 and 2 length for genes producing robustly detected circRNAs in SCR (SCR), only in KD (KD) or both (SCR+KD). Analyses are shown for individual biological replicates. SCR and KD gene isoforms correspond to each biological replicate. For SCR+KD, the mean value of transcript isoform from SCR and KD samples of each replicate was used. Wilcoxon rank sum test; ns – not significant. No statistically significant differences were identified between genes making circRNAs in NELF-A or scrambled siRNA samples, and the new circRNAs identified here have the same properties previously found or untreated mESCs, neuronal progenitors and neurons (Fig. 3.12 and 3.13). Taken together, these analyses show that the detection of circRNAs in the NELF-A or scrambled siRNA samples originates from the same types of genes, suggesting that they all in general have a probability of generating circRNAs in ESCs. 
4.8.7 Connecting the effects of NELF depletion with promoter dynamics 
in mESCs  Given that genes producing circRNAs are in general depleted for spliceosome, RNAPII modifications and promoter-proximal pausing modulators, I reasoned that KD-only genes could display increased sensitivity to changes in promoter-proximal pausing dynamics due to having different levels of these factors from non-transfected mESCs. To address this, I first compared the enrichment level at the TSS and E1-I1 border of RNAPII S7p, NELF and U1 snRNP at SCR+KD, SCR-only and KD-only genes in mESCs. Genes never producing circRNAs in mESCs (C- 
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ESC, filtered as in Fig. 4.5) and genes producing robust circRNAs in untreated mESCs (C+ ESC) are shown as comparison. Bulk analysis reveals that the distributions of enrichment levels of RNAPII S7p, NELF and U1 snRNP are similar across all the groups of genes considered both at the TSS (Fig. 4.32, top panel) and E1-I1 border (Fig. 4.32, bottom panel). Interestingly, all genes making circRNAs after transfection show higher levels of these markers in untreated mESCs, which may explain why they were not found to produce circRNAs in untreated cells, and only after siRNA treatment. 
 Figure 4.31 Enrichment of RNAPII S7p, NELF-E and U1C at genes producing robust circRNAs only in SCR, KD or common in both in mESCs.  Violin plots show enrichment of RNAPII S7p, NELF-E and U1 snRNP at TSS and E1-I1 border. Genes never producing circRNAs (C- ESC) and genes producing robust circRNAs in mESCs (C+ ESC) are shown as comparison. Wilcoxon rank sum test; ns – not significant.  
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To further dissect whether some genes within each group have specific features of RNAPII S7p, NELF and U1 snRNP enrichment, I divided all expressed genes in mESCs according to low, mid and high enrichment levels at the TSS of RNAPII S7p, NELF and U1 snRNP, with each group having ~ 3700 genes (Fig. 4.33). 
 Figure 4.32 Quantile of enrichment levels for RNAPII S7p, NELF-E and U1 snRNP in mESCs.  Boxplots show enrichment level of RNAPII S7p, NELF-E and U1 snRNP. Expressed genes with TPM ≥ 1 in mESCs were divided into 3 quantiles corresponding to low, mid and high enrichment levels. Number of genes in each category is depicted on the x-axis.  I next quantified the percentage of SCR+KD, SCR-only and KD-only genes that overlap with each enrichment class. Genes which produce robust circRNAs in mESCs are shown as comparison. I started by analyzing the results corresponding to S7p enrichment. Confirming previous results, most circRNA producing genes in mESCs have low enrichment of RNAPII S7p, followed by mid and high enrichment (Fig. 4.34, top row). When looking at SCR+KD, SCR-only and KD-only genes, the proportion of genes in each category is comparable, where most genes show an intermediate enrichment level and fewer genes have high/low enrichment. When observing NELF enrichment levels in mESCs, there is an enrichment pattern similar to RNAPII S7p, with most genes having low levels of NELF, followed by mid and high levels and a similar pattern is observed for SCR+KD genes (Fig. 4.34 middle panel). However, while most SCR-only genes have intermediate levels of NELF followed by low and high levels, KD-only genes show a similar proportion of genes for all enrichment categories, suggesting that KD-only genes may have slightly higher NELF levels. Finally, I compared U1 snRNP enrichment levels for all groups of genes producing circRNAs. In mESCs and SCR+KD genes, U1 snRNP 
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enrichment pattern is comparable to RNAPII S7p and NELF enrichment, with most genes having low levels (Fig. 4.34 bottom panel). For SCR-only genes, most have low and intermediate levels, with very few genes having high levels of U1 snRNP. Interestingly, KD-only genes show a pattern distinct of SCR-only, with genes falling almost equally in low/mid/high categories, suggesting that KD-only genes may have a slightly higher level of U1 snRNP. The differences between all gene groups are very small due to the low number of genes used in these analyses and are therefore not significant. Nevertheless, when taken at face value, these results suggest that genes which produce circRNAs specifically in KD tend to have slightly higher levels of NELF and U1 snRNP, which could make them more sensitive to NELF-A depletion and interference with the promoter-proximal pausing mechanisms it regulates.  
 Figure 4.33 Percentage of genes with low, mid and high enrichment levels which produce circRNAs in mESCs, specifically in SCR, KD or both.  Percentage of circRNA-producing genes per quantile of ChIP-seq enrichment level at the TSS for RNAPII S7p, NELF-E and U1 snRNP. Number of genes in each gene group is shown on top and percentage values are represented on top of each bar.  
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4.9 Discussion CircRNA formation is a very complex process and evidence suggests that circRNA biogenesis may be associated with co-transcriptional splicing regulation: genes producing circRNAs are transcribed by a faster elongating RNAPII (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016) and, in some instances, decreasing splicing or polyadenylation efficiency by knocking down spliceosome components or cleavage and polyadenylation factors increases circRNA production (Liang et al. 2017). Additionally, mechanics of the back-splicing reaction imply that at least a temporary decoupling between transcription and splicing is necessary to form circRNAs. Thus, circRNA formation may hinge on spliceosome recruitment to nascent RNA molecules, which in turn could depend on RNAPII post-translational modifications, for example S5p and S2p. However, it is not known how interplay between RNAPII modifications and spliceosome recruitment influences circRNA formation. Moreover, it is unclear how transcription-splicing dynamics influence circRNA formation in different cell types. To answer these questions, I explored in depth the relationship between circRNA biogenesis, spliceosome recruitment, and RNAPII post-translational modifications in mESCs and throughout neuronal maturation.  
4.9.1 Genes producing circRNAs have altered spliceosome recruitment, 
RNAPII S5p and S7p levels and promoter-proximal pausing 
dynamics in mESCs After designing a strategy to study genes producing circRNAs, I first investigated the interplay between spliceosome recruitment and RNAPII modifications at these genes in mESCs. I started my explorations in this cellular system because it is easier to manipulate experimentally, it is very well characterized, and with a large resource of ChIP-seq datasets published in this system. I first mapped the occupancy of U1 snRNP on chromatin, which demonstrated that circ+ genes are depleted for U1 snRNP at the promoter and exon1-intron1 junction when compared to circ- genes. RNAPII S5p, an essential RNAPII modification for proper co-transcriptional recruitment of the spliceosome is also depleted at circ+ genes 
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compared with genes that were not found to make circRNAs in the seven stages of differentiation considered here. Remarkably, S7p was also strongly depleted at the promoters of circ+ genes, while S2p levels are unchanged at its most abundance regions of enrichment, which are immediately upstream or downstream of the polyadenylation site. These results indicate that the transition from initiation into early stages of elongation is altered at circ+ genes, but that RNAPII elongates and terminates transcription properly. High mRNA expression levels from circ+ genes support these findings. Interestingly, total RNAPII is slightly decreased at the TSS of circ+ genes, but not to the same extent as S5p and S7p. Thus, the lower levels of S5p and S7p at circ+ genes are not fully explained by reduced RNAPII recruitment. I next asked which stages of the transcription cycle were altered at circ+ genes: RNAPII recruitment, transcription initiation or RNAPII release into productive elongation, i.e. promoter-proximal pausing. While RNAPII recruitment and transcription initiation are mostly unaffected, promoter-proximal pausing factors NELF and CDK9 are markedly depleted at circ+ genes.  It seemed counterintuitive that circ+ genes are highly expressed while at the same time being depleted of S5p, S7p, NELF and CDK9. Accumulation of ChIP-seq signal at the promoter reflects the dynamics of recruitment, binding, and release of protein complexes within the cell population captured upon fixation (Ehrensberger, Kelly, and Svejstrup 2013). At circ+ genes, the main contributors to decreased S5p and S7p enrichment seem to be promoter-proximal pausing factors (NELF and CDK9). Decreased NELF and CDK9 enrichment together with high levels of gene expression indicate that RNAPII is recruited to circRNA-producing genes, being quickly released into productive elongation (possibly without the appropriate modifications). Decreased CDK9 levels likely reflect reduced levels of NELF, since S2p is not altered at circRNA-producing genes. The premature release of RNAPII from pausing into productive elongation may lead to sub-optimal recruitment of U1 snRNP (and possibly of other spliceosome subunits), ultimately favoring circRNA formation. It is worth noting that the 
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analyses conducted in this work do not address the possibility that high expression levels of circ+ genes could result from increased mRNA stability. This could be clarified by, for example, quantifying the level of nascent RNA produced at genes producing circRNAs.  
4.9.2 Genes producing circRNAs in neurons also show altered promoter-
proximal pausing dynamics in neurons CircRNAs are far more abundant in neurons (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; You et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016), so I set out to study transcription-splicing dynamics at circRNA-producing genes in neurons. I found that RNAPII S5p and S7p are slightly decreased at these genes in dopaminergic neurons days 16 and 30. The milder depletion of S5p and S7p in dopaminergic neurons could suggest increased RNAPII recruitment at circ+ genes, causing RNAPII to accumulate to higher levels at the TSS or a different regulation of pausing in these cells. It was not possible to immunoprecipitate U1 snRNP in dopaminergic neurons, preventing our ability to confirm whether U1 snRNP recruitment is altered at circ+ genes in dopaminergic neurons. This could be explained by the epitope for U1C antibody being masked or by U1 snRNP binding less to RNAPII complexes in dopaminergic neurons and thus being more difficult to immunoprecipitate. One possible solution could be performing ChIP for U1 snRNP in the presence of RNAse inhibitors to help preserve its binding to RNAPII complexes. Nevertheless, similarly to mESCs, NELF is markedly depleted at circ+ genes, which suggests that a mechanism analogous to mESCs underlies circRNA formation in dopaminergic neurons. Finally, RNAPII S5p is also decreased at circ+ genes in spinal motor neurons days 2 and 8. This effect seems more prominent than in dopaminergic neurons and comparable to mESCs, possibly due different regulatory mechanisms in both differentiation systems. Given the marked depletion of S5p at circ+ genes in spinal motor neurons, it is likely that RNAPII promoter release and spliceosome recruitment are also altered in these cells. To confirm this, it would be necessary to perform ChIP of RNAPII S7p, NELF-E, and U1C in spinal motor neurons. 
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Altogether, results suggest that release of RNAPII from the promoter and (probably) spliceosome recruitment may contribute to circRNA formation in very different cell types. It would be very interesting to extend these observations to a non-neuronal system where circRNA formation also occurs quite frequently, for example in cardiac cells.  
4.9.3 Depletion of NELF increases the likelihood of circRNA production 
in mESCs Studies performed in mESCs and neurons strongly suggest that increased release of RNAPII from the promoter leads to altered spliceosome recruitment and favors circRNA production. If this is the case, perturbing promoter-proximal pausing should impact circRNA biogenesis. To test this, I knocked down NELF-A subunit to trigger RNAPII release from the promoter and test whether deregulation promoter-proximal pausing consequently increased circRNA production. Firstly, we find that NELF knockdown does not impact gene expression, which is counterintuitive since promoter-proximal pausing should be affected. Published literature did not evaluate the effects of NELF knockdown on gene expression in mESCs and a direct comparison is lacking. Most papers where NELF was depleted base their findings on gene expression arrays and report a broad range of differentially expressed genes, from ~100 to 500 genes (Gilchrist et al. 2008), (Narita et al. 2007), (Sun and Li 2010), where most genes are downregulated. Another study evaluated the effects of NELF knockdown by poly(A) selected RNA-seq and reports ~ 2700 downregulated, with very few up-regulated genes (Stadelmayer et al. 2014). The discrepancies between our study and others could be explained by interfering with different NELF subunits, different methods used to quantify gene expression and/or different cell lines studied. Next, I evaluated the effect of NELF knockdown on circRNA production. CircRNA detection is highly variable between biological replicates for both scrambled and NELF-A knockdown samples. High variability of circRNA detection between biological replicates could indicate that many circRNAs are very lowly expressed and very close to the detection threshold of current technologies. It is likely that 
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every time a sample is produced for circRNA detection, some circRNAs are sampled from the pool of lowly expressed circRNAs, causing high variability between biological replicates. For example, although we find many circRNAs common in scrambled and NELF knockdown samples, others are only detected in scrambled or knockdown samples. Some circRNAs are detected only in scrambled are also found in mESCs, suggesting that these circRNAs could already be present in the cell. However, others are not found in mESCs and could either result from spurious transfection effects or be part of the “lowly-expressed circRNAs” which are randomly sampled in each biological replicate. CircRNAs detected only in knockdown samples are of course subject to a similar bias. We find that most genes producing circRNAs in scrambled and/or knockdown samples also produce robustly detected or uniquely detected circRNAs at least once during neuronal differentiation, especially at days 16 and 30 of dopaminergic neuron differentiation, where circRNAs tend to accumulate, suggesting that these genes have the potential to form circRNAs. Nevertheless, when taken at face value, we do detect more circRNAs and genes producing circRNAs upon NELF knockdown when compared to the scrambled sample. This trend is evident in independent biological replicates, suggesting that NELF knockdown does increase the likelihood of circRNA formation and is sufficient to induce circRNA formation. At the same time, we do not observe changes in the expression of circRNAs common to scrambled and knockdown samples. This could be due to genes producing these circRNAs being less sensitive to fluctuations in NELF levels, as NELF would already be slightly decreased at many of these genes. Finally, we cannot rule out that the effects of NELF knockdown on circRNA production are indirectly due to defects in snRNP function. Studies have shown that NELF knockdown causes defects in snRNA processing and is therefore important for proper expression of snRNAs (Egloff et al. 2009; Yamamoto et al. 2014). Although most proteins that are part of snRNPs were not affected, we did not evaluate the effects of NELF knockdown on snRNAs, which could indirectly alter spliceosome function and increase circRNA formation.  
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I further explored the features of genes producing circRNAs only in scrambled, knockdown or both. Results showed that genes within these groups are more highly expressed than average, without significant differences among them. This analysis also revealed that even when genes do not produce circRNAs, they still tend to be highly expressed, suggesting that high expression level is not a pre-requisite for circRNA formation. Moreover, genes producing circRNAs only in scrambled, knockdown or both are structurally similar: these are very long and have many exons, produce circRNAs most often from exon 2 and showed comparable length of intron 1 and exons 1 and 2.  I finally explored the enrichment levels of RNAPII S7p, NELF and U1 snRNP in mESCs for genes producing circRNAs only in scrambled, knockdown or both. Bulk analyses did not show any differences between the three groups. I then categorized genes from the three groups according to low, mid and high enrichment levels. Although not statistically significant, genes producing circRNAs only in knockdown tend to have slightly higher levels of NELF and U1 snRNP when compared to genes producing circRNAs only in scrambled, both scrambled and knockdown or mESCs, suggesting that genes which start producing circRNAs upon NELF knockdown may be more sensitive to fluctuations of NELF levels and rely more on RNAPII pausing to timely recruit the spliceosome to the nascent RNA. However, we do not know how NELF knockdown affects RNAPII modifications and spliceosome recruitment with the current analysis. To further clarify this, it would be necessary to map the occupancy on chromatin of RNAPII S5p/S7p and U1 snRNP in NELF-depleted mESCs.  Altogether, NELF knockdown effects in circRNA production are noticeable but relatively mild. In line with this, Rahl and colleagues reported that only some genes showed shifted RNAPII enrichment from the promoter into the gene body upon NELF-A knockdown (Rahl et al. 2010). It would be interesting to determine whether the knockdown of a different NELF subunit, for example the catalytic subunit NELF-E, would cause stronger effects in circRNA production. It would 
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also be very interesting to study the effects when depleting DSIF or NELF and DSIF complexes simultaneously, as these two complexes may compensate each other’s function. An alternative and more targeted approach to studying the mechanics of promoter-proximal pausing at genes producing circRNAs in mESCs, would be fusing CDK9 to dead Cas9 and bringing it to the promoter of candidate genes to trigger RNAPII promoter release and increase circRNA formation. This is currently being done in collaboration with Stefan Stricker’s group (Institute of Stem Cell Research, Munich, Germany), but so far did not yield clear results and requires further optimization (not shown). Finally, although technically very challenging, it would be most interesting to devise strategies that can disrupt promoter-proximal pausing mechanisms in neurons, where circRNAs are most abundant. This could be achieved, for example, through the generation of stable mESCs cell lines where NELF or DSIF subunits would be fused with auxin-inducible degron (AID) system. In this way, degradation of NELF/ DSIF could be specifically induced in dopaminergic neurons, without affecting cell differentiation.  To conclude, in this chapter I have shown that genes producing circRNAs have decreased U1 snRNP recruitment, which is likely due to decreased RNAPII S5p enrichment at the promoter of these genes. Furthermore, these genes show decreased RNAPII S7p together with lower levels of promoter-proximal pausing factors NELF and CDK9, pointing towards sub-optimal RNAPII pausing at the promoter and quick release into productive elongation. This mechanism appears to underlie circRNA formation not only in mESCs but also in dopaminergic neurons and spinal motor neurons. Finally, I have shown that depletion of NELF-A is sufficient to increase circRNA production in mESCs and that these genes tend to have slightly higher levels of NELF and U1 snRNP, showing that RNAPII release from the promoter does impact circRNA formation.  
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5 Discussion  CircRNAs were at first thought to be rare by-products of splicing due to their sporadic detection and to the idea that most splicing occurs co-transcriptionally and that introns are spliced in a “first come first served” manner. With the onset of next generation sequencing technologies, the discovery of large numbers of circRNAs in most cell types and in a vast array of organisms, ranging from yeast to humans, shows that they are a widespread class of RNAs (Li, Yang, and Chen 2018; Wilusz 2018). CircRNAs are most abundant in neuronal cells and tissues, especially enriched in synapses, suggesting that they modulate neuronal function. Growing evidence also supports a role of circRNAs in innate immunity and cancer (Chen, Satpathy, and Chang 2017; Patop and Kadener 2018). Understanding the mechanisms of circRNA formation has therefore become an increasingly important question in the field of RNA biology.  CircRNA formation is regulated at multiple levels, from the presence of complementary repeats in the introns flanking back-spliced exons, to the binding of RBPs that facilitate or prevent circRNA formation (Chen 2016; Wilusz 2018). Recent reports explored how circRNA formation depends on the dynamics between transcription and splicing. In both Drosophila and humans, the use of slow/fast elongating RNAPII mutants indicates that circRNA-producing genes are transcribed by a fast elongating RNAPII (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016). Furthermore, reducing the efficiency of splicing or transcription termination, in Drosophila, led to the upregulation of some circRNAs (Liang et al. 2017). Nevertheless, the mechanisms by which transcription and splicing dynamics regulate circRNA formation are still unknown. It is also unclear how changes in splicing and transcription dynamics in specific genes and in distinct cell types contribute to the cell-type specific production of circRNAs.  To study how transcription and splicing dynamics relate with circRNA production, I explored transcriptome sequencing together with genome-wide 
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occupancy of the spliceosome complex, RNAPII post-translational modifications and transcription modulators. I took advantage of two time series of differentiation from mESCs into two types of neurons, dopaminergic and spinal motor, to investigate how the expression of circRNAs from specific genes and at specific times of differentiation relates with the RNAPII modification and the dynamics of spliceosome recruitment.  Genes producing circRNAs are highly expressed and produce circRNAs most often from exon 2 In chapter 3, I found that circRNAs are produced in mESCs and at all time-points of dopaminergic and spinal motor neuron differentiation, being most abundant in dopaminergic neurons day 16. A slightly lower detection at day 30 than day 16 was surprising since the literature shows that circRNAs tend to accumulate during neuronal development and aging (Gruner et al. 2016; Westholm et al. 2014; Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). Further investigation would be required to understand if decreased number of circRNAs in fully differentiated neurons is a specific feature of dopaminergic neurons, or a property of the in vitro differentiation used. I also found that circRNA expression is highly dynamic with 445 out of 881 circRNA-producing genes detected being time point specific (Fig. 3.9).  Previous genome-wide analyses showed that detection of back-splicing at specific genes correlates with decreased splicing of the intron upstream of the first circRNA exon (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014). These observations provide an important test to whether the detection of circRNAs is specific and not an artefact of sequencing or bioinformatics analyses. However, these observations also lead to the idea that the linear mRNA is expressed less when the circRNAs are produced. I took advantage of the availability of RNA-seq datasets for the dopaminergic (total and poly(A) RNA-seq) and spinal motor neuron differentiation (total RNA-seq), and asked whether the increased detection of circRNAs at any given time point of differentiation related with lower level of expression of the linear transcript. Surprisingly, by quantifying mRNA 
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expression from both total and poly(A) RNA-seq data, I found that genes producing circRNAs are most often expressed in all the stages of differentiation investigated, although to varying levels. Unexpectedly, I found that production of circRNAs was increased when genes were more expressed, and that genes which produce circRNAs tend to be more highly expressed than genes that never produce circRNAs. The genome-wide analyses presented in chapter 3 suggest that circRNA production is associated with high transcription rate.  I also characterize the structural properties of the genes that make circRNAs. Several studies had previously shown that circRNAs usually have 1-5 exons, are often flanked by very long introns and are mostly produced from the 5’ end of genes (Gruner et al. 2016; Jeck et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2012). In line with these findings, circRNAs detected in the differentiation systems studied in this thesis also tend to have 1-5 exons, and to be produced from long genes with many exons. I further confirmed that circRNAs tend to be produced from the 5’ end of genes with a strong bias for exon 2, where the first splicing reaction occurs. This together with increased transcription rate, indicates that not only the interplay between transcription and splicing could be altered at circRNA-producing genes, but also that promoter-based mechanisms could modulate circRNA production. These results suggest that the in vitro system chosen is a good model to investigate the molecular mechanisms that regulate circRNA biogenesis, and especially its relation with transcription and splicing dynamics. The promoter regions of circRNA-producing genes have reduced spliceosome recruitment and are depleted for S5p and S7p modifications of RNAPII In chapter 4, I explored the role of the interplay between transcription and splicing on circRNA formation. To investigate promoter-based mechanisms that could influence circRNA formation by impairing the recognition of the first exon-intron junction, I focused my efforts on exploring at the promoters and exon1-intron1 junctions. I started by dissecting the promoter-based mechanisms of circRNA biogenesis in mESCs, for which there is a large resource of published 
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genome-wide chromatin occupancy datasets, and for which it was easiest to produce new datasets. U1 snRNP is the first spliceosome subunit recruited to splice sites and is essential for appropriate splice site recognition (Matera and Wang 2014; Will and Luhrmann 2011). To investigate whether circRNA genes have decreased U1 snRNP recruitment at their promoters, I performed by ChIP-seq of the U1C protein. I found that genes producing circRNAs are depleted for U1 snRNP at the promoter and especially at the exon1-intron1 junction (Fig. 4.6), indicating that spliceosome recruitment is altered at circRNA-producing genes.  Although RNAPII recruitment (TBP and TAF1) and transcription initiation (CDK7 and 8) is similar at circRNA-producing and non-producing genes, S5p is markedly depleted at the former genes. RNAPII S5p was shown to interact with U1 snRNP, and with other spliceosome subunits, and is thought to play an important role in spliceosome recruitment during co-transcriptional RNA processing (Harlen et al. 2016; Nojima et al. 2018). As such, lower levels of S5p at circRNA-producing genes (Fig. 4.7) is consistent with spliceosome recruitment.  Furthermore, I found that S7p is depleted at the promoters of circRNA-producing genes. S7p facilitates the transition from RNAPII initiation to elongation, by priming the RNAPII CTD for PTEF-b recognition and phosphorylation of S2 by CDK9 (Czudnochowski, Bosken, and Geyer 2012; St Amour et al. 2012; Viladevall et al. 2009). As such, reduced S7p levels could imply deficient modification of RNAPII or impaired promoter-proximal pausing. Finally, the abundance of S2p is unchanged at the TES of circRNA-producing genes, consistent with these genes being actively expressed at the mRNA level. This suggests that elongation and termination occur efficiently at circRNA-producing genes and reinforces that promoter-proximal pausing could be affected.   
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RNAPII release from promoter-proximal pausing is altered at circRNA-producing genes in mESCs and neurons To understand whether promoter-proximal mechanisms are altered, I investigated the abundance of NELF and CDK9, both modulators of RNAPII promoter-proximal pausing, and found that they are markedly depleted. This, together with unchanged S2p and high gene expression levels, suggests that RNAPII is recruited and phosphorylated upon transcription initiation, but that it is quickly released into the gene body. RNAPII reduced time at the promoter-proximal pausing site, possibly without complete modifications of the CTD (S5p and S7p), may lead to decreased spliceosome recruitment, hence favoring circRNA formation instead of canonical splicing.  An interesting possibility is that promoter-proximal pausing factors may also impact on the recruitment of the splicing machinery for the timely recognition of the first exon-intron junction. For example, a recent study in yeast showed that SPT5 interacts with all snRNPs and that degradation of SPT5 by AID reduces U5 snRNP recruitment to intron-containing genes, suggesting that SPT5 helps recruiting snRNPs during co-transcriptional splicing (Maudlin and Beggs 2019). So far, little evidence supports a direct role of NELF in splicing regulation. NELF was shown to help processing the 3’end of histone mRNAs together with CBC in HeLa cells (Narita et al. 2007). A proteomic study in HeLa cells identified NELF-E bound together with U1/U2 snRNPs using a gene construct where the commitment complex formed (Sharma et al. 2008). Nevertheless, this was a highly artificial system and based on a single gene. Thus, it remains to be understood whether NELF could modulates splicing directly.  As circRNAs are most abundant in neurons, it was important to verify whether the major observations made using mESCs were also true in neurons. Therefore, I next investigated whether RNAPII S5p and NELF were also depleted at the promoters and exon1-intron1 junctions in dopaminergic and spinal motor neurons. After producing new datasets and exploring publicly available datasets, I found similar distributions to mESCs which suggests that RNAPII release from the 
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promoter is also associated with circRNA formation in dopaminergic neurons. Similarly to mESCs and dopaminergic neurons, RNAPII S5p is depleted at genes producing circRNAs in spinal motor neurons. To further verify if promoter-proximal pausing is altered in these cells, it would be important to map the occupancy of NELF and U1 snRNP in spinal motor neurons. Interestingly, in dopaminergic neurons, although NELF is markedly depleted at the TSS of circRNA-producing genes, RNAPII S5p and S7p depletion is not as profound as NELF. It is possible that RNAPII recruitment, transcription initiation, or promoter-proximal pausing are regulated slightly differently in dopaminergic neurons. It would be very interesting to explore transcription dynamics in these cells by, for example, mapping the occupancy of GTFs and CDK7/8, to understand how these complexes modulate transcription in dopaminergic neurons. Finally, given the depletion of S5p, S7p and NELF, it is likely that U1 snRNP recruitment is altered in these dopaminergic neurons. I attempted to address this with ChIP of U1 snRNP, but could not obtain a specific enrichment. Further optimizations are necessary in the future to map U1 snRNP occupancy on chromatin by ChIP in dopaminergic neurons.  NELF depletion is sufficient to induce circRNA production In the last part of chapter 4, I aimed to mechanistically test the role of Promoter-proximal pausing in circRNA formation, by interfering with the levels of NELF, a negative regulator of elongation, which contributes to the slowing down of RNAPII before elongation starts. We hypothesized that by perturbing RNAPII pausing genome-wide and and promoting its release into productive elongation would reduce spliceosome recruitment and increase circRNA formation in a larger number of genes. To disrupt RNAPII pausing, I performed RNA interference experiments to knockdown NELF-A. NELF knockdown was efficient and did not have detectable effects in mRNA production genome-wide. When investigating the synthesis of circRNAs, we detected a higher number of circRNAs and of circRNA-producing genes in NELF knockdown experiments compared to control treatment using scrambled siRNAs. These results indicate that disruption 
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of RNAPII pausing at gene promoters is sufficient to promote circRNA formation. In the future, it would be of great interest to further dissect the mechanisms by which NELF depletion leads to increased circRNA production, namely by studying RNAPII modifications and U1 snRNP recruitment. 
5.1 A model for circRNA biogenesis Based on the results shown in this thesis, I propose a model for circRNA formation in both mESCs and neurons. RNAPII is recruited to gene promoters and initiates transcription. At circRNA-producing genes, altered promoter-proximal pausing that coincides with reduced levels of NELF, leads to a quick release of RNAPII from the promoter into early elongation without the sufficient levels of CTD modifications (S5p and S7p). This in turn leads to reduced spliceosome recruitment to the nascent RNA, which likely causes a temporary decoupling between transcription and splicing and ultimately favoring circRNA production (Fig. 5.1). It is likely that this model synergizes with other factors that modulate circRNA formation, such as inverted complementary repeats or RBPs, which act on the unprocessed transcript to achieve optimal circRNA expression in different cell types.  
 Figure 5.1 Model for circRNA formation.  RNAPII is recruited to the promoter of genes producing circRNAs (Circ+ gene) and initiates transcription. Reduced promoter-proximal pausing at circRNA-producing genes causes RNAPII quick release intro productive elongation, without the appropriate modifications. This in turn reduces spliceosome recruitment to nascent RNA, favouring back-splicing and circRNA formation.  
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We wish to further test the proposed model. For example, if specific promoter features (e.g. transcription modulators, epigenetic features, CG content, etc) are found to be strongly associated to circRNA production, we would be able to further dissect the mechanisms that lead to lower NELF recruitment and help predict which genes produce circRNAs in different cell types. We are currently investigating features that distinguish the promoters of circ+ and circ- genes, in collaboration with Prof. Martin Vingron. Firstly, we are comparing genes producing circRNAs with genes not producing circRNAs in mESCs to determine which promoter features are more predictive of circRNA formation. Based on these features, we next wish to predict circRNA formation in dopaminergic neurons.  Recruitment versus kinetic models at circRNA-producing genes Genes producing circRNAs are transcribed by a fast elongating RNAPII (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016). Importantly, the model for circRNA production proposed in this thesis does not conflict with this finding and it is likely that both RNAPII release from pausing with altered spliceosome recruitment and fast elongation speed at the gene body contribute to circRNA formation. I argue that one or the other mechanism may take precedence depending whether RNAPII is transcribing close to the promoter or further along the gene body. For example, RNAPII elongation speed was shown to accelerate as transcription progresses through the gene body (Jonkers, Kwak, and Lis 2014). Moreover, the Caceres group explored the effect of RNAPII elongation speed on alternative splicing in mESCs and neurons using mutant knock-in cells of a slow RNAPII and showed that alternative splicing was affected, especially at long genes in NPCs and neurons (Maslon et al. 2019). Interestingly, the speed of RNAPII elongation appears comparable between wildtype and slow mutant at the first exon-intron junction in at least two genes tested. Thus, the literature suggests that the contribution of RNAPII elongation speed becomes more relevant for splicing regulation as RNAPII progresses through the gene body. The experiments described in this thesis did not explore whether RNAPII elongation speed is 
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important for circRNA formation close to the promoter. Addressing this question is technically challenging, as RNAPII elongation speed is calculated based on newly synthesized RNA which is transcribed after RNAPII release from DRB inhibition. . We have obtained the mutant knock-in cells of a slow RNAPII from the group of Javier Caceres. Dr. Alexander Kukalev and Dr. Mohamad Aboelenin (Pombo lab) have produced total RNA-seq datasets, and the circRNA analyses are currently being performed by Petar Glažar from the group of Nikolaus Rajewsky to further dissect the contribution of RNAPII speed in circRNA formation.  
5.2 Promoter-proximal pausing modulates circRNA 
production – future directions The most exciting outcome of this thesis is that RNAPII release from the promoter modulates circRNA formation. This work unveils a network of interactions where the dynamics of promoter-proximal pausing, mediated by RNAPII modifications, modulates spliceosome recruitment and impacts the outcome of splicing. Two important questions that naturally stem from this thesis are: is circRNA production a side-effect of increased mRNA expression, or is promoter-proximal pausing specifically regulated to modulate the production of specific circRNAs, while ensuring the synthesis of the linear RNAs?  Potential mechanisms for modulating circRNA biogenesis through RNAPII promoter release Results from this thesis and the literature show that circRNA expression is mostly cell-type specific (Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015; Salzman et al. 2013). Considering the proposed model, circRNA formation could be controlled by modulating the rate of RNAPII release from pausing. This could in turn be regulated in many ways, for example, through the recruitment rate of RNAPII mediated by transcription factors and chromatin remodelers and/or the expression levels of promoter-proximal pausing factors. Recent evidence indicates that RNAPII pausing at promoters, rather than RNAPII recruitment, is the limiting step in the transcription cycle (Bartman et al. 2019; Gressel et al. 2017; Shao and Zeitlinger 
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2017). Hence, it is expected that this step is intricately regulated by different complexes and in different ways.  Promoter-proximal pausing could be modulated through the recruitment of NELF and/or SPT5 to promoters. Although not much is known, some studies shed light on how NELF could be recruited to genes. In Drosophila, GAGA factor (GAF) brings NELF to the promoter of genes before transcription initiates and loads it onto RNAPII (Li et al. 2013). However, this mechanism has so far not been described in mammalian cells. NELF also interacts with c-fos and c-jun proteins, suggesting that some transcription factors could recruit NELF to genes (Aiyar et al. 2004; Zhong et al. 2004). Interestingly, CTCF was shown to promote the recruitment of NELF, SPT5 and CDK9 at c-myc gene, raising the possibility that promoter-proximal pausing factors could be recruited by CTCF to genes whose expression depends on CTCF binding near promoters and that genome architecture could influence RNAPII pausing (Laitem et al. 2015).  Several complexes which modulate promoter-proximal pausing are also known to regulate or be regulated by promoter-enhancer contacts. For example, PAF1, which modulates promoter-proximal pausing, also mediates promoter-enhancer contacts (Chen et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2017; Yu et al. 2015). The mediator subunit MED26, present at enhancers, contributes to the recruitment of the SEC to promoters, which in turn triggers RNAPII release via PTEF-b (Lens et al. 2017; Takahashi et al. 2011). Importantly, BRD4, which also controls RNAPII promoter release, is not only a scaffold protein that recruits chromatin modifiers, transcription factors and super enhancers to genes (Dey et al. 2000; Floyd et al. 2013; Loven et al. 2013), but also itself modifies the chromatin landscape through histone acetylation and nucleosome eviction (Devaiah et al. 2016). This raises the possibility that circRNA production could, directly or indirectly, be regulated by the chromatin environment. Indeed, we are exploring this in collaboration with Martin Vingron group to understand why transcription regulation is different in genes producing circRNAs. We are currently using numerous ChIP-seq published datasets in mESCs to interrogate the interaction networks between transcription 
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modulators, transcription factors, histone modifications and modifiers at the promoters of genes producing circRNAs and genes not producing circRNAs.  Biological impact of connecting circRNA formation to promoter-proximal pausing  One conclusion from this work is that the recruitment of processing machineries to the nascent RNA at early stages of transcription is essential for co-transcriptional splicing which, when altered, can lead to the production of circRNAs. It is possible that RNAPII release from the promoter could also modulate alternative splicing through the differential recruitment of splicing modulators. This view is supported by reports where the type of promoter and transcriptional activators can influence alternative splicing through the differential recruitment of splicing modulators (Cramer et al. 1999; Cramer et al. 1997; Kadener et al. 2001; Nogues et al. 2002). This possibility can be explored, for example, by studying alternative splicing in cells where promoter-proximal pausing mechanisms were disrupted.  Given that most circRNAs detected in this, and other studies, are very lowly expressed compared to their corresponding linear transcripts and that circRNAs are made from highly expressed genes, could circRNAs be a by-product of splicing reactions? One possible answer is yes, they could be. Another interesting possibility is that some circRNAs could be produced to fine-tune expression of the linear transcripts upon cellular stimuli, when the linear transcript produced after back-splicing is degraded. If highly expressed genes are consistently active and transcribing, perhaps it would be more energetically advantageous for the cell to trigger circRNA formation via RNAPII release from the promoter, rather than shutting down transcription altogether. Another exciting possibility is that circRNAs could be used to indirectly modulate protein isoforms produced within the cell. For this to happen, the linear transcript would not be degraded after back-splicing, but instead translated into a functional truncated protein where the domains encoded by circularized exons would be missing. A study by Kelly and colleagues supports this hypothesis, where circRNAs were found associated with exon skipping events (Kelly et al. 2015). We are exploring this using the 
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datasets produced in this work, in collaboration with Petar Glažar and Nikolaus Rajewsky. Understanding whether and which circRNAs may modulate gene expression or protein function should have far reaching implications in our understanding of gene regulation during development and in disease.  To conclude, this work provides novel insights on gene expression regulation and brings the fields of transcription and circRNA biology closer together. Results presented here raise exciting questions and lay a solid ground for future explorations. Finally, this work highlights the importance of interdisciplinary research to tackle meaningful questions in the biology of complex systems and in disease.    
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